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Editorial
TEACHERS: The definition should also
include how helpful teachers and other
staff are in compiling a publication, and
in reducing stress levels amongst
editors. Ms Freeman, Mrs Riley and Ms
Brock have been invaluable to us. Ms
Freeman can be proud that she has
completed her first Collegian, and has
earned her reputation as the "Big Bad
Wolf", and Mrs Riley and Ms Brock that
they have once again been instrumental
in making the Collegian what it is.

editor ('edits) n. 1. Someone who edits

written material for publication. 2.
Someone who is responsible for the
content of a newspaper, magazine, or the
like, usually one who presents their
opinion or comment in the name of the
paper.
his definition of an editor has some
faults in it. Frankly, it is a rather
general and idealistic view of what an
editor does. There are several aspects of
an editor's job that we have both
discovered this year, and which we will
now share with you.
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COMMITTEE:
Many
Year
12s
volunteered themselves for the Collegian
Committee for 2002. They have all
worked very hard, often during times of
stress and over-commitment. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank
them. However, it hasn't all been
smooth sailing. We had to allocate
sections that every person would be
responsible for. We did this, and after
many hours, everything seemed to be
covered. And yet, six months down the
track, there is still no one in charge of
INSTEP. This was a problem.
TECHNOLOGY:
This
dictionary
definition doesn't tell editors that they
should insist from the very beginning that
every person should embrace technology
and that every article should be

submitted in electronic form. This saves
the editors typing out articles that were
written on yesterday's lunch wrapper.
PROCRASTINATION: Under the word
'editor', the dictionary should also
include a definition of 'procrastination'.
When editors procrastinate, they spend
seven hours on a Sunday night compiling
all the material they have, only to
discover entire sections are missing, and
that yes, indeed, there is a page limit and
yes, indeed, we are over it.
LISTS: All editors should be completely
familiar with the concept of lists. Not
only does it make you feel like you are
actually doing something productive
when you write one, the feeling once
everything is ticked off is hugely
rewarding.

Collegian Committee
2002
Alex Bagios
Tara Balfe
Katherine Bennetts
Jessica Bosman
Lisa Fievez
Suzanne Fisher
Laura Hurst

LOLLIES: Mrs Riley and Ms Brock (see
above) also supplied copious amounts
of lollies for us to eat. Although we spent
the rest of the day on a sugar high, if
made the tough times easier.
Our additions to this definition seem to
imply that the position of an editor is
harder than it looks. So why do it at all?
Quite
simply,
because
MLC's
achievements this year, both in terms of
individuals and as a united College, have
been outstanding, and we wanted to
make sure there was a lasting record of
this excellence. Girls in all year groups,
from Kindergaten to Year 12, can be
proud of the achievements they have
made, the knowledge they have acquired,
and the friendships they have formed.
The Year 12 group for 2002 is a
particularly wonderful group of girls.
Many have commented that there seems
to be a 'special something' about the
2002 Leavers, which we describe
simply as "The Spirit of 2002". One of
the members of the Class of 2002 who
has contributed to this spirit is our
honorary leaver, Mrs Ethell. She came
into MLC with us in 1998 and leaves
with us in 2002. We thank her greatly
for her influence as Deputy, Acting
Principal, teacher, and also as a friend.

Emma Johnson
Hannah Li
Grace Lindsay
Amy Litton
Marla Menon
Denitza Mironov
Alison Nadebaum

And of course, we can't comment on the
Spirit of 2002 without mentioning our
wonderful Head of Year, Mrs Topley, for
bringing her bubbly personality and
strength of character into the lives of all
Year 12s, both professionally and
personally.

Louise O'Halloran
Michelle Parkin
Yen Voon
Sally Watkins

This Collegian is our gift to the school,
in return for the many wonderful gifts
and memories you have given to us.

Emma Williams

Mrs Beckett: "So much fun.../ don't know where to put m/self.

Alison Nadebaum and Laura Hurst
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Principal
I would like to take this opportunity to
wish all our leavers of 2002 a safe
journey beyond MLC, and remind them
to keep in touch - we value each and
every member of our extended Collegian
family. You have joined a fine group of
women whose achievements and
endeavours beyond these boundaries
show us that there are no boundaries.

hat a year 2002 has been! With
our Year 12s now safely farewelled,
and with many of them already involved in
the TEE, I now have time to draw breath
and reflect on this incredible year.
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As many of you will know, I have a special
affinity with this particular cohort, as we all
began our journey together at MLC five
years ago. I recall my first tentative steps
into my role as the new Deputy Principal,
and the expressions on the faces of the
new, fresh-faced Year 8s, mirroring my
own slight confusion as to 'who' or 'what'
'Gertrude Walton' was! Some five years
on, those memories of early days at MLC
seem particularly poignant, and I am
delighted to be here to say a final goodbye
to these very special young ladies.
There have been so many wonderful
moments during the year, it is almost
impossible to list them all here. From Arts to
Science, from Music to Maths, from Sport
to the Humanities, the achievements of our
students leave me breathless. Time and
time again they have astounded me with
their tenacity and skills, their self-confidence
and grace, each one of them an individual,
but so very much part of the whole. I
consider myself so privileged to have had
these amazing years at MLC, and to have
played a part, albeit a small one, in the
lives of so many brilliant young women.
The list of our successes in all fields of
endeavour this year is staggering.
Looking back through my notes I note the
IGSSA
Swimming
and
Diving
competitions, the Head of the River win by
our First VIII, our success at all levels in
academic competitions, the outstanding
College Production, Anne of Green
Gables, the enthusiasm and fun enjoyed
by all at the netball teams, our prowess in
Cricket, the list goes on. This strength is
complemented by a consistently strong
academic performance, and some
breathtaking musical performances by
our many and talented musicians. It
would appear that our students have
achieved something many adults find
difficult, that being to strike the fine
balance between work and play.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the wonderful staff who work at
MLC. Each person makes such a valuable
contribution in so many ways and helps
provide the rich tapestry of learning that
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our students experience. I have felt very
privileged to work alongside such a
professional group of people who give so
much of themselves to their vocation, and
have greatly appreciated their support
and friendship during my time at MLC.
I will watch with interest the development
of all MLC students and would like to give
my very best wishes to you for a happy
and fulfilling future. I have thoroughly
enjoyed my time with all of you at MLC.

I will hold close my memories of
you, until we meet again.
May God go with you as you travel.
May the road rise to meet you
May the wind be always
at your back,
May the sun shine warm
upon your face,
May the rains fall softly upon
your fields
Until we meet again.
And may God hold you in
the hollow of his hand
Amen
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Staff v Students Netball action.

Yvonne Palmer
Acting Deputy Principal 2002
12 TEE Human Biology. To her
his year, Mrs Yvonne
credit, she promised this class on the
Palmer took on the
challenging role of first day that she would never miss a
lesson and if she did, they could
Acting Deputy Principal.
come
to her office and drag her to
She admitted during our
the classroom - indeed, she never
first assembly that she
did miss a class, and they didn't get
didn't really know the ropes of being
to drag her anywhere!
Deputy, but she quickly learnt, and
proved
herself a
strong
and
Yvonne can put the skills she learnt
considerate Deputy Principal.
this year into practice next year,
when she takes up the position of
Yvonne has had a varied career in
Deputy
Principal
permanently.
the sciences, and balanced her
Congratulations
on
this
Deputy Principal role with her vary
appointment, and good luck!
demanding teaching role for Year
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Mrs Gibson: "It's a tool girls; you have to learn to use it properly.

Head Girl and Deputy Head Girl
O/’^/’NOhas been another actionJLxJxJ JLmpacked and dynamic year
for MLC. Each member of the College
community has embraced all aspects of
school life with enthusiasm and energy.
Once again every girl has fulfilled, even
exceeded, the school motto of 'Strive for
the Highest', contributing to MLC's
renowned school spirit.
The events of 2002, whether they are art,
sport or academia-oriented, have
provided arenas in which MLC students
have excelled and produced their very
best. Term 1 proved to be a remarkable
term for the MLC sporting department,
taking a clean sweep of all IGSSA sports
on offer. Throughout the year the girls
continued their outstanding achievements
in events such as the prestigious Head of
the River, gym and a successful hockey
and netball tour of the UK. The Arts at
MLC continued to flourish with the heart
warming musical Anne of Green Gables
which exhibited a vast array of fine talent
within our school. Furthermore, the MLC
Chorale ventured overseas to Europe and
returned wielding a trophy for first place
in the Vienna International Music Festival,
another stunning reminder of the high
calibre music produced by the girls and
staff involved in the music department.
And once again, girls from all year
groups participated in national and
international competitions in a variety of
subjects, gaining impressive results as
well as experience and knowledge. The
girls should be congratulated on these
exceptional achievements, for their
dedication and hard work.
The Prefect body for 2002 have
undertaken their roles with extreme zeal
and vigour, and the group as a whole has
been an absolute delight to interact and
work with. Under the guidance of Mrs
Ethell, Mrs Palmer and Mrs Topley, this
group of enthusiastic leaders has
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continuously worked hard throughout the
year, producing a number of initiatives
within the school, house and boarding
communities. All the girls have shown
dedication to their roles. The House
Prefects have maintained the high spirit
and have worked hard for their houses
with enthusiasm. The Boarding House
Prefects have worked closely with Mrs
Fisher to make the Boarding House the
best 'home away from home'. Our Sports
Prefects, Lisa and Louise, have been
working behind the scenes with the PE
staff all year in what has been a thriving
year of sport. In August, Mimi and Leanna
produced a thoroughly enjoyable Arts
Week and have kept the Arts alive within
the College. Our Social Services Prefects,
Kate and Denitza, have organised
numerous activities throughout the year
which have resulted in generous
donations for a number of worthy causes.
Whilst fulfilling their respective roles, the
Prefects have also collaborated to
instigate activities like the Barclay House
and Christ Church Prep School Year 6/7
Social which was an entertaining evening
for students and Prefects alike, which
between the schools raised over $1500
which was donated to Princess Margaret
Hospital. Another initiative which has
brought enjoyment to our more tedious
job of gate duty was the "die-hard"
approach to uniform monitoring, though
light-hearted, the megaphones did prove
to be a 'loud' word of encouragement.
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Prefects 2002
Back Row:

Megan Moir, Phillipa Tompson, Amber Martin, Lisa Fievez, Louise O'Halloran,
Mimi Leith
Middle Row: Kate Dowling, Leanna Perret, Chevonne Perera, Denitza Mironov, Amanda Liok,
Kate Boyce, Kelly Morgan
Front Row: Pirrie Moffat, Carly Williams, Pia Drummond, Chloe Mitchell, Rachael Pearse,
Piper Grant

The achievements of this year would not
have been possible without the support of
Mrs Ethell, Mrs Palmer and Mrs Topley. Mrs
Ethell has been a strong mentor, always
encouraging, and
her wealth of
knowledge that she has gained over her 5
years at MLC has proved to be an
important asset to the Prefect body. We
could always count on Mrs Ethell to bring
us back to reality when our ambitious ideas
took off the ground during Friday morning
Prefect meetings. It will be very sad to see
Mrs Ethell leave, but perhaps rather apt
because she has been a valued member of
the College, in particular to the Year 12
cohort because her five years of service
have coincided with our high school years.
We wish her all the best as she assumes
her new position next year and extend our
best wishes for the future. Mrs Palmer has
taken on her new job as Deputy Principal
with dedication and she has effectively
fulfilled her role considering the little time
she had to prepare. Her support over the
past year has been much appreciated, and
we wish her the best for continuing as
Deputy in 2003. Special thanks must go to
our dedicated and caring Head of Year,
Mrs Topley. She has been everything from
a counsellor to police woman, a second
mother to confidante. Her absolute
dedication and genuine concern for every
Year 12 has been astounding. She has
brightened up our days with her cheerful
and encouraging e-mails and her
enthusiastic approach to all events has
definitely made this year a very special
and memorable one for the Year 1 2s.
To our fellow Year 1 2s, 2002 has been
an awesome year, filled with highs and
lows, but no matter what the circumstance
it has always been a comfort to know that
the 1 38 of us share a special bond that is
indescribable. This year has reinforced
the true unity of our Year Group and
brought us all even closer together. You
are an amazing bunch of girls with
enormous potential to succeed, and a
genuine love of life. There is no doubt that
every one of you will draw upon your
own special talents. We wish you all the
best for whatever life has in store for you.
Stick to your goals and remember that the
sky is the limit! And remember whatever
path you take, your friends at MLC will
always be proud of you.
As the curtain closes on the 2002 Year
12's time at MLC, we look back and are
thankful for the wonderful memories and
look to the future with excitement and the
knowledge that MLC has provided us with
the best possible start to the rest of our lives.
Chloe Mitchell and Pia Drummond

Ms Gara, talk about dating fossils: "Relative dating, and that's not when you go out with your cousin
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Student Representative Council 2002
Back Row:

Jillian Tarca, Laura Hurst, Laura Maitland, Pia Drummond, Jen Stevens, Kate Douthie, Chloe Mitchell, Kelly Arnett, Li-xia Tan.

Front Row:

Janie Green, Olivia Cornelius, Emily Robb, Emma Jones, Stephanie Dowling, Stephanie Lee, Annabel Stewart, Eloise Mugford.

he 2002 Student Representative
Council (SRC), started extraordinarily
well this year, beginning in the first
week of Term 1. Under a new structure,
we welcomed two transitional members
from Barclay House, Elly Steinepreis
and Brooke Thomas, who filled the Year
8 positions at the beginning of Term 1
until after Year 8 Camp, when formal
elections were held. This enabled us to
start early in the year without the usual
delay.

T

The SRC is comprised of three elected
members from each year group, who
are selected on the basis that they will
be able to competently voice the
opinion of the year group. SRC is the
forum for the student body to comment
upon the College and suggest how to
make aspects of the College better. The
girls are very dedicated to their
Thursday morning meetings and a great
deal of enthusiasm is brought along as
well as a bundle of great ideas. Each
year group has an SRC suggestions
book, unless you are in Year 10, where
their efficient representatives Jill, Li-Xia
and Steph have their own personal SRC
notepads that they carry with them at all
times as well as the suggestions book.
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Not only can students lodge their ideas
through their year suggestion book, they
can also access a message-board on the
College's internal Intranet.
Our weekly meetings are so much fun,
and we always have something
interesting to discuss. We have had
many suggestions from all the different
year groups, and this has been a
positive response to the role of the SRC.
It is great to see the representatives
being supported by their peers. Ideas
which have been presented include a
proposed introduction of MLC dance
pants, the use of Free Range eggs in the
Home Economics Department, tissues in
classrooms, a bus shelter on Stirling
Highway, an internal MLC radio station
and of course, a social for the Year 8
students. Another hotly debated issue
involved the Canteen, and all its
contents. The price of tomato sauce and
plastic spoons at the Canteen was an
issue that Laura was quite happy to
debate passionately with anyone at any
time! She even took the trouble to busk
one day on the Great Court to further
her cause... what a dedicated student
representative!

One of our greatest achievements this
year, in fact it may be the greatest in the
history of the Council, was the purchase
of cushions for the school Chapel. This
great initiative came from the Year 1 1
group, and we decided that this would
actually be a great idea to pursue. We
were informed that we were eligible to
submit an application to the P&F Wish List
program, and so after obtaining a quote,
we submitted our application. We waited
a while, in fact until we had practically
forgotten about it (that's what happens
when you get carried away with other
suggestions) and then we received the
good news, that we had been given a
grant to purchase the cushions. We were
so proud to have accomplished
something to improve the College, and
now the MLC students in 2003 can enjoy
the comfort and style of cushions.
SRC has had a very successful year, and
we are very proud of the girls and their
dedication this year. They have
demonstrated great leadership, and are
always so enthusiastic. This has livened
up each meeting, and it has been an
absolute pleasure working with you.
Thank you for helping us make the SRC
the BEST it has ever been!

Mrs Leather: "Some people think it's like making love with a Raincoat on." - referring to a condom
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Staff
Staff Comings
Rungravee Browne ..........................Catering
Andrea Bozikovic. .............................. Music
Donna Cianciosi.. ................ Barclay House
Belinda Creelman. ........ Religious Education
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Roy Daniels.......... ..........................Catering
Amanda Ellis........ ........ Academic Services
Sam Ellis............... ....................Mathematics
Mary Em rose........ ..........................Boarding
Sarah Finbow....... ..........................Boarding
Amanda Gallo..... .............................. Music
Rebecca Hatton.... ..........................Accounts
Judy Hendrickse.... .......Theatre Arts/Dance

____

Gemma Hohnen... ...................................Art
Jan Holdsworth..... .............................. Music
Lynne Holliday..... .................................Cafe
Claire Hooper...... ....................Theatre Arts
Serena Kirby........ ................................ Cafe
Karen Livingstone.. ..........................Grounds
Chris Leather........ ............................Biology
Ann LoPresti.......... ........................ Boarding
Helen Lydon.......... ............................Science

Non-Teaching Staff
Row 5: Dianne Munn, Marta Wojcicki, Luke Nysen, Mark Makepeace, Kerry Coates,
Tanya Wakeman, Ron Hodgetts
Row 4: Janine Baker, Elizabeth Denic, Kirstin Wood, Keith Banwell, Les Newton,
Kylie Brock, Karen Livingstone
Row 3: Luise Crisafulli, Leigh Thomas, Rebecca Hatton, Jan Mapley, Drew Neal,
Susie Culley, Margaret Glenn, Maria Meija De Molina
Row 2: Elizabeth Williams, Sue May, Zoe Smith, Wei Hong Peng, Kelly Dixon,
Wendy Sweet, Sue McCulloch, Susie Penco, Marian Aylmore, Joan Maguire
Row 1: David Lockett, Elaine Riley, Airlie Williams, Ian Ludlow, Jenny Efhell (Acting Principal),
Yvonne Palmer, Leonie Drew, Barbara Wyatt, Allan McRae

Casey Maddren.... ........................ Boarding
Pam Mees............. ...........................Science

Staff Comings and Goings

Chris Ormond....... ...................Mathematics
Burgess Orton....... ........................ Boarding

Andrea

XXIII

Debra Watkins...... ............................... Cafe

Andrea Arto......... ........................ Accounts
Zoe Beckett............ ............................Physics
Christine Clark...... ........................ Accounts
Dorothy Cooke...... ............................Library
Jenny Ethell............ ..............Acting Principal

the

of 2002.

She

College

and

the

University of Western Australia Junior
Music School. Andrea studied at UWA,
specialising

in

Instrumental

Paul Abbott.......... .............................. Music

at

came to MLC from John

Dayna Ward........ .........................Boarding

Staff Goings

appointed

teacher

beginning

Jonathon Tooby..... .............................. Music

Steven Wynhorst... .Society and Environment

was

music

Mailie Shorfill....... ........................ Boarding

Michelle Wnuk...... ........................ Accounts

Music

Education

Pedagogy.

and

Andrea

has

been a string tutor at the College as well
as teaching Year 8, 10 and 1 1 music.
She directs the Barbershop Singers and
Strepitso

Strings,

College

Choir.

enjoyed

the

and

co-directs

Andrea

While

she

the

this year have included getting back to
the bush on the Year 10 Mining Camp
to Kirkalocka,

and

Breakfast Club
MLC.

running

the 7am

for Christian

Belinda

girls

at

lives at St George's

College (UWA) where she is a tutor and
enjoys all the free meals and sporting
opportunities College life brings. She is
currently studying at Trinity Theological
College in Perth and
hunting

goanna,

loves travelling,

and

really

good

cappuccinos from Cafe 1 30, in Oxford
St, Leederville.

especially

opportunity to

take

the

Sam Ellis

Barbershop Singers on the 2002 Music

Sam

joined

the

Sarah Finbow....... ........................ Boarding

Tour to Europe.

Owen Gray........... ...........................Science

Andrea's interests are participating in

at the

Hoon Hall ........... ..........................Catering

choirs

year.

Lynne Holliday...... ............................... Cafe

Perth as well as travelling, mountain

school at Methodist Ladies'

Geoff Howell......... ..........................Catering

biking and wave skiing.

College, so she classifies

Mathematics
and

string

ensembles

around

Catherine McRae.. ............... Barclay House
Samantha Quinn... ........................ Boarding

Belinda

Ross Turner............ ...................................Art

staff

Jan van der Straaten...................... Boarding

joined

this

Religious

Jill Venn................... ........ Academic Services

teacher

Sylvia Watson....... ............................English

in

beginning

of the

Following on

from MLC, Sam did her undergraduate

the

year

Department

She attended senior

herself as an "old girl".

Belinda Creelman

Kim Roe................. ..........................Catering
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communities.

enjoys teaching RE, other highlights of

Stuart Rhine-Davis. .............................. Music

Lola Wilson.......... ....................Theatre Arts

aboriginal

Andrea Bozikovic

Kate Porter............ Society and Environment
Sarah-Louise Poulton.................. Theatre Arts

MLC

degree at UWA, majoring in Pure and

a

Applied Mathematics from which she

Education

graduated with second class honours.

the

as

Senior

Last year

Sam

did

her

Diploma

of

Courtney Wilson.... ...Information Technology

School. Prior to working at

Education at Murdoch University (which

Lola Wilson.......... ....................Theatre Arts

MLC she studied History and Philosophy

she highly recommends if doing any

Michelle Wnuk...... ........................ Accounts

at

tertiary

Marta Wojcicki..... ............................Library

working as a secondary teacher with

results leading to her return to MLC.

Gemma Wood...... .......Outdoor Education

the Remote Teaching Service in remote

This year Sam has taught Foundations of

UWA,

and

then

spent 4

years

study)

Mrs Hollingsworth: "I won't have to dig deep to find old scraggy bras in my house.

and

scored

excellent

Staff Comings and Goings
Mathematics, Mathematics in Practice
as well as Year 8 and Year 10
mathematics. In addition, during Term
3, Sam took the after-school program
for Year 8 students from MLC and PLC
who were working through the
Mathematics Challenge for Young
Australians Enrichment Stage Program.

Judy Hendrickse
Prior to coming to MLC, Judy
Hendrickse worked in the
arts at Ballajura Community
College, teaching Years 7-12
in dance and drama. Whilst
completing a Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Education at Murdoch
University and Edith Cowan University,
Judy worked as a Specialist Dance Teacher
at various government and independent
schools. Judy has performed and worked
professionally in Dance for the past 10
years, performing in Burswood Productions
and WA sporting events, and partaking in
Drama performances at University, as part
of the Theatre Arts courses.

Chris Leather
Chris returned this year from
the shortest retirement in
history, agreeing to step
back into the Biology
department following the
appointment of Yvonne Palmer to Acting
Deputy Principal. Chris is an old hand at
teaching the biological sciences and the
department was overwhelmingly grateful
for the expertise and experience she
brought with her. Her students from
previous years were delighted to see the
familiar face unexpectedly back in the
department. She has been a continuing
source of knowledge and advice for the
others members of staff for which we thank
her and wish her well on what I am sure
she hopes to be her 'real retirement' now.
Good luck Chris.

Helen Lydon
This year we welcomed
Helen into the Science
Department to
teach
chemistry and biological
science. She came to us this
year from Joondalup Baptist College and
brought her Year 8 daughter, Bethany, with
her. Helen has an extensive background in
medical research and has introduced some
new ideas, enriching this strong

department. She is enjoying the rewards
and challenges of teaching in a school
where science is highly valued.

Chris Ormond
Dr Ormond was appointed
Lower School Mathematics
Co-ordinator at the start of
this year, bringing a wealth
of experience to this
position. She began her training at the
University of Melbourne where she
completed an Honours degree in English
Literature
and
Language,
and
Mathematics, as well as a Diploma of
Education. After several years of
teaching
secondary
English
and
Mathematics, Chris spent seventeen
years lecturing at university level (in four
states, moving around Australia due to
her husband's career), in under-graduate
calculus and financial mathematics,
statistics for economics and psychology,
research design, and academic skills
mentoring. During this whirlwind tour of
Australia Chris enrolled in and completed
both her Doctorate in Mathematics
Education at James Cook University and
her Graduate Certificate of Tertiary
Teaching. Most recently, Chris lectured
courses in calculus and economic
statistics at UWA, and wrote a CD-Rom
on basic mathematics for external and
internal students of statistics (Edith Cowan
University). Chris's many research
interests include the acquisition of
algebraic language by junior secondary
students and abstraction versus reality in
mathematics. As her hobbies, Chris lists
family time with her two children Laurie
and Casey, aged 18 and 16, her
husband Peter, and her two Golden
Retrievers,
as well as reading,
gardening, swimming, walking, classical
and jazz music, and dress-making
(whenever she has the timel)

Kate Porter
Kate
was
welcomed
to
the
Society
and
Environment Department in
January from Willetton
Senior High School. Kate
las a wide range of teaching experience,
especially in teaching academically able
students.
In
addition,
Kate
has
considerable expertise in developing
courses under the Curriculum Framework
and specialises in History and Economics
in upper school.

Kate's calm demeanor and good sense of
humour has added to the depth of the
Society and Environment Department. She
has a quick wit and is often responsible for
putting Steven Wynhorst in his place!! Kate
has demonstrated a commitment to be
involved in the continued development of
curriculum within our lower school courses.
She is an extremely hard working and
conscientious member of the Department.
Kate is married with two daughters, Sarah
and Rebecca, both of whom attend
Methodist Ladies' College.

Sarah-Louise Poulton
Sarah-Louise came to us,
having had vast exposure to
theatrical performances. Her
experience
ranges
from
both
onstage
performances to backstage roles. During
her time at school, university and private
drama school, she has performed in a
number of plays and musicals including
Oliver, Cosi, West Side Story and Twelfth
Night. Sarah-Louise also has a broad
history in Dance,. Her background in
Classical Ballet, Jazz, Tap and Modern has
seen her perform in His Majesty's, Perth
Concert Hall, Entertainment Centre and
Burswood for a variety of concerts. She
has also choreographed several musicals,
dance
performances
and
Rock
Eisteddfods.

Stuart Rhine-Davis
Stuart Rhine-Davis was
appointed to the position of
Assistant Director of Music at
MLC at the beginning of
2002. He brings with him
twenty years teaching experience in all
educational systems throughout Western
Australia.
In 1993 he was seconded by the Ministry
of Education to create and implement the
new Post-Compulsory "Music in Society"
which is currently running in Secondary
Schools in Western Australia.
From 1996-2000 Stuart initiated and
coordinated several performing arts tours
in a cultural exchange to Asia. Stuart is
also a professional musician with
experience ranging from classical through
to contemporary and Jazz styles.
He has performed throughout Australia
and overseas with his highly successful
Perth-based function band. Since joining

Mrs Lewis: "Ready to blow ourselves up?" Hannah: "You're really going to blow yourself up one day!
Mrs Lewis: "Yes, but only after people like Mr Forma blow themselves up."
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Staff Comings and Goings
the MLC Music Department, Stuart has
thoroughly enjoyed working with staff and
students of such a high calibre and is
looking forward to future successful years
working with such a creative team.

Steven Wynhorst
Steve
joined
the
Society and Environment
Department from Seton
Catholic College in January
this year. Steve brings with
him experience in teaching both
Economics and Political and Legal Studies.
He was heavily involved in both pastoral
care and curriculum development at Seton
and is looking forward to his new
appointment as Head of Athens at
Methodist Ladies' College.
Steve has easily fitted in to the College and
the Department with his easy going nature.
He is very witty and has kept other
members of Society and Environment on
their toes with his political humour! At the
same time, his professionalism and hard
work is appreciated by those around him.
His sense of humour has continued to
emerge as the year has progressed and is
now apparent not only to the Society and
Environment Department and the girls in his
classes, but to the staff as a whole.
Steve is married and has three children,
Kimberley, Joel and Ashley (who was born
in April this year). In fact, Ashley was one
of three babies born within the Society and
Environment
Department.
Elizabeth
Hardy's grandson Mackenzie was also
born in April and John Oxnam's
granddaughter Nikita completed the trio.

Zoe Beckett
Zoe has sadly chosen to
leave us after three years for
the balmier climes of the
Gold Coast, Queensland
where
she
will
be
accompanying her husband to a new
appointment. Zoe came to us as a new
graduate who was bright and enthusiastic
and we know she will carry this to her new
life. Zoe's background in Biophysics
brought a new perspective to development
and presentation of the Physics curriculum.
She will be missed in the Physics
department as a wonderful role model,
demonstrating on a daily basis that women
can be high achievers in what is
traditionally regarded as one of the 'hard'
sciences. Zoe's calm competence inspired

her students to produce their best. Her
committed Christian ethic saw her teaching
Religious Education and she has co
founded and run a Bible Study group this
year which will be remembered for its fun
breakfasts.

Sylvia Watson

S

Sylvia Watson's 16 years at
MLC have made a significant

colleagues.

She

was

spending a number of years teaching at
Curtin
University.
Her charismatic
approach to life and work make her truly
inspiring. She cares with a passion about
the importance of teaching, particularly her
great love of English and English Literature,
subjects that she knows will empower her
students for life. What makes her special is
the range of talents she models, such as her
intellectual rigour and enthusiasm as she
challenges her students to think critically.
Sylvia's knowledge of her texts and the
literary theory that underpins them have
made her a valuable mentor for both
students and colleagues and has
contributed to a high standard of
excellence in the English Department. Her
commitment
and
dedication
are
demonstrated in so many ways, such as
her wide reading and viewing of texts to
make courses stimulating and meaningful
in a contemporary context. In 1996 Sylvia
was part of a team that was instrumental in
reviewing and developing resources for the
lower school English curriculum in Years 8
to 10. In 1999 Sylvia was appointed as
the Upper School English Literature Co
ordinator and Year 10 English Co
ordinator and has been a very supportive
colleague, mentoring new teachers and
adding an imaginative dimension in her
role that has motivated students and
teachers alike. Her energy and the new
ideas that she shares make her a valuable
asset and she will be greatly missed.

philosophical and industrial issues have
made her an invaluable colleague.
Another of her strengths is her strong,
feelings for social justice issues, which have
made her a superb role model for so many
young women. Sylvia has worked tirelessly
on the Reconciliation Committee and has
been the motivating force in establishing
student involvement at assemblies, the
People's Bridges Walk and the Sea of
Hands event at the College in 2001. She
has co-ordinated the poetry section in the
Heather Lamont Festival, as well as the
Hannah Downie Poetry Competition for
Amnesty International.
The teaching profession needs more
people like Sylvia Watson. She is the
sort of person who will never seem old
as her humour, energy, and passion for
life make her a gift to all who know her.
We wish her well as she retires to
Denmark with Terry and her dogs, Sir
Roland and Sir Hugo. She hopes to
pursue other creative possibilities that
make life exciting and to leave all that
marking behind! We will miss her very
much knowing that a great teacher will
be retiring, yet giving back to the
community in so many other ways.

Courtney Wilson
Courtney
commenced
teaching in the Business
and Information Technology
Department in 1999, and
was appointed Head of
Learning Technologies in 2000. Apart
from the academic demands of this role
which
incorporated
implementing
technology into courses from K-12 and
responsibility as Head of Department for
Information Technology courses, he has
been involved in coaching rowing and
cricket. He assisted with cricket
coaching in the 1999/2000 season,
before directing more attention to
rowing coaching of the Freshman VIII in
2001 and 2nd VIII in 2002. The Year 9
Commerce students manage Front of
House for the Year 1 2 Production and
College Production and Courtney
coordinated and assisted the students in
catering
each
night
of
these
productions. His IT skills were invaluable
in the process of displaying photos and
profiles for Year 1 1 students nominating
for prefect positions. He has accepted
the position of Head of Faculty, Business
Technology and Enterprise at Wesley
College, commencing in 2003.

E

Sylvia has served on many committees,
one of which was the Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (EBA) Committee
where her political acumen and
perseverance contributed to improving
conditions for teachers at MLC. She also
has served on the Collaborative Decision
Making Committee which resulted from
the EBA agreement. The way Sylvia
deliberates, ponders and then articulates
Mrs Beckett: "Why are
you laughing...do
'kick me' sign stuck on my back.
over
importantI have a educational,
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Barclay House Report
represent our many nationalities and

Oprobably
be
^
JL, remembered as the year

cultures.

that air conditioning arrived at Barclay
House! During the summer vacation the
five upper primary classrooms and the
Early Childhood classroom had reverse
cycle air conditioning installed. Students
in these classrooms have always felt the
full blast of summer and so the cool
contrast was much appreciated.
The school year opened with an
enrolment of 268 students. There were
71 new girls. Glen Duffield commenced
his duties as our new Deputy Head and
also took one of the Year 7 classes.
The parents have always provided
Barclay House with excellent support,
encouragement and
a
sense of
community. This was particularly evident
at the Parent Information evening, the
College Sundowner, the Welcome Picnic
and of course fundraising for the air
conditioning.
During Term 1, the Year 7s ventured on
their first outdoor education camp. This
was held atManjadell, near Byford. Year
6 travelled to Rottnest Island. This camp
focused on environmental issues and
social development.
Towards the end of Term 1 Mrs Cathy
McRae our Music Specialist moved to
Bunbury and Ms Donna Cianciosi was
employed to take on this vital teaching
role.
During Term 1 the girls enjoyed several
swimming and diving carnivals and
competitions. Corinth won the Interhouse
Swimming trophy and Olympia the
Diving.
In Term 2 Mr Brian Taylor took a term of
long service leave and Ms Paula Hanson
replaced him.
Our Annual Church Service, Barclay
Sunday, was a most memorable family
affair. Reverend Anne Yarham's theme
Daniel the Dreamer enabled plenty of
student participation including painting.
As part of the service over $2000 was
collected for the Uniting Church.

Crazy Hair day and the Collegian's
Fashion Parade were other special events
that provided loads of laughs for all.
The final week of Term 3 was filled with
athletics events. I attended the National
Australian Primary Principals Conference
which was held here in Perth and attracted
over 750 delegates. Our Year 7 girls
were part of the very spectacular opening
ceremony. The girls 'water dance' was a
much talked about highlight.
Grammar and Year 7 representatives
attended, the annual chess day was
held at Frederick Irwin Anglican School
in Mandurah and a team of Year 5, 6 &
7 girls competed, the Year 6 & 7s went
to Matthew's Centre on two separate
days for an Interschool Winter Games
Day.
Heather Lamont Day was a fitting end to
the term. It was a day filled with dance,
drama, public speaking, class singing,
performances, a damper bake display,
a special lunch, mime and circus acts
and of course the House Singing
Competition in the afternoon.
Mrs Marilyn Daventry (Term 3) and Mrs
Ruth Jones (Term 3 & 4) took long
service leave at the commencement of
Term 3 and were replaced by Ms Paula
Hanson and Mrs Anthea Feaver.
Years 3, 5 & 7 completed the (WALNA)
Western
Australian
Literacy
&
Numeracy Assessment. All classes from
Years 3 to 7 visited the JSHAA Biennial
Art Exhibition which was hosted by
Carmel School. Ms Cianciosi entered
our Barclay choirs into two eisteddfod
competitions and the girls were the
winners. Our cross country teams (Years
5 to 7) competed at both Perry Lakes
and Guildford Grammar bringing home
several firsts and many personal bests.
The Year 7 classes participated in
Murder Under the Microscope which is
an
interactive
eco-game.
7G's
catchment management plan won the
secondary section for WA and 7D's
plan won the most creative award for
WA.

We participated in several JSHAA
activities during Term 2. The Ecumenical
Service was at Bunbury Cathedral

10

Multicultural Week was a highlight of
Term 3 with many girls dressing to

The Interhouse Athletics Carnival was held
on the last day of Term 3. The weather
was glorious and parental support was
high. Sparta were victorious on the day.
Well known artist Natalee Poli replaced
Peggy Hutchinson (long service leave) for
Term 4. Early in the term the Year 5s
travelled to Fairbridge Farm at Pinjarra for
their camp which focuses on friendship
and farming life in WA.
We were able to welcome the new
students who will be joining us in 2003 at
a series of orientation days in November.
The concert and its preparation filled 'all
spare time' during this short term. The
space theme proved to be a great success.
End of year class parties and Speech Night
provided opportunities for us to celebrate
another good year and to wish our Year 7s
well as they move into the Senior School.
Of our 63 Year 7s there are 9 girls who
started at Barclay House in 1995 as
Pre-Primary students. (Sarah Mitchell, Lisa
Chamberlain,
Jordyn
Colquhoun,
Alexandra Smith, Natasha Rauh, Katya
Lotyczuk, Sasha Brasnett, Tibbie Galbraith
and Elizabeth Sutherland). Then in 1996,
five more joined the group as Year Is
(Emily Murray, Jessica Borella, Ingrid
Purich, Melissa Trindall, and Margie
Kwek). I think you would have to agree
that the girls have certainly changed!
The Year 2002 will be remembered for
many things but it will no doubt be
remembered by the graduating Year 7s
as their last year at Barclay House. Best
wishes to you all girls!
Leonie A Drew

House Activities
ouse activities in Barclay House this
year have been very exciting and
have fostered a sense of collegiality for
the girls towards their House. The Year
7 monitors for both Semester 1 and 2
have been very enthusiastic towards
their roles and have carried them out
with honour and respect.

H

The House Monitors have been
responsible for many things. Their first
job was to decorate their House boards,
which was done with a great sense of
creativity, ensuring others in their House
would be informed of special events,
birthdays, news etc. The boards always
looked fantastic! The girls also had to
organise House lunches in each term
and speak at House meetings which
were all held on a regular basis.

House events in Semester 1 included the
Interhouse Swimming Carnival where
there was a great sense of competition,
yet positive feeling towards all
competitors on the day.
This year's
champions were Corinth, congratulations.
The girls in Years 5 to 7 were involved in
the Interhouse Diving competition with
Olympia the winners. There was also a
House lunch organised by the monitors
and the girls did a wonderful job for their
House.
The end of Semester 1 saw the girls
compete in the House Singing on
Heather Lamont Day. There was a great
build up for this with Miss Cianciosi and
the monitors working extremely hard to
polish the performances of two songs.
Each of the Houses performed to an

extremely high standard and the
judging by our adjudicator Mr Andrew
Partington was very difficult but it was
decided that Troy were the ultimate
winners.
Later in the year the girls were involved
in their House activity competitions with
Olympia again coming out winners. The
girls participated in sports such as
soccer, netball and hockey. All
competitors enjoyed these games
thoroughly.
Semester 2 saw the Year 7s elect six
new monitors. These girls were again
excellent at fostering the collegiality of
their house. Through the House lunches,
athletics carnival, House activity day,
House dress day and the Year 7 softball
competition.
2002 was a busy, yet exciting year for
each of our Houses with many activities
that involved various year groups. A
big thank you to all the House monitors
from both Semester 1 and 2 for your
wonderful work in ensuring each of your
Houses was organised. You carried out
your responsibilities with care and great
quality.
We will have to count up all the Year's
House points now to find out which
House will be awarded Champion
House. This will be announced at
Speech Night.
Jacquie Hardwicke
House Coordinator K - 7

Taking a break on House Day

Barclay House Staff
Row 3:

Jan Williamson, Sue Hales,
Janine Baker, Donna Cianciosi,
Marilyn Daventry, Kirsten Muir,
Melanie Underwood,
Jenny Borrill.

Row 2:

Peggy Hutchinson,
Jacqui Doggeft, Jan Guilfoyle,
Ruth Jones, Beth Larkins,
Alicia Gillham, Rochelle Elliott,
Caralyn Lagrange.

Row 1:

Jacquie Hardwicke,
Roslyn Brahim, Glen Duffield,
Leonie Drew (Head of Junior
School), Brian Taylor,
Alison Caddy, Cheryl Parker.

Barclay House Art
Natalie Poli - our resident artist.
>
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hick mania hit the Art room in Term 1. Eggs were incubated and
hatched so all students could experience the wonder and joy of
new life. We drew, held, loved, fed and cleaned up after our beautiful
little chickens.

C

The Visual Arts were enriched at the Heather Lamont Festival this
year with an "Artist In Residence". Natalee Poli spoke to many
classes about her career as an artist and
teacher, then used drawings from
students to create an exciting
painting for the Barclay courtyard.
Art students participated in two Art Exhibitions this year.
The first was the JSHAA exhibition in which thirty schools
joined together to create a joyful "feast for the eyes". MLC
students from Years 4-7 were able to spend a happy time
of "Art Appreciation" while on excursion to the event. The
second exhibition we participated in was the Uniting
Church Moderator's Prize for Religious Art. Four students from
Barclay House were selected
for inclusion at this important event.
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Barclay House Music
The Barclay String Ensemble also
performed at the annual MLC 'Variety
Musicale' evening held at the school
during Term 2. The group also had the
opportunity to hear performances by
Senior School music groups, an
experience which
they enjoyed
tremendously.

arclay House music students have
been
busy throughout
2002
entertaining those both within and
outside the College community. All
students from Kindergarten through to
Year 7 participate in class music lessons
which involve singing, movement, class
instruments and creative expression. In
addition, many Year 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
students are involved in one or more of
the following performance groups:
Barclay House Choir, Junior Choir,
Barclay House Strings, Barclay House
Band and MLC Concert Band as well as
continuing their own instrumental
practice. What a busy life for our
budding musicians.

B

Sunday 26 May was the annual Barclay
House Church Service. The Barclay
House Choirs performed separately and
together throughout the service and the
String Ensemble provided the music for
the processional and recessional. The
groups were well received by all who
were there on the day.

.....

Friday 5 July was the Barclay House
Heather Lamont Day. Every girl
participated in different events and
performances throughout the day. The
highlight of the day was the House
Singing competition. The theme for this
year was 'Songs from the Movies'. Troy
won this year with their performance of
the song Stand By Me.
Term 3 was very busy for the Barclay
House ensembles. The Band and the

String Ensemble performed for the first
time at the annual Western Australian
Schools Orchestra and Concert Band
Festivals which were held at Hale
School in August. Both groups were
commended on their playing and they
are looking forward to performing
again next year.
The Barclay House choir was also
involved for the first time at the annual
Joondalup Eisteddfod, competing in the
section for Open Primary School choirs.
The choir won this section and were
awarded the trophy for best School
Choir and a cash prize for receiving the
highest score. The choir also performed
at the Trophy Winners concert.

never seen 60 girls playing xylophones
at the same time!
Barclay students have also performed
throughout the year as part of the
different recital nights held by the Senior
School
Music
Department.
Congratulations to the many girls who
have performed at these events
throughout the year.
All girls from Pre-Primary to Year 7 were
involved in the Annual Concert in
Hadley Hall on Friday 22 November.
Out of This World was a culmination of
work during music and dance lessons
throughout Term 3 and 4 and
showcased the many varied and
wonderful talents that the girls possess.
This was a magical evening.
The year culminated with the annual
Speech
Night
which
included
performances by the Barclay House
Choir, String Ensemble and Band.
2002 was a busy but rewarding year
filled with new and exciting experiences
for the students at Barclay House.
Donna Cianciosi
Music Specialist

The Barclay House Choir and String
Ensemble also performed at the annual
'Per Ardua' recital held during Term 3.
Both Year 6 classes also performed at
this concert, forming a large xylophone
ensemble. Many of the audience
commented afterwards that they had
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Barclay House Sport

Cross Country

Year 6/7 Gymnastics Team

t has been wonderful to see the level of
active participation in physical education
and sport at Barclay House this year.

I

Term 1 is always the busiest with seven
swimming carnivals and two diving
competitions in the first half of term. A
team of 35 girls from Years 5 to 7
competed in the WASA State Relays. The
Year 5 Freestyle team won silver medals
and our Year 6/7 Freestyle team narrowly
missed bronze medals and were placed
4th. The JSHAA Night Swimming
Carnival was a highlight for 40 girls from
Years 4 to 7 who competed in individual
and relay events against girls and boys
from 7 other schools. We won 10 events
during the evening with our best results in
butterfly and the medley relays. The All
Schools Diving Championship was the
final competition for our team of 15 divers
from Years 5 - 7, with MLC placing 2nd in
the Primary Competition. Congratulations
to all our divers, especially Isabella Mony
de Kerloy who was placed 2nd in the
Year 5 event.
Years 5, 6 and 7 enjoyed the non
competitive social swimming carnivals at
Iona, Penrhos and Perth College in March.
Towards the end of Term 1 the Barclay
House
Lapathon was
held with
organizational assistance from the Barclay
parents. Participation and joining in the
spirit of the occasion were emphasized.
The Lapathon provided an opportunity for
the girls to have fun while increasing fitness
levels and assisting the school. Funds
raised from the Lapathon were used to help
air condition Barclay House.

The winter term traditionally brings
participation in the team sports of netball,
hockey (or minkey), soccer and basketball.
Saturday competitions in netball and
minkey continued due to the excellent
support of the parent body with leadership
from Gayle Watson-Galbraith (netball) and
Claire McCormack (minkey). This year we
fielded ten Barclay netball teams from
Years 4 to 7 and two minkey teams
consisting of girls from Years 2 to 4.
Basketball has also been popular with girls
from Years 3 to 7. We have 10 teams from
Barclay House playing in the Thursday
afternoon Primary competition at Perry
Lakes during Term 4.
Year 5, 6 and 7 had the opportunity to
participate in the 2002 Artistic Gymnastics
Championships for school which was held
in June at Len Fletcher Pavilion. MLC
entered two teams and the final results
were very close. Perth College was placed
1 st, St Mary's 2nd and MLC 3rd. Special
congratulations to Alex France who came
equal 3rd in the individual competition and
Alex Kitchen who was placed 5th.
A different format was adopted for the
JSHAA Year 7 Winter Games Day this
year. A Sports Expo was held at
McGillvray Oval where ten different sports
were represented and the girls were able
to choose from activities such as aussie
rules, athletics, baseball, cricket, golf,
rugby, soccer, sofcrosse, softball and touch.
Mixed school groups attended each
session which encouraged socialization
and the girls enjoyed participating in the
variety of different sports offered.
*

Barclay State Relay Team

The JSHAA Year 6 Winter Games was
held as usual at Matthews Netball
Centre with the girls playing 5 rounds of
matches in netball, hockey and soccer.
Term 3 is our Athletics term, which also
involves cross country running. The
JSHAA Girls' Cross Country, held at
Perry Lakes, was the first competition for
girls in Years 5 to 7. A team of 25 girls
represented MLC over distances of
either 2 or 3 kilometres. Our results
were outstanding with MLC winning 1st
place in all 3 events. Congratulations to
Claire Beckett (Year 7), Jemma Ford
(Year 6) and Jessica Mitchell (Year 5).
We are very proud of our team. The
girls also competed in the JSHAA
Interschool Cross Country at Guildford
Grammar School in September. The
course
at Guildford
was very
challenging and muddy! Our team
thoroughly enjoyed the experience and
all girls performed credibly.
To conclude the sporting year,
Interschool Athletics Carnivals were held
for all girls in Years 5, 6 & 7. Host
schools this year were St Hilda's, MLC
and Penrhos. The carnivals encourage
maximum participation by providing a
program of events to cater for some
individual, but mainly team, competition.
The atmosphere is one of friendly rivalry
with all girls striving to do their personal
best for the team.
The development of school spirit, loyalty
and sportsmanship are important
objectives of the JSHAA program which
we foster at Barclay House.
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Pre-Primary girls getting ready for the Lapathon.
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Year 2s clocking up the laps at the Lapathon.

After School Care
fit'

uring After School Care, we are
always under the utmost care and
continually supervised. With friendly
play-leaders like Alison Caddy and
Katie Tucker, finishing homework is a
breeze! Along with fun games as an
incentive to learn educationally,
everything becomes so much easier,
mentally,
physically
and
most
importantly, socially.

'

'
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We go on excursions around the school,
eat scrumptious food prepared by the
College chef, watch videos and play
games. With a computer and a pingpong table at our disposal, afternoons
at ASC are everything but boring.

3

Overall, Methodist Ladies' College's
After School Care is a great opportunity
for children to socialise and develop
physically and mentally, forming great
friendships between year groups and
schools, which will hopefully last a long,
long time.
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Barclay Class Groups
Pre-Primary and Kindergarten
Row 3:

Millicent Sparrow, Emily Brett,
Emily Paul, Mia Challis,
Nimrat Ahluwalia, Corina De Rosa,
Emily Isaacs, Anu Sharma.

Row 2:

Morgan Crockett, Shona Coops,
Chelsea Nanan, Emily Leung,
Vasundhara Oswal, Maja Packer,
Janelle Lin.

Row 1:

Jessica Knox, Tasmin Mahalingha,
Juliette Isaacs, Sally Thomas,
Clare Xie, Shanya Rajakaruna,
Natsumi Miyagawa, Laura Peh.

Absent:

Charlotte Macmillan
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2002
KINDY & PRE PRIMARY

Teachers: Alicia Gillham & Sue Hales

Year 1
Row 3:

Georgia Carey, Jessica Soto-Kitcher,
Grace Blackburn, Alana McCormack.

Row 2:

Anna Murray, Chloe Macmillan,
Bianca Bertelli, Susana Liu,
Tessa McAllister, Maya Murray,
Alexandra Murphy.

Row 1:

Carolina Townsend Arellano,
Abigail Kotarski, Siena Wotherspoon,
Kate Jewkes, Ivana D Acunto,
Holly Sinnott, Shiho Hayakawa,
Zoe Thorning.

Teacher: Cheryl Parker.

Year 2
Row 3:

Sophie Brett, Brooke Mao,
Rebecca Didcoe, Elizabeth Matthews,
Kathleen Elliott, Joanna Akehurst,
Holly Smith.

Row 2:

Hannah McDonald, Megan Ellis,
Julie Dagleish, Stephanie Clarnette,
Mallory Evans, Charlotte Smith,
Lauren Richards.

Row 1:

Elaine Oon, Sophia Nugawela,
Bronte Smith, Bo Yun Lu,
Simone Marnewick, Madeleine Paul,
Emma Murakami, Emma Munro.

' i.

Teacher: Roslyn Brahim.

Year 3
Row 3:

Madison Goodhue, Alice McCormack,
Lauren Halliday, Shannon Rout,
Sherie Chua, Jesseca Lancaster,
Priscilla Lake.

Row 2:

Belinda Xie, Alice Hon, Meg Slatyer,
Rachel Ewing, Lucy Janssen,
Eloise Macmillan, Angela Tham,
Esther Buckeridge, Lucinda Green.

Row 1:

Freya Tingley, Amy Hendy, Rachel
Chan, Justine Benstead, Rebecca
Ewing, Madeline Kotarski, Jing Song,
Naomi Stockley, Rebecca Moore.

Absent:

Annabel Gallop.

Teacher: Ruth Jones.
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Barclay Class Groups
Year 4
Row 3:

Eva Purich, Valentina Barron,
Renee Mao, Camilla O Shea,
Charlotte Ethell, Georgina Janssen,
Bianca Matthews, Natalya Wren,
Camille Whitehead.

Row 2:

Beatrice Davies, Emma Gregory,
Caroline Gann, Nikki Macdonald,
Emily Newcombe, Elizabeth Parsons,
Jessica Murray, Rachel Jewkes,
Isabelle See.

Row 1:

Kathryn Ingamells, Sarah Bright,
Kanako Kishida, Ashleigh Brett,
Ashleigh Webb, Sophie Lee, Erin Thomas,
Jillian Nesbitt, Stephanie McKenna.
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Teacher: Kirsten Muir.

Year 5D

f-

Row 3:

Philipa Wong, Kate Morgan,
Jessica Mitchell, India Todd,
Natalie Meyer, Astried Nielsen,
Courtney Chow,
Jasmin Parkinson-Stewart.

Row 2:

Danni Ingamells, Eleni Pratt,
Kristine Chan, Sophie Parkinson-Stewart,
Alicia Buckeridge, Leticia Chrystal,
Rachel Caldwell, Fiona McMath.

Row 1:

Ellen Alciaturi, Sophia Chan,
Vanessa Toh, Sophie Luke,
Emma Jewkes, Jenny Doig,
Samantha Toh, Stephanie Sim

it
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Teacher: Jacqueline Doggett

Year 5W
Row 3:

Tiffany Wan, Yvonne Loh,
Hannah Robins, Christie Cameron,
Holly Mitchell, Jessica Copp,
Jillian Briggs.

Row 2:

Catherine Murphy, Harriet Roberts,
Elizabeth Thomas, Anna Buckeridge,
Kaitlyn Richards, Isabella Mony de Kerloy,
Stevie Ingamells.

Row 1:

Jenna Ong, Imogen Troedson,
Grace Tanner, Alice Brooke,
Georgina Pearce, Emma Reed,
Sarah Kwa, Alexandria Mak.

Teacher: Jan Williamson.

Year 6D

hHInf

Row 3:

Kitty Gunzburg, Brittany Whitehead,
Grace Gentilli, Nina Leeb,
Eleanor Lieberfreund, Sumay Chan,
Flora Yum.

Row 2:

Grace Skinner, Isabel Moore,
Emily Green, Brooke Gosling,
Sayaka Bilcich, Natalie Barry,
Emma Hendy.

Row 1:

Iona Phillips, Megan Tanner, April Goh,
Laura Clarke, Katherine Brandt,
Phoebe Power, Lisa Crocker, Emily Allen,
Michelle Chu, Tess Thompson.
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Teacher: Marilyn Daventry.
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Barclay Class Groups
Year 6T
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Row 3:

Alexa Van Leeuwen, Victoria Gray,
Phoebe Cameron, Diana Ethell,
Kate McCormack, Kyra Hanson,
Nichola Foster, Michelle Santarelli.

Row 2:

Alex Kitchen, Julia Simpson,
Claire Robinson, Maureen Krasnoff,
Alex France, Rebecca Porter,
Hillary Loh, Brittany Pope,
Catherine Clarnette.

Row 1:

Sarah Ng, Lauren Thomas,
Bridget Watkins, Sophie Morrow,
Jemma Ford, Georgie Monro,
Sheridan Evans, Emma Hansma,
Caitlin Ford, Sherine Chua.

Teacher: Brian Taylor.

Year 7D
Row 3:

Sadie Coley, Georgia Bishop,
Jordyn Colquhoun, Ellen Bettridge,
Amy Wynne.

Row 2:

Phillipa Jones, Jessica Borella, Claire
Beckett, Laura Potter, Sophie Stewart,
Kate Beresford, Margie Kwek.

Row 1:

Sophie Mony de Kerloy, Ingrid Purich,
Emma Sweet, Melissa Trindall,
Elisabeth Marotta, Noopur Sharma,
Emilia Mitchell.

AM

Teacher: Glen Duffield.

Year 7G
Row 3:

Alexandra Smith, Victoria Bowman,
Katya Lotyczuk, Sasha Brasnett,
Emily Murray.

Row 2:

Jessica Clifton, Jo-Elle Tan, Alyce
Pegus, Teliah Ryan, Ee Pyn Hoe, Fion
Lau, Rebecca Arnold.

Row 1:

Katherine Colvin, Stephanie Smith,
Anita Yeo, Grace Slatyer,
Rebecca Smailes, Ashleigh Fong,
Kate Bajrovic.
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Teacher: Jan Guilfoyle.

Year 7H
Row 3:

Natasha Rauh, Felicity Harrison,
Kerryn McBain, Tibbie Galbraith,
Elle Crockett, Sarah Mitchell.

Row 2:

Pia Colero, Aimee McAllister,
Lisa Chamberlain, Alana Maitland,
Zibby Cleveland, Elizabeth Sutherland.

Row 1:

Claire Bragg, Hilary Heydenrych,
Rosalyn Bruce, Noella Silby,
Sheena Ong, Jessica Harvey,
Amy Matson, Joanne Bunney.

Teacher: Jacqueline Hardwicke.
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In the Early Childhood Centre we value play:
Corina loves to build
sandcastles in the
sandpit.

Tamsin loves using
the Kid Pix program
on out- computet-.

Charlotte enjoys
doing puzzles with
her mummy in
the mornings.

Emily I loves being
Star ofthe Week and
getting books out
from the library.

Jessica loves to
create works of art
on the computet-.
y Jessica.

grtmU £>

Emily B. loves to
take care ofouir
guinea pigs and she's
a wonderful mother!

Sally can do hard
puzzles and loves to
play games with
Charlotte.

Shona likes
telling news to
the class.

Millie dresses up and
plays wonderful
imaginary games in
the Pretend Corner.
ii9U£Anu likes
painting and
dressing-up.

Ju./i’e-ffi.

Emily L. loves
dressing-up and
dancing.

Juliette loves to take
Lucy our guinea pig
for walks in the
pram.

Clare likes to do
puzzles and plgy in
the sandpit with
Natsumi.

Morgan loves
painting pictures
of"Ruggy|
zmmmm

Janelle writes letters
and makes presents
for her friends.

1

Shanya likes to go
shopping in our MLC
Supermarket.

Mia really likes
playing with Emi P.
and making mud
pies in the sand.

Emi P. loves to
play prince and
princesses.

A

/

Laura loves
to paint
on the
easel.
I'O

:
Vasu loves digging in
the sandpit with her
friends.

/Cl
Maja enjoys drawing
and writing in her
journal.

Nimrat likes to play
dress-ups in our
hospital.

ft

aw

Chelsea enjoys
making special
things at the
collage table.

Year 1
Buddies
Every week on day 4 we go to see
our buddies and do computing and
other things too. We go to assembly

C&rrtiv&l

with them too. In Term 3 we had a
party lunch. We love seeing our
buddies.

During Term 1, Pre-Primary to Year 3
had a Swimming Carnival. We did
overarm, backstroke, kickboard and
noodle races. We had fun! We all got a
chocolate Billabong at the end.

Georgie Carey and Tessa McAllister

Ivana D'Acunto and Grace Blackburn

Par\
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On 7 June we went to Cohunu Koala
Park and we saw koalas and
kangaroos. We went there because
we were learning about Australian
animals. We worked in groups and
we got to feed some of the animals.
We were excited.

On Friday we had our Assembly item.
We had to wear black clothes. We
decided to use puppets. It was about
Possum Magic. Some people were
scared but everyone was very good.
We all got to say something and
everyone had a puppet. We had fun.

On 27 September K-7 had their Athletics
Carnival. Everyone had to do a running
race. We both came second in our
running race. We are in Rome. We
practiced the slippery frog race a lot
ready for the Athletics Carnival. Everyone
did the House marching at the end of the
carnival. We felt happy but tired.

Alexandra Murphy and Kate Jewkes

Alana McCormack and Susana Liu

Zoe Thorning and Siena Wotherspoon

CU§>h,uri:u Ks(§aZa
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The W©rl<& ©/ Mafeps
Pre-Primary Year 1 and Year 2 went to the World of Maths. It was in Barclay Hall
during Maths Week at the end of Term 3. In the World of Maths there were some
maths activities. One of the maths activities was a puzzle. We worked in teams.
Some maths activities were a bit hard, but we were happy.

We like ballet because it is fun. We like
ballet because we like dancing. We like
ballet because of the concert. Mrs
Larkins makes ballet fun and she is nice.

Bianca Bertelli and Katarina Throssell

Chloe Macmillan and Abbie Kotarski

MaJy,ri:| Cy&rs
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Fire
Year 1 went to the fire station on 12
August. We learnt about what is on a
fire engine. We got to squirt water and
see the lights. The sirens were loud. Fire
engines are very big. We also learnt at
school that you need to crawl low in
smoke. We had fun!
Shiho Hayakawa, Maya Murray and
Anna Murray

In Term 3 the Year 1 class made cars.
We made the shape of the car first. We
had to file the foam into the shape of our
car. We put the wheels on next. The
third thing we did was paint our car. It
was great fun!
Carolina Townsend Arellano and
Holly Sinnott
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Year 2
Assembly (fern

Science and Technology

On Friday 16 August Year 2 had their
assembly item. It was a tree fashion
parade. Some students talked about the
features of many Australian trees while the
other students were the models. The models
looked lovely on the catwalk. The trees we
learnt about included the Jarrah, Zamia,
Balga, Marri, Parrotbush, Banksia and
Sheoak. At the end we sang a song and
recited some poetry. We had a great time
talking about and modelling the trees.

Year 2s have been learning lots of exciting
things in Science and Technology. We
have learnt all about colour, made a
mystery substance called Oobleck and did
an experiment to make spaghetti dance.
We cooked chocolate drops and shared
them with our buddies. We learnt all about
Australian environments, including the
rainforest, woodland, rivers, swamps,
deserts and bushlands. We used clay and
scrap materials to make dioramas. Our last
project was to make a bridge out of
newspaper and masking tape that was
strong enough to hold a troll. Our class
loves Science and Technology!

Madeline Paul and Mallory Evans

Stephanie Clarnette and Emma Murakami

^afhers' Day BreakCasf
On Friday 30 August we invited our fathers
to a breakfast in the MLC Cafe for Fathers'
Day. Some brought their mum because
their dad could not come. We made a
jigsaw puzzle for our dads to do. On the
puzzle we drew things that dad liked. We
also gave them a tie card with a message
on the back. They had to wear the tie to
breakfast and looked very handsome. We
felt very excited and we loved the yummy
breakfast. We had a great time.
Joanna Akehurst and Brooke Mao

compute wifh °ur
Year 7 Buddies
Year 2s have been learning Microsoft
Word. Our Year 7D Buddies have been
helping us type our excursion recounts, as
well as our narrative stories. Recently they
have helped us use the programs Max's
Sandbox, Thrass and Kid Pix. We have
had great fun computing with our buddies.
Kathleen Elliott and Simone Marnewick

Afdefies carnival
On Friday 27 September we held the
Athletics Carnival on the MLC oval. Sparta
came first and Troy came sixth. Sparta
was lucky to win. We all tried really hard.
Year 2s ran in the sixty five meters race,
had an egg and spoon race, a baton relay,
a bean bag game, an obstacle course and
a sack race. Lastly we marched in our
Houses around the oval. It was a great
day. We liked the Athletics Carnival.
Rebecca Didcoe and Sophie Brett

*****
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Perfh 2°o
In Term 1, Years 2 and 4 went to the Perth
Zoo. After we had something to eat we
split up into small groups to look at lots of
different animals' body coverings and
draw our three favourite animals in their
habitats. We went into the Zoo classroom
and touched a snake and a tortoise. We
also saw a big crocodile, some otters and
hyenas. We went to the Nocturnal House
and then to the African Savannah where
we saw zebras, rhinos and elephants. We
enjoyed lunch with the Year 4s and we all
had ice cream. It was a fantastic day.
Emma Munro and Megan Ellis

Week

Excursions
Year 2s have visited lots of different places
this year, including Perth Zoo, Kings Park,
The Hills Forest, The Museum of Childhood
and the Perth Museum. At the Zoo we
looked at different animal coverings and
observed the animals in their habitats. At
Kings Park and The Hills Forest we saw
many Australian trees and dressed up as
the trees to tell the story, Mighty Jarrah
Marginata. At the Museum of Childhood in
Claremont, we dressed up in olden day
clothing and saw all sorts of things that
were used many years ago. We compared
them to their modern day replacements.
We went inside a 1920s classroom where
we wrote on slate boards and the teacher
showed us the cane. Recently we went to
the Perth Museum to look at artefacts. We
had a great time on all of the excursions.
Ashton Pyke and Sophia Nugawela

Mulficulfural Day
In August we had a Multicultural Day and
dressed up in clothing from countries all
over the world. Julia Pytte won a pencil and
a rubber for the best costume. She wore a
Russian dress and a fur hat. We enjoyed
the day because we liked looking at the
costumes from around the world.
Lauren Richards and Julia Pytte

On 23 August we held a Book Week
dress up day where we dressed up as
our favourite book character. At lunch
we had a fashion parade in the library.
Kathleen got a hair clip for coming first
in her Secret Garden costume and
Emma Munro got a lolly for coming
second in her Gingerbread Man
costume. We all really enjoyed dressing
up and joining in the parade.
Hannah McDonald and
Elizabeth Matthews

World oQ Ma|hs
In September, World of Maths came to
visit. We worked together to solve different
kinds of maths puzzles and problems.
Activities included shape sorting, puzzles,
weighing objects, solving mazes and
answering questions on a sheet. We had a
great time with World of Maths and liked
solving the key puzzle the most.
Bo Yun Lu and Elaine Oon
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Year 3
World of "Nfeths
The Year 3 and 4 classes went to the World of Maths. There were
lots of mathematical puzzles and games. On one of the games
you had to fit the keys into the right shapes. It was super fun!
Rebecca E, Annabel and Lulu

We designed and made vehicles out of recycled materials.
We had a competition to see which vehicles went furthest
down the hill. Afterwards Mrs Feaver gave us a balloon and
pipe, and we attached them to our vehicles to make them go.
Madison, Lauren, Rachel E

CfeorooDt Wmmm
In Term 2 we dressed up in olden day clothes and went to the
Claremont Museum. We played with the old toys and saw
other things in the house. At the end we went to the classroom
and wrote on a slate.
Lucy, Alice H, Amy

Whitevom
We went to Whiteman Park to see some vehicles such as
traction engines, carriages and olden day cars. Mr Withers
gave us a tour of the museum. At lunch time we went to see
the snakes and frogs in glass containers.
Jing, Angela and Belinda
dSSt

Lito^te<s C<§DtY<§
We went to the Literature Centre. First Kim Michelle Toft read
us One Less Fish, and then she read us her new book, Turtle
Song. We pretended we were turtles and performed a play
for the adults. We went back to school and made silk cushions
like the pictures in Kim Michelle Toft's books.
Alice, Madeline, Rebecca and Jesseca

iDSpector
We saw a play about Inspector Pickles in Barclay Hall. He
only ate chocolate and hated fruit. Sergeant Gherkin tricked
him into loving fruit. The moral of the story was "eat lots of fruit
and vegetables." It was a great play.

COBB

Rachel C, Freya, Naomi

J-fetW
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We enjoyed the Heather
we did a puppet dance
and saw damper being
and in the afternoon we

WvooW

Lamont Festival at the end of Term 2. First
then we walked around the classrooms
made. At lunchtime we saw the clowns
sang a song about a wombat.
Meg, Eloise, Shannon

dirt Whibitiov)
In Term 3 we went to the Art Exhibition at Carmel School. The
theme was The Outback and there was lots of beautiful art.
For part of the year, 3 girls had their dolls and oil pastel
pictures on display.
Esther, Sherie and Justine
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Year 4
Saddles
Year 4 were lucky enough to have Pre-primary and
Year 6 buddies this year. We made pop corn, sang
songs, read and played with our Pre-primary buddies.
We loved spending time in their classroom. Our Year
6 buddies helped us in computing, partnered us on the
math trail and made Mars Bar slice with us!
J

Camilla, Ashleigh, Eva, Isabelle, Caroline & Jillian

Bubble Mania
Earlier in the year Dr Froth performed a
bubble mania extravaganza.
We
watched as he made bubbles fly, bounce,
sit on each other and even kiss! Then we
went outside and experimented with the
liquid and the equipment. We had an
exciting and scientific day!
By Camille, Ashleigh & Charlotte
1'S
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tey Visit

In Term 3 we participated in a
program called the World of Maths.
We worked in groups to solve
exciting and challenging hands on
activities. We had to think logically
and creatively and work as a team
to solve each mathematical problem.
We had a lot of fun while we were
learning.

Joey Joe Junior, an orphaned baby
kangaroo visited our class in Term 2.
His adoptive mother taught us how to
feed and look after a baby animal.
Joey burrowed head first into our laps
because he thought each of us were his
mother! He was adorable.

By Stephanie, Katie & Elizabeth

By Emma, Sophie & Georgina

Mrs Muir took us to Mundaring Weir to
learn about the Aboriginal culture. We
painted our faces with mud and then learnt
to hunt using bush techniques. We hunted
fake kangaroo with spears and then made
authentic fishing nets and caught yummy
wooden fish! We all threw a boomerang
and only one or two came back!
By Erin, Jessica & Natalya

Assembly
In Term 3 we studied the geography, history and
the Maori people of Aotearoa, New Zealand.
We designed and made bone pendants and we
also made poi, used by Maori women when they
dance to entertain guests. During our Assembly
item we sang two songs in Maori and used our
poi to entertain our friends and family. We loved
the challenge of learning a new language and
culture.
By Rachel, Renee, Bianca & Kanako
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Enclosures
In Term 1 we went to the Perth Zoo to
learn about the endangered animals
program.
Then we observed the
animals and made notes about their
man-made enclosures. We wanted to
see if their homes were as safe, clean
and stimulating as they would be in the
wild.
We made our own new and
improved enclosures back at school.
By Emily, Nikki, Valentina & Beatrice
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Year 5
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In Term 3 Barclay House held Crazy Hair
Day. Everyone came to school with a crazy
hairstyle. Each person had a different style
M V
including buns, devil horns, and pigtails i 1SiCr*I * A
mj
with different decorations on them. This
day helped to raise funds for the children of
east Timor. We all had a lot of fun!
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Rachel Clowes, Harriet Roberts,
Georgie Pearce, Tiffany Wan

S^n Catchers
In Term 3 we learnt how to make sun
catchers in Technology and Enterprise.
We used colourful beads, bells and
mirrors to make our creative sun
catchers. Firstly, we experimented with
patterns by threading beads onto nylon
to make fantastic designs. We then
repeated our final pattern three times to
make up the length of our sun catcher.
We used mirrors and bells as special
effects. We had an enjoyable time
making these lovely, bright sun catchers.
India Todd, Alexandra Wheeler and
Courtney Chow

Maritime Maseam
On 13 May, both Year 5 classes visited the
Fremantle Maritime Museum to learn about
the early Swan River Settlement. We saw a
wreck of the Batavia, a captain's cabin,
some of the weapons that the early settlers
used and interestingly shaped glass bottles.
Everyone was fascinated by the skeleton of
a murdered sailor. It was compelling
finding out how the pioneers of Australia
lived, their emotions and troubles.
Stephanie Sim, Jessica Mitchell and
Danni Ingamells

Teehnolojij and
Enterprise
Scarecrows

Information Teehnelocjij
Computing Feats
In Computing this year we have learned
many new skills. We have learned how
to use Word and Clip Art and we can
now produce documents which are very
professional. We can download photos
and insert them in our documents. We
have been practising our typing on
Typequick
and have typed up our
Library
Research
and
Literature
Assignments. We have begun to learn
about Powerpoint, scanning and using
Email. We have our own Email
addresses. It has been great fun in
Computing this year.
Sarah Kwa, Caroline Horgan,
Christie Cameron, Yvonne Loh.
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Towards the end of Term 1, 5D and
5W combined to make scarecrows
depicting characters associated with
the Australian Outback. In groups of 4
or 5, and with much valued assistance
from our accommodating parents, the
girls planned and constructed their
scarecrows en masse in Barclay Hall.
Stockman, swaggies and farmers now
adorn the classrooms adding a
somewhat different atmosphere to our
classroom setting. This was a most
enjoyable activity and highlighted the
need for collective decision-making
and a collaborative work ethic when
working towards a common goal.
Well done to all the girls and parents!!
Jacqui Doggett and Jan Williamson
- Year 5 Teachers
1
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On 4 June, 5D performed their
assembly item for Barclay House
students, teachers and parents. Our
assembly was about creating an
harmonious Australia. We looked at
some of the different cultures and
nationalities that make up the
population of Australia. Our assembly
had a special message; that we must
respect each others' cultural and
religious differences and work together
to engender a harmonious Australia.
We all thoroughly enjoyed rehearsing
and performing our assembly item.
Sophie Parkinson-Stewart, Natalie
Meyer, Kate Morgan and Emma Jewkes

5W flssemblij
This year 5W performed an assembly
item dedicated to The Year of the
Outback. We spoke about famous
Australian explorers, authors, artists,
pioneers and our aboriginal people.
We had a PowerPoint presentation
showing
pictures
of Australia's
Outback. We recited poems of Banjo
Paterson and Dorothea McKellar. At
the end we performed an aboriginal
tapping stick routine to Yothu Yindi's
song Treaty. We repeated this
assembly for the Senior School.
Stevie Ingamells. Holly Mitchell,
Kaitlyn Richards, Anna Buckeridge

4*

Wfl Museum
In Term 2 Year 5 went to the Western
Australian Museum to learn about the
Swan River Settlement. We learnt a lot
about Captain James Stirling. We were
able to join in role plays and acted as
the children of the settlement, the wives,
trades people and aboriginals. We had
to write down all our concerns and
problems we were facing in the new
settlement. It was a very interesting day.
Alice Brooke, Emma Reed,
Grace Tanner, Alexandria Mak

Year 5
5D Poetry
This year we have been learning to
write different forms of poetry. Some of
the poems included dragon acrostics,
cinquains and colour poems. We used
many interesting adjectives and nouns
when writing our colour poems. The
dragon acrostics were inspired by the
class novel With My Knife. The
cinquains were based on the ocean. All
the poems were imaginative and fun.
We have enjoyed reading each other's
poems which are on display in our
classroom.

Science
Lung Dissection
Doctor Williamson came to show us
how a lung works in our Respiratory
System. He pumped up a pig's lung
and then dissected it along with the
heart and gall bladder. We were
able to take turns at inflating the
lung. It was a very interesting activity.

Jasmin Parkinson-Stewart, Alicia
Buckeridge, Samatha Toh and Eleni Pratt

Japanese
In Japanese we learnt about the
different traditional celebrations of
Japanese culture. We discovered that
Tokyo is the capital city of Japan. On
Children's Day we coloured Carps,
Japanese fish, which were used to
decorate our library. On Multicultural
day we sang a song about Japanese
seasons called Ichiban Rokku. Mrs
O'Keefe also taught us how to set the
table in Japanese tradition. She said
that rice, fish and vegetables are
Japan's main diet.
Sophia Chan, Jennifer Doig, Leticia
Chrystal and Philipa Wong.

Technology

Kelmscott Farm

Mosaics

On 21 August, 5D and 5W visited
Kelmscott Farm. We were fortunate to
see cows being milked by a machine
and sheep shorn. We made homemade
scones using real farm ingredients. They
were delicious as afternoon tea! The
highlights of the day included visiting,
touching and feeding all the different
farm animals. We especially enjoyed
holding the yellow, fluffy chicks.

In Term 2 Mrs Briggs came into the
Year 5 classes to show us how to make
mosaics. We drew our house number
on a ceramic tile and glued cut tiles
onto it. We made a border around the
edge and filled in the background.
They turned out really well.
Imogen Troedson, Isabella Mony de
Kerloy, Jenna Ong, Jill Briggs.

Heecther Lament
Heather Lamont Day is a day devoted to
the Arts, for the kids by the kids. This
was held on the last day of Term 2. Each
class performed a dance in Hadley
Hall. We made a special classroom
display for everyone to enjoy. Year 5
performed poems for each other. At
lunchtime there was a sausage sizzle
called The Great Australian Bite. In the
afternoon we had House Singing. It was
a very busy and enjoyable day!
Jessica Copp, Hannah Robins,
Elizabeth Thomas, Catherine Murphy.

year 5 Camp
In October both Year 5 classes went on
camp to Fairbridge Village near
Pinjarra. We spent three days and two
nights there. Some of the activities
included swimming at North Dandalup
Dam, the eco-hike, cooking damper,
boomerang making, the night time
animal spotting hayride and the visit to
the dairy farm. We had a great time
and the food was yummy!

Fiona McMath, Rachel Caldwell,
Kristine Chan and Vanessa Toh

Maaie Moments in

2002
© Performing our Assembly item for
the Senior School
© Holding the baby chicks at
Kelmscott Farm
© Finishing reading the Diary of
Anne Frank
© Making Sun Catchers
© Watching a pig's lung being
dissected!

Challenaes in

2002
© Mastering the fountain pen
© Playing the clarinet without a
squeak!
© Reading the Diary of Anne Frank
© Trying to write bibliographies
correctly!
© Speaking at Assembly
© Having no work to finish off!

Year 6

Technology and Enterprise
he Year 6s completed many fun
Technology and Enterprise projects
throughout the year. These are some of
our favourites...

T

In Term 1 our first Technology and
Enterprise project was 'Land Boats'. It
was a challenging project, yet
interesting. To test our boats, we blew
them across the carpet using a fan, and
some flipped and fell over! We also
designed table place settings consisting
of a cup, dinner plate, napkin ring and
a place mat, and displayed them in the
Hadley Hall foyer.

contained a heavily insulated egg and
many strange flight aids were added.
We catapulted the milk carton
masterpieces off the PE shed. It was a
fun (but very messy) activity. Technology
and Enterprises projects this year were
very enjoyable, and we hope that we
will have many fun activities next year
as well!
Sarah Ng, Hillary Loh, Isabel Moore,
Sumay Chan and Michelle Chu.
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In Term 2 we had to build mouse traps
using various materials. A classmate
supplied the mice, and some of the
results were hilarious! In Term 3 we
designed and created 'Milk Carton'
masterpieces! These contraptions each
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Sport
he year started off with the Swimming
Carnival in which we all participated.
We had many enjoyable events including
medleys, relays and individual races. At the
end of the day certificates were given out to
a number of girls who received some of the
highest points in their year group and a
medal to the winner. The winning House
was Corinth and all the other Houses did
extremely well. The parents helped out and
made the day more enjoyable.

The Athletics Carnival consisted of many
events such as running races, hurdles, high
jump, discus, long jump, the softball throw
and of course some, team games. We
marched in our House groups to mark the
beginning of the carnival, and marched
again at the end. All the Houses cheered
loudly. We hardly had a voice left at the end
of the day! The winning House was
announced and certificates were also given
to the girls with the highest points.

The Winter Games Day was a huge
success. All the Houses competed in
soccer or netball over three days. Every
House played each other and after each
game was finished the points were tallied
up. The netball was was won by Sparta
and the day was a big success.

Once again, the parents helped
throughout the carnival and and we all
had a fantastic day.

T
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Claire Robinson, Megan Tanner,
Kitty Gunzburg, Kate McCormack, Grace
Skinner and Nina Leeb.

Rottllsgt

Island Camp
n Term 1, the Year 6s went on
camp to Rottnest Island. We stayed
at Kingstown Barracks in dorms. We
went to lots of beaches including
Pinkey's Beach and Salmon Bay. At
Salmon Bay we went snorkeling and
saw lots of fish. Some people saw a
shark, some squid or some crayfish.
Also at Salmon Bay we made some
sand sculptures to be judged by the
teachers. At the end of the day we
had hot milo, some biscuits and told
some jokes for chocolate bars.

I

On the second day, in the afternoon,
we went and dug some VERY big
holes for foxholing. This is a game
where you all hide in holes and try
to get past the teacher before they
spot you. That night we had a lot of
fun jumping in and out of holes.
On the third day we enjoyed another
fun activity on the beach. We left
Kingstown Barracks and walked to
the Barrack's beach for the Beach
Olympics. We got in our groups and
chose from a variety sports, such as
hockey,
swimming,
monkey
crawling,
running,
skipping,
balancing a cup on your head,
soccer, volleyball and bat and ball. It
was really fun and exciting. In the
evening we split into two groups and
took turns in making collages and
watching slideshows. Overall all the
Year 6s thoroughly enjoyed camp. It
was a fun and exciting experience.
Julia Simpson, Tess Thompson,
Natalie Barry, Georgie Monroe,
Emma Hendy and Sheridan Evans.
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Year 6
Heatfref
Day
eather Lamont Day is held every
year on the last day of Term 2, in
remembrance of a girl named Heather
Lamont, who used to board at MLC.
Unfortunately while visiting her parents
on their farm, Heather was involved in a
tragic tractor accident in which she
died. Heather was passionate about the
Arts, and therefore, on Heather Lamont
Day, we celebrate the Arts in both the
Junior and Senior schools.

H

During the day we celebrate by
performing dances, class poetry and
singing, and presenting class displays.
At lunch we were all able to buy lunch
from "The Great Australian Bite", which
consisted of an orange juice and hot
dog.
We all have to agree that Heather
Lamont day was one of the most
enjoyable days of the year.
Alexa van Leeuwen, Phoebe Cameron,
April Goh, Iona Phillips and
Sayaka Bilcich.

Bil^e Edacatioij
n Term 1 we participated in a bike
education course with Mr Thompson to
help us develop the necessary skills for
our camp on Rottnest Island. In our first
session we rode around cones, learned
our hand signals and Mr Thompson
checked our bikes for any mechanical
faults.

llLCdt$loll§
his year we have had two incursions
visit us. The first was a renowned
author by the name of Jonathan Harlen.
He has written several children's books,
such as The Cockroach War, its sequel,
Brian Scam and soon to be released
Circus Bizwicus. He has also written
some adult's books such as Kristen and
its sequels. He wrote a short story for us,
the Barclay student, called The Wrong
Red Box. He gave us some pointers on
writing and chose one Year 6 and one
Year 7 student to imagine and act out
their first reactions to winning forty
million dollars.

T

Our second incursion was run by
Scitech. We were invited to crawl inside
the Space Dome to look at and learn

St George's Cathedral
During Term 1, the Year 6s visited St
George's Cathedral in the Perth City.
We divided into six groups and had a
rotational tour around the Cathedral.
We heard many interesting facts dating
back to B.C. Some highlights included
visiting the organ and viewing the
rector's vestments. It was also amazing
to go down into the crypt. Overall it
was an incredible experience.
jS3fi
» 5M1

On our second and third sessions we
rode down to the T junction on Fresh
Water Parade. We practiced our hand
signals, listened to what Mr Thompson
said and obeyed the road rules.

Emily Green, Brittany Pope, Jemma
Ford, Emma Hansma, Laura Clarke,
Flora Yum and Michelle Santarelli

Sherine Chua, Brooke Gosling,
Catherine Clarnette, Lauren Thomas,
Katherine Brandt, Eleanor Lieberfreund
and Maureen Krasnoff.

Excar^ioiis

I

Overall we thought it was a fun and
enjoyable experience and we will never
forget the time we had.

about the Solar System. We learnt all
about the ancient Greek myths and
legends of the Zodiac and stars, and
observed
some
fascinating
star
formations. It was dark inside the dome.
Using a light and a metal lampshade
with the stars cut out of the metal in their
formation, we could see our star signs
and the way stars appear in space.
When the Scitech representative turned
the lampshade we all could have sworn
we were spinning! We have enjoyed
our incursions so far, and look forward
to more in the years to come.

Banjo Patterson
In Term 2 we went to His Majesty's
Theatre to see a dramatic play about
Banjo Patterson's stories. We also
listened to some of his songs. Many
schools attended the play. It was very
informative and interesting.

Perth Zoo
In Term 3 we went to the zoo. In the
morning we split into two groups. We
then went to the African Savannah
and the Wetlands exhibit. Before we
left we were taken on a guided tour
around the rest of the zoo. Many
people liked the Fairy Penguins.
Diana Ethell, Emily Allen, Brittany
Whitehead, Rebecca Porter, Phoebe
Power, Lisa Crocker and Caitlin Ford.
Art Exhibition
On 1 3 August the Year 6s travelled to
the JSHAA Art Exhibition at Carmel
School to admire the work from our
supplementary schools, which we
found very beneficial to our
knowledge of art. The thematic focus
for the two main sections in the
primary section were the Aboriginal
display and the Outback display. We
also liked how there were entries from
all different ages. We really liked the
variety of artwork and that there was
art from many schools - not just one.
There were many different techniques
used that gave each school their own
unique quality. We all thoroughly
enjoyed the experience.
Victoria Gray, Grace Gentilli,
Kyra Hanson, Heather Taylor and
Sophie Morrow.
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Year 6/7 Social
n Friday 16 August, the MLC and
CCGS prefects prepared Bosisto Hall
for the much anticipated combined
MLC/CCGS Year 6 and 7 Social. The
social was entirely organised and run by
prefects from both schools. It was held to
raise money for the Emergency Department
at Princess Margaret Hospital. We were
fortunate to have a DJ in the form of Christ
Church prefect, James Marangou. Chloe
organised donations of chips from Smiths,
so we were able to raise around $1100
for Princess Margaret Hospital.

O

It was a fun-filled, enthusiastically run event,
with students from both schools leaving
with huge smiles on their faces. It went from
7pm to 9pm and involved dancing
competitions and games such as the Limbo.
The evening was a lot of fun for both the
kids at the social, and for the prefects.
Perhaps the start of an ongoing tradition.

Limbo - how low can you go!

Thanks must go to the teachers and parents
who helped supervise on the night, James
the DJ, the Prefects for their help, both on
the night and behind the scenes organising
tickets, permission slips, food, drinks and
decorations. Thanks to all involved for a
fun-filled night of dancing and excitement.

The social was enjoyed by both Prefects

The MLC and CCGS Prefects who did such a wonderful

and Junior School students alike.

the much anticipated social.

mm I

mm

The Macarena.
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Year 7
Term 1 and 2
erm 1 and we are at the start of a
new school year with our new Year 7s
and leaders of Barclay House. It was a
great start to the term firstly welcoming
our new Year 7 teacher and Deputy Mr
Duffield. Not long after that it was time
for camp. Off to Manjadel scout camp in
Byford we went. On camp we were
able to experience many unique
experiences like, cooking on a trangia,
making rafts, orienteering and bush
walking. There were also some more
challenging tasks that made us
overcome some of our fears like sleeping
in the bush, the blind trail and the arial
runway. Overall a wonderful experience
for us all and a great way to get to know
each other for the start of a new year.

range of topics chosen and many
different methods of presentation
utilised.

T

Returning to school we were back into
our routine very quickly as Year 7 is an
extremely busy year with the regular
classroom work, specialist subjects and
the transition program. As part of the
transition program we carried out an
extensive study on Asia. We concluded
this study with a trip to the Perth Zoo.
On this excursion we learnt about
endangered animals and what impact
humans have on these animals as well
as an extensive study on the many Asian
animals represented at our Zoo.
A small group of Year 7s had the
pleasure and responsibility to represent
Barclay House at this year's ecumenical
service at Bunbury Cathedral Grammar.
In the last week of Term 1 the Year 7
group visited Scitech to work through a
'forensic challenge' on an environmental
disaster. The investigation was carried
out by the girls performing experiments,
reading data, using computer programs
to gain information to uncover what was
happening to the river in Sunny Valley.
This was a simulated problem that the

girls worked through as a lead up to
Murder Under the Microscope in Term 2.
Term 2 was our 'environmental' term
with the three classes focussing on the
environmental challenge of Murder
Under the Microscope. The girls had to
solve a mystery given to them, by
investigating and researching clues that
came to us via the internet and SBS
television. The scenario was an
environmental disaster that had a
villain, a victim in a certain river of
Australia and an issue that needed to be
managed to ensure the disaster would
not happen again.
7H were lucky
enough to guess all the information
correctly, while 7G made such a
wonderful job of their catchment
management plan that they became
state winners. What a fantastic effort!
7D were also very enthusiastic about
Murder Under the Microscope, winning
the creative section for their catchment
plan, well done.
In Term 2 the Year 7s competed in the
Winter Games day with various other
JHSAA schools. The girls played team
sports like touch rugby, football, soccer
and golf. Even though it was quite cold
and wet it was a wonderful day with lots
of new experiences and challenges.

Term 3 and 4
he main theme for work in Term 3
was War. The Year 7s were
immersed in war. We read novels about
war, we watched movies about war, we
deconstructed posters about war and
learned about Australia's involvement in
the two world wars and other conflicts
throughout the world during the
twentieth century. We also chose our
own individual topic, related to the war
theme, for research and presented our
results in whatever form that seemed
most suitable to us. There was a great

T

An exciting addition to our program
was the "Burswood Dance''. We were
asked to perform at the opening
ceremony of the national conference of
the Primary Principals Association of
Australia. Delegates came from schools
all around Australia, New Zealand,
USA and UK. We performed two
dances choreographed to a theme of
Water. Performing in front of an
audience in excess of seven hundred
people gave us all a buzz and it was a
fantastic experience.
The Interhouse Athletics Carnival was
held on the last day of Term 3. Luckily
the weather cleared and it was a
beautiful fine day for the girls to display
their athletic prowess. The athletic
achievements were exceeded only by
the team spirit displayed by all girls, but
especially the Year 7s.
Much of music and dance time in
Semester 2 was spent rehearsing for the
end of year concert, an event always
greatly anticipated by Year 7s. This year
our item was a musical called Kids In
Space. Twelve girls made up the cast
and the other Year 7s were in the
chorus. The chorus was made up of lost
souls, robots and space pirates. The
night was a great success and was
enjoyed immensely by both the girls and
the audience alike.
On the last night of the school year,
after speech night, the Year 7s held a
graduation supper in the College Dining
Hall. During Speech Night, each girl
received an MLC pen and a graduation
certificate. We said farewell to all our
teachers but not to each other because
when we come back next year we'll all
still be friends in Year 8.

Year 7 Transition Program
he Year 7s have had a unique opportunity to participate in the dynamic Transition program where they study Science,
Mathematics, Society and Environment, Home Economics, Theatre Arts, and Media Studies. To be able to access the
facilities and such programs, has an enormous benefit to the girls. It gives them a broad insight into the academics of Year
8, it provides wonderful opportunities for pastoral care links between the girls and Senior School staff, and greatly increases
the comfort levels of the girls in entering a new learning environment in Year 8. All these benefits will greatly enhance the
girls' adaptation to their Senior School education. The integrated teaching of the programs that the Year 7 teachers undertake
in their classroom further enhances the Transition programs.

T

Transition Home
Economics

Transition Science
rs Lewis has led the Transition
Science
program
through
developing and presenting a broad
range of dynamic lessons. The
opportunity to put on those impressive
white laboratory coats and protective
glasses was taken with much enthusiasm
by the girls. Working with scientific
equipment such as Bunsen burners, test
tubes, scales, and microscopes was a
unique experience. Combine this with
r Row presented to the girls an inexperiments with chemicals, liquid layers,
depth program on Asian Studies in
fibers, and seedlings, and the girls have
Semester 1 where they studied lifestyles,
a challenging and stimulating program.
clothing, religions, foods, housing,
ceremonies, education, values, and
The opportunity to undertake riverbank
physical climate of countries in Asia.
studies with Mr Forma was a
This was integrated with the girls
memorable experience where the
undertaking a major project on an
students studied, observed, and
Asian country via their classroom and
collected plant and marine life from the
library research sessions.
Swan River on the banks of the College.

M

Transition Society and
Environment

Overall,
Transition Science
has
captured the girls' curiosity and
motivation towards Science both for this
year and next year in Year 8.

Discussions on what it is to be like as a
teenage girl in some of the Asian
countries captured the curiosity of the
girls, especially with the diversity of
cultures across Asia when compared to
Australia. A highlight, no doubt, was the
chance for the girls to dress in clothing
from different Asian countries and to
learn about the methods and reasons for
making clothing such as silk saris with
gold lining.

Transition Theatre Arts
Transition Maths
n Semester 2 the girls were involved in
undertaking problem solving activities
with Mrs Giglia and Mrs Gibson where
the emphasis was on stimulating and
developing their working mathematical
skills. The use of hands on materials and
open-ended discussions in the activities
captured the girl's lateral thinking and
enjoyment of the activities. Who would
have thought playing with and eating choc
chip cookies could be a part of Maths!

I
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his year Mrs Miller has combined
sewing and cooking into the
program. The girls spent the first half of
the program designing and making a
cloth carry bag with embroidered work
on the outside by using a sewing
machine and also through hand sewing.
The levels of creativity were of a high
calibre.
In the second half of the program the
girls were introduced to kitchen
management skills in cooking. From
there they were introduced to cooking
biscuits and then completing a design
brief of making biscuits with a selection
of dry ingredients. The smells of the
biscuits were mouth watering and they
tasted rather delicious too.

Transition Media Studies
s Merante has developed an
exciting and challenging program
where the girls have learnt about
constructing and deconstructing images
in posters, and of themselves. It has
involved learning about using a
camera, taking photos of a class peer in
different settings, developing the film
into photos, and then creating a poster
image of themselves. The developing of
the film in the film laboratory proved to
be a highlight of the program.

s Hendrickse led the Theatre Arts
program where the girls participated
in
role-playing,
mime,
drama,
improvisations, and speaking and listening
activities. The girls learnt how to use their
voice in various settings and situations
when performing for an audience.

M

This program has been of great benefit
to the girls as they developed and
presented their Heather Lamont items
and also in preparing themselves for the
end of year Concert.
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Year 8
"On my first day of school, I felt homesick & nervous,"

To keep a smile upon our face

"On my first day of school, I was scared but excited,"

Clarinet, flute, wind and Big Band,

"On my first day of school, I had too many books and things to

You can leave these in our musical hands.

carry."
"On my first day of school I got lost in the 1000s of corridors that

Corinth, Athens, Sparta, Rome,

unravelled through the school,"

Olympia, Troy, they feel like home.
But in Semester 1, a day so fine,

"On my first day of school, I went into the wrong class."
"On my first day of school, I made heaps of new friends!'

We competed in House singing, drama and mime.
The lights are bright, the audience waiting,

Looking back to that first day,

I'm feeling faint and hallucinating.

It seems so very far away!

We went on stage, performed so well,
And afterwards they said we were swell.
When finding new friends I trier
yi:

Jumper, tie and blazers too

I tried to be a person unlike me

Shirts & skirts and two brown shoes.

But found out being me was bes
Looking for friends I knew what to find,

Hair tied back and shirts tucked in

They'd be smiley & cheerful but one of a kind

Wearing this uniform makes us grin

I found new friends and they found me,

We wear our sporting uniform with pride,

Together we always laughed happily.

We are winners with nothing to hide.
At sport we hear the green and gold
Each day and more its makes us bold.

The bus ride down was cram|iped and hot
But we enjoyed the camp quite a lot
The peer support leaders made it really cool

Interschool sport between the schools

And at the end we got to swim in the pool

Was played both on the court and in the pool

All in all we had great fun

We trained hard in the morning
And when the rain was pouring

And can't wait to go on another one

Sometimes we never had a rest.
So we hit the ball and shot the goal always to

There are so many subjects you can do

the cheer, "try your best".

Some are old and some are new
LOTE classrooms are up so high,

Win or lose we made new friends

In Science you learn about the sky,

And hoped the days would never end.

English is on level three,
On that floor you learn poetry.

We took our seats among the crowd

1,2,3,4 Maths won't make you snore

And started cheering very loud
We monopolised the swimming pool
Our swimmers won the Interschool
The morning trainings were always quite cold
But we proudly wore our green and gold.
Sizzling sun, boiling hot

Every night at about quarter to seven,
I enter the world of my own little heaven.

Audience bored, athletes not

It's study time; I have been waiting for so long,

Athletes running as fast as they can
Spectators trying to catch a tan

I will just die if I get even one Maths question wrong.

No matter which school eventually won
We all remember that it was fun.

They have got great subject choices at MLC,
Art, S&E, Drama, Science, they are all fui
Each period we study, learn and write,

Swimming, cross-country, gym and track,

All students strive to exi:pand their academic might.

Once the gun goes, there's no turning back.
So many choices, all so much fun,
I'm looking forward to Year 9 still to come!

Our music is our harmony; our music is our pride,
With our angelic voices its something we can't hide;
We adore singing in the Year 8 Choir,

Written by all Year 8 Tutor Groups

And our standard continues to get higher.

and edited by Rachel Fuller &

We need our music for its grace

Olivia Cornelius.
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Year 8

.

An amazing transformation has occurred!
he anxious faces with the nervous laughs on the first day of school have
changed into increasingly confident and self-assured young students. The
ease with which these girls could navigate their path around the College
campus by the end of the first week of school was astonishing. This start
demonstrated that this particular group of Year 8 students has an enormous
capacity to absorb details and adapt well to the changes that secondary
school brings.

T

Now, nearing the end of the year, strong House loyalties are already firmly
entrenched, with strong bonds established within tutorials, not only between
Tutor and students but also between the girls themselves. A ready willingness
to support others has been noticed and encouraged in the building of the
sense of community. This was strongly evident in the selection process for the
Wesley Social. Knowing that some students missed selection due to limited
tickets, four very thoughtful students who were unable to attend, quickly
notified their situation so that others could have the opportunity to go instead.
This thoughtfulness of others was not an isolated incident but endemic
throughout the year.
The peer support program with the very positive role models of the Year 1 1
students has been beneficial in the building of this sense of community where
each individual is valued for her unique talents and skills she brings to the group.
The theme of contribution, service to others and active participation has been
fully embraced by most students in the many extra-curricular activities
provided by the College. These shared experiences which foster friendships
and relationships have enabled the girls to widen their horizons on many
levels. Giving time, as well as money, for worthy causes has been recognised
as a selfless way to contribute to the common good of the community.
From my office, I watch and listen to the ebb and flow of Year 8 life. I continue
to be amazed at the girl's capacity for involvement and their giving of
themselves. I sense that this year's group of Year 8s have started well in their
journey in growing into a fully integrated actively functioning section of our
community.
Mrs Gibson
Head of Year 8

Swimming

Ballroom Dancing

This year MLC outclassed, outshone and more
importantly outswam all other Independent Girls'
Schools at the IGSSA swimming meet. As a Year 9
group, we contributed to the amazing win. We
came first in our Year pennant and came a close
second in the 4x100 metre Medley Relay. Our stars
of the pool were Rachel Mitchell (Year Captain) and
Holly Cordell (Vice Captain) who led us all to a 1
point victory over St Mary's! All swimmers who
participated in this and other competitions such as
the Bank West Relays should be commended on
their efforts in a fantastic year of swimming.

In Term 2 the Year 9 group had the option of
participating in ballroom dancing with the Year 9
boys from Scotch College. The lessons were run by
the instructors from Humphrey's Dance Studio. At
the end of the five lessons, which ran weekly, we
attended a social at Humphrey's Dance Studio. We
performed all of our dances we learnt during the
lessons. All of the girls had a great time and we
were all upset when it was over. Five girls from the
group were lucky enough to receive scholarships to
take ballroom dancing lessons at Humphrey's
Dance Studio.
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Rowing

Multicultural Day
Multicultural Day was a day when the Year 9 Food
& Nutrition classes could show off to the world (or
to the rest of Year 9 at least) what they had been
doing over the past two arduous terms of planning,
preparing and cooking. Our aim was to prepare a
variety of foods from around the globe, giving Year
9 a taste of different and unique cultures other than
their traditional meat pies. The day was a great
success, with all the usual foods such as spring rolls,
mini pizzas, bruschetta and sausage rolls, to the
unusual,
baklava,
for example, yakitori,
empanadillas and afghan biscuits! Overall it was a
very enjoyable day!

■

This year was the first year of rowing for Year 9s and
it was amazing how quickly we adjusted to early
morning Ergos (meaning PAIN) and late afternoon
rowing sessions. Towards the middle of the season
there was a frantic placing of crews in anticipation
for the upcoming regattas. Nevertheless we
competed well in all we aspired to do and more!
Our first season of rowing went very smoothly
besides the odd injury or illness and, with the help
of our coaches, we were ready to compete in the
Head of the River Regatta. The Year 9 rowers would
B ■ like to thank everyone who supported them in their
first year of rowing.

'***?

Interschool Diving

College Production - Front of House

Diving commenced in Term 1 with a terrific start to
the year, as our Year 9 divers won the IGSSA
pennant and the MLC Interschool team won overall.
Diving consisted of a lot of early morning training
with help from experienced coaches. The 2002
Interschool captain was Lisa Fievez and she
inspired many of our Year 9 divers to improve and
enjoy their diving.

In Terms 2 and 3, the Year 9 Commerce students took
part in running the Front of House for the College
Production. 10 lucky girls were awarded managerial
positions in the areas of Ushering, Catering, Sales,
Finance or Front of House and the remaining students
became their staff. Held over 3 nights, the Production
was a big success, both financially and in attendance
numbers.

After Dark Tours

The Social

by the local pol
After Dark Tou rs are 0iperated
|
The purpose of the tour is to educate young girls
about the dangers of the city at night. The police
point out safe spots for girls to go if they are in
trouble and places that are potentially dangerous.

In the weeks before Friday 6 September the only
thing you would hear during recess and lunch in the
Year 9 locker area was how much money would be
spent on outfits to go to the social. 'What are you
wearing to the social?' was one of the many
questions asked by girls who had yet to go shopping.
The day of the social arrived, the excitement grew
and the girls could not wait until 7.30pm. The day
wore on and the last period was either SOSE or
English. The time came and the girls and guys arrived
in their 'denim and diamonds'. At the beginning the
girls and guys were in separate groups and it wasn't
until the first snowball that they mixed together. The
rest of the night was a blur of fun and all went
smoothly apart from when the guys started running
around with the letters from the 'denim and
diamonds' poster on their heads.

On our tour the police showed us how we can find
out our location in the city. The pointed out dos and
don'ts for us, everything from dress codes to
behavioral codes. The police who escorted us had
many years of experience and they shared their
stories with us throughout the tour. We learnt to stay
alert, trust our feelings, stay away from dark places
like alleyways and parks, and to always stay with a
group.
We had a great time on the tour and most
importantly learnt how to have a safe night out.
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The Year 9 debaters this year proved to be a force to be
reckoned with in the WADDL and AHISA debating
!
competitions. In WADDL MLC entered 3 teams to
tr
represent the junior category (9 and 10) and although mmWL 1
none of our Year 9 teams were successful in securing a
winning position, the event was greatly enjoyed by all !
I
those who participated. The AHISA competition, .
however, really separated the winners from the losers
with the 9.3 team coming first in their division.
i
Congratulations to all members of all teams, your
debating was excellent.
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Community Service
Community service plays an integral role in the Year
9 program. Individual tutorial groups organize
community service activities in and around the |
College. Some examples of these activities are
sewing toys for underprivileged children, preparing
hampers for people in need, cake sales and looking
after elderly citizens. As a whole Year group, the
Year 9s participated in Candle Day which was held
on 18 October. The proceeds of the day went
towards Amnesty International. These events were |
thoroughly enjoyed by all students.

Athletics
Interhouse Athletics was one day of non-stop athletics events. Everyone donned their purple, blue, red, white, yellow or
green House shirts and jumped, threw and ran throughout the day. All Year 9s showed great enthusiasm for their House
and encouragement for their friends who were competing on the day.
The Year 9 contingent of the Interschool Athletics team is a strong, dedicated and (most importantly) fast group with
excellent attendance rates for early morning training (if enthusiasm is even possible that early in the morning!). With all
our hard work in preparing for the day, we were able to show the other schools a thing or two!
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Year 10
Work Experience

Horse Riding
n the October holidays 13 Year 10
students, along with Ms Fletcher
and Ms Gould, made their way to
D'Entrecasteaux National Park, in the
state's south. The girls spent five days
with
Shannon
Horseback
Adventures. There were many
team-building activities, and many
new friendships were formed. Each
girl was given a horse for their time
at camp, suited to her personality
and riding ability. The activities
undertaken included galloping along
the beach, jumping a log and
endless hours riding through the
pristine wilderness of the park. The
biggest surprise was saved for the
last day (but we'll leave that for next
year's group to find out)! Not only
did the girls learn more about horses,
but they also learnt things about
themselves and each other. It was a
very emotional five days, especially
when the time came to return home.

I

Chelsea Peinke
completed my work experience at
96FM. My time there was
extremely valuable as I found that it
opened another realm of possibility
for my career. I had disregarded the
prospect of an office job as I didn't
think that I would enjoy it at all. After
a week of watching office-like
people in office jobs I realised that 1
could really enjoy working in an
office, and it was the pressure of
working within someone else's time
limits that I didn't like. Working in
such a laid-back environment,
prompted me to include the
possibility of working in an office in
my career choices. Another career
opportunity arose in the form of an
on-air DJ, as they are always acting
on air but also do 'fun' office work.
Before work experience, I had
limited my choices to the Media or
Performing Arts but I have now
expanded my options to include a
wider range of careers.

I

Zarah Burgess
spent five days working with Dr Ian
Dadour and his team of forensic
entomologists. Their work includes
experiments with dead pigs, which
they use to simulate murder/suicide
scenes.
They then monitor the
number of maggots on and around
the pigs to determine the stages at
which maggots develop on rotting
corpses. These experiments have
helped the police working on
deaths, because they have some
idea of how long a person has been
dead by looking at the maggots on
it. I also spent some time with a
forensic palynologist and students
working on ballistics, DNA, biology
and chemistry. The experience has
given me a better idea of what
subjects I want to take next year if I
want to pursue a career in this area.

I
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Kate: "Mrs Beckett, you gotta get pregnant" Mrs Beckett: "Thanks Kate, I will go home and tell my husband.'
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On the first day of Year 1 1 there was an atmosphere of apprehension and excitement as everyone
prepared for the challenging year ahead. We soon realised that we had to hit the books and seriously
start studying! Although the increased workload proved to be demanding, everyone still managed to
participate in extra-curricular activities. Soup Kitchen, Dance Festival, the College Production and
interschool Sports were just some of the activities in which Year 1 Is participated with great zest and
enthusiasm! Also this year many Year 1 Is scooted off to different places all over the globe on College
tours. We had girls singing in Vienna, playing sport in the UK, utilizing their acting skills in Melbourne
and speaking French on Reunion Island! All in all, Year 1 1 has been a fantabulous whizzbang of a
year! We have learnt a lot and had a great deal of fun along the way!!
We've had great times but they won't end,
because Year 12 is just 'round the bend!I
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Year 11
Year 11 River Cruise
riday 1 8 October was the night of all
nights for the Year 11s - the River
Cruise!

F

For weeks leading up to the event, all
that could be heard from groups of girls
was talk of partners, outfits and hair.
The night began when girls arrived at
7.15pm at the Barrack Street Jetty,
looking stunning with their boys in tow.
The boys were introduced to the girls'
tutors and everyone hopped onto the
two boats for the evening to officially
begin.
The night was filled with a variety of
interesting music, lots of dancing, and

socializing. The boats were full of
flashing lights, smiles and laughter, as
everyone danced the night away with
their friends. We cruised all around the
Swan River and enjoyed the refreshing
night air and city lights from outside
when we needed a break from all the
energy inside.
We arrived back at the jetty at
10.30pm, exhausted from all the
excitement. A great night was had by
all, and even though we were a little
disappointed we had to split onto two
boats, everyone looked fantastic and
there are many fabulous memories from
the evening.

Mr Forma "It's not what you do; it's how long you do it for.
On the Year I I River cruise

Peer Support Program
he Peer Support Program was
established to help Year 8s settle
into their new school, with the
support of fellow Year group
members and the Year 1 1 Peer
Support leaders. Its success has
been far greater than we expected.
The initiation of the program was the
overnight camp in which the girls
enjoyed 'getting to know you'
activities. These were then used as
a basis to explore the importance of
friendship,
acceptance
and
selflessness within both their Year
and friendship groups.

T

The friendships formed, both with
the Year 8 group and amongst the
group members and leaders, have
been beneficial to all involved, and
the gratitude expressed by each
team member for the leaders
themselves, has made the whole
experience
worthwhile.
The
progress made by each student
towards becoming a more caring,
considerate and generous person
was truly admirable. An extremely
promising group of young ladies
was welcomed into the MLC
community with open arms.
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January: All enjoying holidays.
Several students away on camps
interstate. Drama students pretending to
memorize scripts but aren't really.
February: Back to school. Weather is
hot and not conducive to work.
Swimming team starts training. Year 12
Productions starts rehearsing. Mrs
Topley appointed as Head of Year.
Wants this to be "best year we can
make it". Yeah, whatever...
March: Won Interschool swimming.
Conducting and directing Interhouse
choirs and plays. Into the swing of
schoolwork. Realise that every test
counts. Resolve to study more.
April: The Ball. Finally. Beautiful
dresses, beautiful hotel, beautiful
partners. Holidays soon. Many on
Melbourne Tour. Exams in two weeks.
Embrace the discarded "study more"
rule again.
May: Exams. Resolve to request
heating in Bosisto Hall. Back to school
straight after. Exam results either
inspired or destroyed study plans.
Common room now looks nicely 'lived
in' i.e. messy.
June: Farewell to Music Tour girls.
Rehearsing for Anne of Green Gables.

Has been a quiet month. We invent a
day, "Fun Day", and all dress up.
July: Holidays. Much needed. Some
study, some don't. Those who don't start
to wish they did. Back to school.
College Sunday - We don't have to
attend this year. We all sleep in.
August: Interhouse Athletics. Anne of
Green Gables considered one of the best
shows the Year 12s have been in. Year
12 starting to take its toll. Crying becomes
common, chocolate even more common.
September: TEE is close. Too close for
comfort. School gets harder to cope
with. We reassess the reasons why we
are subjecting ourselves to this.
Chocolate helps. A lot. Year 12 Solo
Night - the last performance at MLC for
the drama girls. Mock Exams. Embrace
"study more" rule (see 'March' and
'April') once again.
October: Drama girls do their TEE
practical exams. This is our last term at
MLC. Three weeks. Lots of tears, lots of
photos. Our last day arrives. Water
pistols, alarm clocks, and our beautiful
Maria dances for us. We graduate. We
cry. We commence intensive studying
for TEE.
November: TEE. Enough said.

The Year 12 cohort this year has had a very special, indescribable 'something
extra'. Whether it is our friendship, unity, passion, spirit or the fact that we are the
most un-intimidating group of Year 12s ever, we can call ourselves "The MLC Leavers
of 2002" with pride. We have established relationships with each other and our
teachers based on equality, respect and love. Like a stained glass window, we are
all a little piece of pretty glass as individuals, but when we are together, we create
something magical. Ups and downs. Happiness and sadness. Laughter and tears.
We've experienced it all, but the important thing is, we've experienced it together.
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Survivors
Survivors share their best Barclay House memory
I remember every year we had storybook
day for reading and we all dressed up as
our favourite book character. I came as
'Belle' from Beauty and the Beast every
year because I loved her and mum
wouldn't make me a new costume.
It's all a bit of a blur really.. ..but I have to
say, one of the funniest things was
Paola's penchant for eating crayons
under the desk during class in Year II
Mmmm... tasty!
My best school memory is of Mrs
Hocking teaching us cursive writing in
Year 6 and wiping her hands on her
bottom and having white hand prints on
the back of her skirt.

My best memory is that Mrs Rhodes
would put the list up in Year I and 3 for
who would feed Jack Rabbit and Tweety
the bird.
In Year 4 when I was talking to Paris in
Art and the next minute I heard a splash
and turned around to see Paris had
fallen off the back of her chair into a big
red bucket of water.
Jack, our Year I rabbit, who Mrs Rhodes
let roam around the classroom, despite his
mangy ear and his tendency to leave little
'presents' all around the room. RIP Jack!
In Year I Mrs Rhodes putting a 'yuk'
stamp on my work!

Year 4 camp - it was my first camp
ever! It wasn't really a camp though - it
was at school. The whole class slept in
Barclay Hall, and during the day we
made all sorts of fun things - cushions
and everything!
In Year 2 when we were almost
kidnapped by the people in 'the red car'
and the whole assembly congratulated
us on our bravery.
I remember the end of year concerts.
Being a special ballet student! I got the
chance to be in special dances.
Everyone caught onto this by Year 3
and suddenly the whole class were
special ballet studentsl

a
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Survivors 2002
(Students who have attended MLC from Year 1 to Year 12)
Back Row:
Middle Row:
Front Row:
Absent:
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Paola Harvey, Sita Vij, Alex Bagios, Katherine Smith, Sophia Varano, Anne Salter.
Pia Drummond, Tami Caro, Georgia Averbuj, Alex Edwards.
Amaya Courtis, Kathryn Clements.
Andrea Meyerowitz.

Mrs Beckett: "The year 8's drive me crazy, they are so exhausting."
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Athens

ATHENS

Year 8 Athens

£ p n

Row 3:

Nadia Punselie, Melissa McCreery,
Brooke Wallington, Elissa Brown,
Chloe Ball, Louise Murray,
Sigourney Turner.

Row 2:

Olivia Cornelius, Natalie Oon,
Natalie Mattinson, Lucinda Sweet,
Anjana Balakumar, Jee Yun Leung,
Anika Sweetland, Jo-Ann Chan.

Row 1:

Verity Paxton, Elizabeth Murphy,
Hannah Psarros-Hoskins,
Alexandra Willis, Gar-Yun Lee,
Jessica Chrystal, Rachel Fuller,
Emma Dawson.

METHODIST

Year 9 Athens
Row 3:

Asako Bliek, Justina Li,
Kristy Petroff, Claire Williams,
Sarah Hawkins,
Stephanie Wakeman.

Row 2:

Sally Whitmore, Fiona Miller,
Lorena Alberts, Rosie Gunzberg,
Lara Bertolino-Green,
Rebecca Seward.

Row 1:

Rebecca Loo, Olivia Meagher,
Eliose Mugford, Katherine Fuller,
Courtney Arcus, Jasmine Hall,
Emma Bajrovic.

Absent:

Holly Cordell.
Year 10 Athens
Row 3:

Katherine Siopis, Courtenay Wood,
Asha Lane, Medeleine Pope,
Acacia McBain, Grace Boffey,
Emily Carlton, Joanna Gould.

Row 2:

Ashlea Watkins, Amy Barbar,
Helen Mather, Perri Anderson,
Kristina Dye, Melissa McGreevey,
Tina Zhu, Ashley Harling,
Emily Fielding.

Row 1:

Sarah Murchison, Vira Soepriadi,
Chrystal Chee, Katherine Van Kempen,
Lahni Freap, Alyssa Foley,
Genevra Cross, Jessie Ross.

METHODIST

Year 11 Athens
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Row 3:

Nicola Daynes, Eleanor Reinecke,
Jane Mullins, Philippa Onley,
Jacqueline Ball, Emma Helsby,
Jennifer Lindsey, Tara Jones.

Row 2:

Dweena Abang-Noordin,
Phoebe Tucker, Breigh Gairns,
Anna Kovesi, Alisha McCreery,
Sara Wong, Ayumi Hida,
Tonja Bullock, Angeline Kok.

Row 1:

Kavisha Alles, Adeline Hsu,
Michelle Goodwin, Grace Morley,
Vanessa Pope, Michelle Sy,
Fiona Smith, Mia Vukelic.

Mrs Palmer (on ape anatomy): "Girls, think about it: Have you ever seen an ape with whiplash?"
Julia: "Think about it: Have you ever seen an ape driving a car?"

congratulations to Sally Whitmore and
Anika Sweetland for their excellent
individual results.

Q A AOhas been another great
jL-year

where the girls'
talent and enthusiasm has shone
through and produced some top results
for Athens.
We kicked off the year with a fantastic
win in the swimming and diving
carnivals. It was a fabulous effort by all
involved. There were a number of
excellent personal results, especially
Emma Jones who was Champion girl in
Year 12 for swimming, and Olivia
Meagher, who won the diving in Year 9.
Athens also took the cake in Interhouse
Cross Country with more outstanding
individual results.
The delicious House breakfast was a
great start to a fun-filled Interhouse
Singing, Drama and Mime day. The
cast and crew of the House play Death
by Cupboard gave two fantastic
performances and the hard work paid
off with a wonderful 2nd place. The
choir, directed by Hannah Li and Emily
Glass sang Something Tells Me I'm Into
Something Good and Fernando. The
choir sounded and looked wonderful
with their clovers, ribbons and sparkly
hair, and the mime, directed by Vanessa
Pope, Tara Jones and Anna Kovesi was
entitled Tragedy in the Playground a truly
entertaining piece that took out first
place. Well done qirlsl

Athens Executive
Gemma Gartrell
Hannah Li
Suzanne Fisher
Mrs Shaw
Emma Jones
Emily Glass

Despite the small team, the gymnasts
manaiiged 2nd pf
The Athenians showed true House spirit
during the Athletics Carnival, with a
series of great team and individual
results. The hard work payed off with
Athens coming a triumphant 1st place.
A special thanks to Emma and Gemma
for all their work in time trials and
allocating events - a trying task at a very
busy
time
of
year!
Special

Year 12 Athens
Row 3: Kelly Morgan, Anna Fogarty, Katherine Smith, Suzanne Fisher, Katharine Graham,
Amaya Courtis, Penny West.
Row 2: Rachael Pearse, Emily Glass, Jessica Wallis, Dayna Maroni, Michelle Matthews,
Michelle Mattinson, Emma Jones, Jordy Hewitt, Lucy Marks.
Row 1: Effie Ross, Kallie Turner, Hannah Li, Gemma Gartrell, Emily Anderson, Emma Williams.
Absent:

Hanara Noordin, Julie Cheng.

Huge thanks go to Emma, Gemma,
Emily, Hannah and Suzanne (the House
Executives) for all the time and hard work
you have put into making this year run so
smoothly. I really appreciate everything
that you have done for the Housel
Mrs Shaw continues to contribute an
enormous amount to the House and her
enthusiasm and dedication is never
ending. Thank you for everything.
Thanks to all the girls in Athens, your
talent and enthusiasm never cease to
amaze me, and made my job all the
more rewarding. You've been great!
The best of luck for all Athenians next
year. Good luck for the current Year
1 1 s, I know the new Executive will do a
wonderful job next year.
Kelly Morgan

CORINTH

Corinth
Year 8 Corinth
Row 3:

Jessica Nesbitt, Sarah Porter,
Katherine Moore, Monica Tarca,
Kate Thackray, Rachell Tisdale.

Row 2:

Zoe Huitenga, Rebecca Penco,
Jane Macdonald, Monique Stout,
Jomelle Jones, Sasha Foley,
Jade Khoo, Helen Summers.

Row I:

Alexandra Sadka, Elyce Scannell,
Sheree McDonald, Rosebud Buttsworth,
Olivia King, Fiona Edwards,
Sohpie Ridgeway, Samantha Stotter.

Wlf

mil
Year 9 Corinth
Row 3:

Tamara Kanters, Natasha Darrigan,
Lauren Brown, Jessie Smith,
Vetti Kakulas, India Buttsworth.

Row 2:

Erica Lampropoulos, Nikki
Sackmann, Sophie Gammell,
Jenise Camarda, Lauren Walsh,
Rebecca Jewkes, Louise Andony.

Row 1:

Yasasya Kuruppu, Sarah-Ann Loh,
Heather Anderson, Amy Bairstow,
Marie Yanagishima,
Sarah Ryan-Wilkins, Jessica Tinson.

If ^

Year 10 Corinth

METHODIST

Row 3:

Jillian Tarca, Lia Kakulas,
Melanie Tregonning, Ashlee Fowler,
Elly Wilson, Kelly Tandiono,
Gabrielle Cummins, Melissa Cheah,
Sophie Fensom.

Row 2:

Katherine Manessis, Claire Stephans,
Alice Kelly, Pippa Edwards,
Hilary Godsman, Jade Lindley,
Joanna Pynt, Emma Conway.

Row 1:

Zoe Smith, Emma Fergusson,
Su-Lin Chan, Amy Hunter,
Kerryn Macdonald, Alexandra Cassie,
Allicia Harris, Jemma Ridgeway.

Absent:

Laine Cochrane.

Year 11 Corinth
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Row 3:

Samantha Repacholi, Katie Williams,
Alison Miller, Chloe Stout, Kate Douthie,
Alexandra Moreton, Tessa Koch,
Claire Rimes.

Row 2:

Jia-Yu Yeo, Ann Gee Yeoh,
Greta Etherington, Holly Jewkes,
Sonia Matthews, Rebecca Cohen,
Holly Swarbrick, Philippa Honey,
Kirsty Littlewood.

Row 1:

Berlinda Ling, Marina Bradley-Meyers,
Elana Lloyd Grunberg,
Marieka Andony, Louisa Dawkins,
Jemima Elliott, Lee Lampropoulos,
Kita Muskett.

Absent:

Alisa Lagrange.
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Mr Wynhorst: "Yes in this class we like to have structure in our essays.
If you don't like structure go to the lit teachers, draw a picture of a flower and cry all over it."
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ell what a year! 2002 has been
a year to remember. As Corinth
sparkled with House Spirit, we tackled
every House event with the excitement
and enthusiasm that makes Corinth the
great House that it is. Taking on House
Captain of Corinth has been a great
honour for me and I have enjoyed every
moment and valued the zest and
passion that Corinth as a whole has
sustained throughout the year.

W

The Interhouse Swimming and Diving
competition was held early in Term 1,
and shaped up to be an exciting day.
Whether competing in the relays or
giving the games a burl, the Corinth
House spirit was shining through and
everyone had an awesome day.
As the weeks flew by, it was time for the
Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
day. Corinth choir put on a great show
for the rest of the school, conducted by
Georgia Averbuj and Sarah Kavanagh
and performing the songs Sugar Sugar
and You Don't Treat Me No Good No
More. The play Hairum Scarum, directed
by Jay Downie and Sarah Newman, li
up the stage and made it to the finals of
the competition, as did the mime The
Fortune Teller, directed by Alex Moreton
and Holly Jewkes, which was also a
fantastic performance from Corinth. The
entire day was exciting, fun filled and
enjoyed by all

Corinth Executive
Serenna Tjahydikarta
Pip Tompson
Josie McKewon
Mrs Moffat
Sally McNaughton
Sarah Kavanagh

Corinth came out on top in the Cross
Country with Sally MacNaughfon of
Year 12 coming 1st, which was an
excellent result. Then the next big House
event was, of course, the Interhouse
Athletics Carnival. This was an
entertaining day where Corinth threw a
hoedown for the rest of the school as we
marched out looking suave in our
cowgirl outfits chanting a few yeehahs
and revving up for the action-packed
day ahead. Corinth performed strongly,
with Alice Kelly winning Champion Girl
of Year 10 and Jane MacDonald
achieving runner up champion of Year
8. A lot of work went into the day and
thanks go to everyone in Corinth for
putting in the effort that made it the
magical day that it was.

During Term 3 our Junior and Senior
debating teams
ms put up a great fight in
the debating with both teams having
heaps of fun and doing us proud. How
could we forget the other cool activities
that have shaped this year? They have
included the ever successful Interhouse
Dance and Heather Lamont Festival,
and yummy House Breakfasts, which
were enjoyed by all.
So many great House memories have
come out of this year that I will take with
me wherever I go, and I have everyone
in Corinth to thank for that. C stands for
Corinth, but it also stands for champion.
That is the word to describe each and
every 2002 Corinthian, and I
all for being the vibrant people you are
To Mrs Moffat and the House
we've been a great team and I
for the immense amount of time and
effort you have put into making 2002
Corinth the great year it was!
I say goodbye now and wish each and
every Corinthian all the best for the future
and good luck to next year's House
Captain and executives, have lots of fun
and keep the Corinth flame burningl
Pip Tompson

Year 12 Corinth
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Row 3:

Joanne Lilly, Marla Menon,
Sally McNaughton, Annabelle Davies
Josie McKewon, Michelle Angel,
Tina Williams, Jaqueline Downie.

Row 2:

Georgia Averbuj, Carla Ryan-Wilkins
Pip Tompson, Kelly Tuck,
Kaitlyn Scannell, Zoe Houston,
Melody Barker.

Row 1:

Janeile Lagrange, Sarah Newman
Alex Bagios, Kate Green,
Serenna Tjahydikarta,
Sarah Kavanagh.
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Olympia
Year 8 Olympia
Row 3:

Sonia Grewal, Claire Porter,
Ashleigh Thomson, Lauren Bracewell,
Gemma Veling, Suzanna Shields,
Danielle Nasuri.

Row 2:

Jessica Valentine, Nicole Shaw,
Daisy Tasker, Amy McCallum,
Sophie Grewal, Sasha Ewing,
Katherine Thomas.

Row 1:

Janie Green, Phoebe Stoneman,
Elleftheria Deligeorges, Cleo Posa,
Mandy Low, Scarlet Ng,
Hayley Caffey, Emily Barker.

Absent:

Shayli Harrison.

Year 9 Olympia
Row 3:

Stephanie Lee, Adelle Main,
Candice Baxter, Ellen Van Rhyn,
Ashley Metcalfe, Sally Whittleston.

Row 2:

Anna Williams, Lara Flax,
Rachael Mitchell, Amy Sullivan,
Isabelle Udall, Fiona Lake.

Row 1:

Rebecca Colvin, Fanny Limanta,
Anna Mony de Kerloy, Emma Lee,
Birammi Murugamoorthy,
Holly Morrow, Caitlin Griffiths.

Absent:

Heather Heydenrych.
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Year 10 Olympia
Row 3:

Michelle Buck, Jessica Hewitt,
Kate Winterbottom, Sally Porter,
Natasha Grewal, Amanda Pentreath,
Alana Witty, Vicki Richardson, Li-Xia Tan.

Row 2:

Hanna Posa, Nikki Jones,
Adelaide Bevilaqua, Kaitlyn Green,
Tashunka Taylor-Miller, Amy Finlayson,
Tiki Ewing, Hannah Reagan,

(TWfekl

Jessica Blennerhassett, Elizabeth See.
Row 1:

Jayde Caffey, Marenda Dawson,
Jessica McCallum, Melanie Mitchell,
Mira Miranova, Clare Humphry,
Natalie Bandarage, Jasmine Low.

METHODIST
t-AOHS' COlUGt

Absent:

Sarah Edgar.

Year 11 Olympia
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Row 4:

Chathuri Samarasinghe, Erin Chew,
Renee Newton, Sophie Johnston,
Sarah Goldie, Kate Pullinger.

Row 3:

Gabrielle Lim, Felicity Rogers,
Elise Chantry, Emma Hack,
Marina Telling, Megan Lee,
Clare Jackson.

Row 2:

Amanda Thomas, Kathryn Sutherland,
Juliet Marshall, Katherine Barker,
Annika Groote, Elise Rechichi,
Elizabeth Mussared, Jennifer Le Quesne.

Row 1:

Frances Quick, Janice Ong, Jessica He,
Sarah Morey, Melody Chang,
Melati Napitupulu, Ayako Nomura,
Jaclyn Lim.
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AJs Watson (about lecturers): "Some of them send you to sleep; some of them turn you on.
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hat a year 2002 was for all
Olympians!
Throughout 2002 I
have witnessed determination, remarkable
sportsmanship,
and
outstanding
achievements of Olympians, both within
the House and the whole College
community. The success of every girl in
Olympia has been exceptional and makes
being an Olympian something to be
proud of.

Throughout the year many different
activities allowed girls to find their niche in
the House. The day of cross country is a
time for some to take a leisurely jog with
their friends and for others to push
themselves. Arts Week in Term 3 is a week
of activities for the artistically inclined
Olympians. This year the artists of the
House joined their artistic abilities in the
creation of a 'blissful' papier mache mask
and our House debaters sweet talked their
way to the finals. Whatever the occasion,
every girl is capable of contributing to the
throughout the year
and
House

W

Our Executives this year are a great group
of girls who have all worked together to
achieve the most in the House. The great
organizational skills and fun filled spirits of
our Sports Captains Fiona Hope and Jen
Stevens brought light to Olympia's
athletes. A large aspect of the Olympia
House is the involvement and participation
of all. Jen and Fiona helped all Olympia
athletes excel and encouraged the less
confident to involve themselves and
achieve their highest, furthering the
Olympian character. Olympia has
achieved outstanding results this year in
the Arts, with a large part due to Hannah
Perlman and Katie McNamara, our Art
Captains. The determination of these two
ensured that Olympia would reach the

The year started with a bang as we jumped
into activities with the Interhouse Swimming
and Diving Competition in the third week
of Term 1. This started our year off
fantastically with strong results in both
swimming and diving. Thanks goes to
Hannah Perlman, our Diving captain, and
Emma-Lee Lovett, our Swimming captain,
for their devotion to encouraging the girls
and ensuring their personal bests were
achieved, in particular our Year 10s, who
swept up their Year pennant, achieved
remarkable results and made the House
proud. Not only were the competitors a

Olympia Executive
Hannah Perlman
Katie McNamara
Kirsty Norvilas
Ms Brookes-Kenworthy
Jennifer Stevens
Fiona Hope
Piper Grant

participating in the House events.
great credit to the House but also the
amount of team spirit in the Olympian
stands was amazing. We were surely the
loudest and most spirited House in the
stands (too bad there isn't a cheering
award), with on-going cheers of support
and encouragement guided by the Year 12
cheerleaders. We should have predicted,
after the swimming, that this year was
going to be an excellent year for us.
Our greatest triumph this year was the
Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
Festival in Term 1. We conquered the
stage with our play about five women all
with something, or to be more specific
someone, in common, which was directed
by Prue Carter and Porcia Maley. The
mime, directed by Elise Chantry and
Amanda Thomas, kept the audience on
the edge of their seats with fright and was
so fantabulous that it made its way to the
finals. Last, but not least our choir!! Julia
Lee and Chloe Mitchell, our conductresses
this year, guided us to the top. Our
renditions of Tell Him and When You Say
Nothing At All made us the overall
winners in this year's competition.
Something that has not been achieved by
Olympia for over 10 years!

Katie McNamara, Andrea Meyerowitz, Emma-Lee Lovett, Porcia Maley
Prue Carter, Jennifer Stevens.
Anne Salter, Julia Lee, Chloe Mitchell, Aleisha Doust, Denitza Mironov,
Olivia Creagh, Jessica Judd.
Katherine Bennetts, Grace Lindsay, Fiona Hope, Piper Grant, Miranda
Hannah Perlman.
Absent:

Olympians this year marched into the
Interhouse Athletics Carnival smartly
dressed in formal bow ties and tails,
ready to run the extra distance and
entertain each other in the games.
During this year's Athletics Carnival the
spirit of Olympia escalated to great
heights as the girls and the cheerleaders
chanted and buzzed with excitement.
Our great results are a perfect example
of our successful year.
This year would not have been possible
without the guidance and enthusiasm of
Ms Brookes-Kenworthy. It has been a
learning year for all of us and we made
an awesome team.
To the other
Olympian teachers, your guidance of
the girls is valued and in particular our
new addition, Mr Rhine-Davis, for his
very enthusiastic love of Olympia, and
occasional tunes he plays for us on the
piano (whilst Ms Brookes-Kenworthy
sings...what fun we have)!
Finally to all the girls...what magnificent
girls you all are and what spirit and
individuality each one of you has. Your
spirit this year has been amazing and I
hope that you feel it has paid off and
have enjoyed 2002 as an Olympian as
much as I have. You are the ones who
deserve all the recognition because you
are the ones who achieved all our great
success this year. Thank you to all of
you for your enthusiasm and support
throughout the year.
Let the Olympian Spirit Go On and
Forever Flourish! Good luck to all the
Executives of 2003 (what a promising
Year you girls are), and to everyone else
in succeeding their best.

iams,

Piper Grant

Rome
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Year 8 Rome
Row 3:

Leanda Mason, Carmen Papaluca,
Grace Crockett, Stephanie Cullingford,
Bethany Lydon, Brooke Thomas,
Michelle Hankey.

Row 2:

Lauren Fitzsimmons, Sally Grauaug,
Madeleine Walker, Ailsa Wren,
Claire Mulroney, Rachael Robins,
Zoe Keil, Mona Yeow.
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Row 1:

Elizabeth Steinepreis, Mikaila Purchas,
Hannah Pierce, Alicia Cullingford,
Susan Nugraha, Jessica Beeck,
Christina Maricic, Fiona Simpson.

METHODIST
LADIES' COLLEGE

Absent:

Harriet Hay.

Year 9 Rome
Row 3:

Lee-Anne Li, Rebecca Smith,
Megan Storer, Verity Tulloch,
Tegan Hanson, Prue Criddle.

Row 2:

Cassie Stone, Annebelle Revie,
Sarah Collin, Eloise Gibson,
Grace Martino, Emily Robb,
Emma Bayly.

Row 1:

Brooke Addison, Sarah Smith,
Amelia Telford, Zhansi Chu,
Rebecca Nowotny-Walsh,
Chindera Ning Lestari.
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Year 10 Rome
Row 3:

Courteney Fitzsimmons,
Mlaine Hanson, Gabrielle Bishop,
Erin Kendall, Genevieve Hankey,
Emma Bucknall, Christine Tai.

Row 2:

Alice Maringka, Simone Purchas,
Alycia White, Ashleigh Holt,
Kate Brooks, Nikola Martino,
Eleanor Brunsdon, Elizabeth Keil.
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Row 1:

Jessica Barron, Jennifer Gow,
Danelle Berzins, Natalie Harrison,
Katherine Armstrong, Allison Blechynden,
Lucy Owen-Conway, Sarah Moyle.

Absent:

Felicity Mason.

Year 11 Rome
Row 3:

Rebecca Bignell, Jess Bayly,
Clare Maskiell, Maia Simmonds,
Alexandra Turner, Meg O Shannassy,
Rosie Hodge, Emma Hall, Erin Walker.

Row 2:

Jessica Chan, Laila Borgman-Brouwer,
Alison McCutcheon, Sophie Papaluca,
Katie Doyle, Lauren White, Jess Morritt,
Helen Archibald, Tessa Pearse.

Row 1:

Sophie Ker, Bianca Hardie,
Fleur Billing, Janice Loreck, Amy Kwan,
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Elle Drummond, Yurie Mori, Caris Pech.
METHODIST
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Mrs Lewis: "It's actually really hard to think logically when you're old.

concluded this awesome year at the
Heather Lamont Festival! I am so proud
of you all for the amount of effort you
put in. It really made this year so
enjoyable - one of the best.

ollowing the amazing results of last
year - when Rome was crowned
Champion House,
Rome's
spirit
escalated to fever pitch! Diversification
of talent, loyalty, passion, participation
and a stable support network were the
foundation of Rome's continuing

F

Rome Executive
Alex Lekias
Nicole Ovens

Romans began the year by throwing
themselves courageously into the deep
end - at the Interhouse Swimming and
Diving Competition. The phenomenal
success of the talented bunch was backed
by the support of the House and the hype
created by the energetic cheerleaders.
Rome finished off the day on top winning the diving, and coming second
by the slimmest of margins (0.5 points!) to
Athens. Special congratulations to those
girls who were placed in the top three of
their Year group.
Rome continued to shine at the
Interhouse Singing Drama and Mime.
Fuelled by the annual breakfast, this
was a wonderfully rewarding day for
all. Sita Vi) and Kate Peters conducted
us to a sensational place in the finals
with their songs Dizzy and Oh, Happy
Day. Fiona Collin and Anna McRostie
put in a fabulous effort with their play
Romeo & Juliet & Marty Smith, which
was extremely well received by the
entire College, and Jess Bayly and Bee
Bignell did the House proud as this
year's mime directors. Well done guys!

Carly Steinepreis
Mrs Boyce
Anna McRostie
Yen Voon
Pirrie Moffat

A further highlight of the year (there are
so many!) was the Athletics, in which
Rome was as radiant as ever.
Throughout the day, Rome's level of
excitement
and
participation
skyrocketed, particularly in the team
games, an area in which Rome is never
lacking. Thanks again to the spirited
Cheerleaders, and well done to all
athletes who ran through the day with
flying coloursl

Finally, I would like to thank Mrs Boyce
- the House could never have been so
successful without your ongoing
support, guidance and organisation. To
the Sports Captains, Nicole Ovens and
Carly Steinepreis, you are the best in the
world! Anna McRostie and Alex Lekias,
you two did a fantastic job with the
creative aspect of the House and
inspired many flowering artists! Yen
Voon, thank you so much for all the hard
work, enthusiasm and effort you put in!
Best of luck to next year's leaders, I
know you will do a fantastic job. Have
fun and fly like the eagle!
Pirrie Moffat

Arts Week was also a great time of the
year, where our artists were given the
opportunity to showcase their talents. A
marvellous mask was produced and our
Debaters kept everyone entertained,
bursting with wit and humour. The Rome
dance, an amazing performance,

The never ceasing intensity of the House
spirit led the House to produce a high
level of achievement in many of the
other summer and winter sports,
including tennis, volleyball, hockey,
cross country and artistic gymnastics, in
which we were placed 1st.

n

n

Year 12 Rome
Row 3:

Sally Watkins, Emily House,
Pia Drummond, Carly Steinepreis,
Julia Jenkins, Anna McRostie,
Michelle Ovens, Sophie Lee,
Jane Bransgrove, Kate Boyce.

Row 2:

Nicole Ovens, Yen Voon,
Annaliese Mason, Paris Townsend
Fiona Collin, Stephanie Crockett,
Sita Vij, Kate Peters,
Katrina Borgman-Brouwer.
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Row

Alex Lekias, Bonnie Parker,
Natalie McManus, Janna Di Lallo,
Carly Williams, Pirrie Moffat.
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Sparta
Year 8 Sparta
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Sophie Ritson, Hillary Clarke,
Jessica Bell, Alysha Rathmann,
Imogen Anderson.

Row 2:

Isabella Ward, Lauren Schnell,
Mikhaila Todd, Laura Smith,
Anna Jeffery, Rebecca Hendy.

Row 1:

Nikki Adams, Claire Williams,
Apiramy Namasivayam,
Eliose Nagle, Jessica Richards,
Stephanie Thamrin, Jessica Norton.

Gemma Robinson, Stacy Shannahan,
Penelope Bundell, Phoebe Stewart,
Morgaine Barnes, Bethany Williamson,
Rosanna Cupper, Natalie Macleod.

Row 2:

Carley Sear, Hayley Curnow,
Rebecca Sieunarine, Simone Stewart,
Ellen Coffey, Rachael Jones,
Emma Rowe, Grace Bell.

Row 1:

Brittany Marmion, Suzie Le Messurier,
Caitlin Hudson, Carolyn Haskey,
Renee Troedson, Rose Marinovich.

n o

Year 9 Sparta
Row 3:

Row 3:

o

Year 10 Sparta

METHODIST

Year 11 Sparta
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Row 3:

Sarah Holt, Laura Maitland,
Kate O'Halloran, Rebecca Crawford,
Elizabeth Watson, Larua Moss,
Kristen Howes, Megan Lambert,
Julia Petricevic.

Row 2:

Amy Smith, Zandra Gray,
Anthea Cannon, Kate Le Messurier,
Mandy Adamthwaite, Jackie Ives,
Felicity Lemon, Nicki Dinsdale,
Elise Fleay.

Row 1:

Gemma Cowan, Kay-Kean Lim,
Frances Rofe, Renee Johnston,
Rebecca Norton, Roberta Nagle,
Andra Chong, Claire Harrison.

Absent:

Sueyi Lai.

Row 3:

Tahlia Moore, Melanie Chan,
Lily Zampatti, Nicola Bundell,
Tani Besomo, Sophie Smith,
Jessica Rae, Stephanie Dowling.

Row 2:

Sarah Curnow, Amy Hallett,
Chelsea Peinke, Kate Cuthbert,
Alexandra Stock, Simone Jacobs,
Julia Mansfield, Minori Sato.

Row 1:

Miriam Burgess, Clare Whyte,
Emma Jones, Geraldine Goh,
Andrea McNamara, Ling Shi,
Jane Wong, Eleanor Stockley.

Absent:

Ella Saleeba, Zoe Fidzewicz.
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Mrs Palmer: "Aren't hunters and gatherers exciting? I believe I was once a hunter & gatherer'
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Sparta
hat a splendid and super year it has
been for the Sparta girls in 2002.
We have achieved some amazing things
and also continued to develop the strong
Sparta House spirit along the way.
Spartans this year were completely
enthusiastic and their vibrant nature shone
through in all House events. Sparta's ability
to group together and support each other
is something I hope can be carried through

W

to next year's House group.
This year Ms Murray has been the most
wonderful Head of House with constant
support for all the girls. Her leadership,
along with the rest of the Sparta Executive,
made a great team in leading Sparta to a
fabulous year.
The Year 12s have been unbelievable this
year, setting a new standard in excellence.
The Year 1 1 s and 12s won their Year
pennant in the swimming, cross country
and athletics this year. This achievement is
absolutely wonderful. Our two Sports
Captains, Emma Richards and Anna
Longwood, have done an exceptional job
and I praise them on all their efforts.
The first major Interhouse event was the
Swimming and Diving Carnival. Sparta
has some amazing swimmers and divers. It
was such a great day and the cheerleaders
inspired everyone to get into the spirit of
the carnival. I congratulate all the Sparta
girls who won individual medals. You were
fantastic!
Interhouse Singing, Drama, and Mime day
was a fantastic time for everyone to get
involved in the House. The Sparta choir this
year was very impressive and I thank all
the girls for all their singing efforts. We
sang two songs: Heal the World and Up
town girl. I want to thank, Emma and Paola
for their efforts as choir conductresses. They
put in so much effort during Term 1 to make
the choir as good as it could be.

Sparta Executive
Kathryn Clements
Anna Longwood
Pip Bundell
Ms Murray
Bree Hallet
Kate Dowling
Emma Richards

The mime girls also put in a lot of effort to
come
up
with
an
entertaining
performance. Thank you to Laura Maitland
and Claire Harrison for their efforts in
directing the mime and all other girls
involved.
The Drama girls shone this year under the
leadership of Alison Nadebaum and Alex
Edwards. Both these girls directed the
brilliant Sparta play this year. They
continued with the tradition of performing a
drama and their efforts were well
rewarded when they came first in the
House drama. Well done to all the girls
involved in this fantastic effort.
The Athletics carnival started so well for
Spartans this year with Sparta coming 2nd
in the march past. The girls looked great
and it was the beginning of a wonderful
day of achievement. Overall Sparta came
3rd in the competition with many Spartans
winning individual prizes. Well done on
the great effort!

The Arts Captains, Kat
Bundell, have been amazing during Term 4
with many things on the agenda as part of
Arts Week. They were involved in making
the House masks alongside other
dedicated Sparta girls. The Sparta House
mask with the expression of 'Happiness'
looked great at the end of the production.
Interhouse Debating was a lot of fun this
year with Sparta going up against Troy.
Thank you to the Senior and Junior
debaters for your outstanding debates. You
girls represented Sparta with extraordinary
enthusiasm. I would like to thank the Arts
Captains for their support this year and
congratulate them on some fabulous
achievements.
Again thank you to all the amazing Sparta
girls. I have had the most fabulous year
and thank you for the support you have
given me. You have made this year so
wonderful. Thank you to the Sparta
Executive and Ms Murray. I couldn't have
done it without you.
To the leaders of 2003, good luck and
enjoy every minute of your leadership
because it flies by so quickly.
Kate Dowling

Year 12 Sparta
Row 4:

Louise O'Halloran, Pip Bundell,
Cara Besomo, Lisa Fievez, Katie Jones.

Row 3:

Julia Rhodes, Alex Edwards,
Bree Hallet, Amy Litton,
Chevonne Perrera, Leah Perkins,
Megan Moir.

Row 2:

Isabelle Ho, Emma Johnsen,
Kathryn Clements, Paola Harvey,
Kate Dowling, Alison Nadebaum,
Denise Ho.

Row 1:

Elizabeth Savik, Emma Richards,
Sarah Jeffery, Emily Jenkins,
Anna Longwood, Dayna Thompson.

TROY

Year 8 Troy
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Row 3:

Courtney Arnett, Tegan Corker,
Jo-Celine Tan, Emma Keeves,
Chloe Hurst, Laura Goodwin,
Emily Davis, Annabel Stewart,
Elizabeth Bozsa.

Row 2:

Lisa King, Eve York, Annabel Simpson,
Mika Nishi, Claire Dafforn-Smith,
Kali Myers, Kathryn Jafferies,
Stephanie Powell, Anna Sanderson.

Row 1:

Soo-Bhin Han, Adela Tang,
Claire Moody, Madeleine Antoine,
Genevieve Kovesi, Alice Paterson.

METHODIST

Year 9 Troy
Row 3:

Lauren Evans, Mia Swift,
Sarah Geddes, Karina Traveglione,
Philippa Barrington.

Row 2:

Katie Wiltshire, Carly Donohue,
Amy Edmonds, Kathryn Smith,
Lillie Reynolds, Madeline Tucker.

Row 1:

Jocelyn Tan, Jennifer Holliday,
Lucy Lane, Robyn King,
Jessica Reynolds, Rachael Yeo,
Ellie Mackay.
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Year 10 Troy
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Row 3:

Kathryn Fleay, Michaela Chinnery,
Julia Caro, Sally Briggs, Lauren Sedgman,
Melissa Shepherd, Aleshia Bowes,

em&tts h

Rachael Hall.
Row 2:

Zoe Loveland, Eliza Sanderson,
Marian Thomas, Carla Hamilton,
Jennifer Richards, Gemma Johnston,
Bronte Hands, Rachael Parker,
Sophie Moore.

Row 1:

Yvonne Oon, Lisa Borrill, Grace Kovesi,
Nicola Davidson, Laura Bosman,
Henny Halim, Veronica Ong, Lusia Kang.

Absent:

LADIES' COLLEGE

Chelsea Crane.

Year 11 Troy
Row 4:

Bronwyn Smith, Celeste Clabburn,
Julia Wilcox, Sarah Francis,
Julia Marron.

Row 3:

Kelly Arnett, Miffy Mullen, Lisa Smith,
Laura Geddes, Gillian Goodwin,
Gemma Sloan, Megan O Leary.

Row 2:

fo

Pip Dafforn-Smith, Elina Tan,
Susannah Williams, Sally-Anne Stewart,

ft 6 y&i

Emily Lowther, Daisy Bahen, Rani Lukita.
Row 1:

Jessica Suwarsono, Jorja Salim,
Penelope Boden, Gillian Enfield-Kirk,
Emmie Del Borrello, Michelle Hansen,
Minori Lee, Jessica Robinson.
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Mrs Beckett: "You're ALL dweebs.
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s it has for some years now, the
theme for Troy House; participation,
has lived on. Our aim had been to
involve every single girl in at least one
aspect of the House, whether it be in
the field of sport or art. The rewards
l
of participation, such as discovering
I
new talents, personal bests and of

A

course just having fun, far outweigh
and outlast the easily forgotten results
of the activity or competition.
The House spirit, which Troy prides itself
on, has grown and strengthened
throughout 2002, beginning with the
swimming through to the athletics and
every step between.
The major highlight for all Trojans
was the Interhouse Singing and
Drama, where the high levels
of participation, enthusiasm
and positive attitude from
every girl shone through,
resulting in a fantastic 2nd
place for the choir.

Troy Executive
Michelle Parkin
Justine Morrison
Joanne Nixon
Ms Gara
Amber Martin
Laura Hurst
Claire Fenner

'i

and Michelle. Also thanks must go to
every single Trojan who made my
job so enjoyable and rewarding.
Good Luck to all the Troy leaders
for 2003 and I hope that the
Trojan spirit lives on!

■
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Amber Martin

Another fantastic memory was the
Interhouse Athletics Carnival where our
girls won the marching section. The theme
of Troy Police and the "arresting" of all the
other Houses was a fantastic idea
suggested by many girls in the House.

|1 U

This year Troy may not have won
every event but they certainly won
my respect and admiration, through
their hard work, determination and
participation. The girls consistently
did their best, which is all that
matters! None of the events would
have been possible without the hard
work and tireless efforts from Ms
Gara and the Troy Executive team,
consisting of Justine, Laura, Jo, Claire

p*«ys

Year 12 Troy
Row 3:

Laura Hurst, Nicola Thompson,
Tami Caro, Kellie Fleay,
Amber Martin, Claire Healy,
Amanda Liok.

Row 2:

Janice Lesmana, Nadia Bartrop,
Sophie Varano, Joanne Nixon,
Jade Devonish, Tara Balfe,
Leanna Perret, Jessica Bosman.

Row 1:

Liberty Patterson, Marielle Gill,
Amber Shergis, Claire Fenner,
Marissa Winstanely,
Michelle Parkin.

Absent:

Justine Morrison.
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Boarding

Boarding House Prefects

Head of Boarding

Megan Moir, Amanda Liok, Chevonne Perera, Rachael Pearse, Carly Williams.

Mrs Maggie Fisher

Alone, Hopeful and Strong
From the perspective of Sueyi Lai

with the support of my family and
t the sound of the title, it reveals a lot
friends, especially the new boarding
about me. When I first set foot on the
grounds of MLC, it was a whole new, andstudents going through the same
experience I was.
totally bizarre (but beautiful) place. The
moment I came to MLC with my parents, I
I have to admit that when I look
was nervous and excited, but also
backnow at that experience, I laugh at it
anxious!
sometimes, but occasionally, I do feel
homesick, although it is not as bad as it
I came here with a prepared mind and
was during Term 1. I guess I feel luckier
soul, but I seriously didn't know what I
in a way that I got to experience
would encounter, which was a strong and
Boarding life, which is quite interesting
challenging experience; homesickness.
and fun! And, I suppose, it is a lifetime
opportunity that one must always
It was a tough journey having to
treasure and make the best of.
overcome it, especially since I was so
close to my three younger sisters and my
But, seriously, the hardest part when I
parents. Being away from them and not
came here was being away from home.
seeing them every day from the minute I
And that made me realize how
woke up was horrible, but I endured it

important my family is to me and how I
have taken them for granted. It made
me appreciate them a lot more. Believe
me, I love them to the fullest and will
never, ever take them for granted again
since the day I boarded away from
home.

A

Somehow, I pulled myself together and
my mind was focused again. After going
through those obstacles, I find myself
much stronger, more determined and
more positive. Apart from that, everything
is going smoothly now and school is just
great! Oops, I also forgot to mention that
'absence really does make the heart grow
fonder' and 'experience is the best
teacher'!

BOARDING HOUSE 2002
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Ms Tsolakis: "I liked you in your pensive mood - at least you were quiet then.
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Boarding
Boarders’ Social
n 1 1 May, MLC hosted a Year 1 1 and 1 2
Boarders' Social. The Gertrude Walton
Drama Centre was filled with music, dancing
and high spirits. Guys and girls travelled from
near and far to get there.

O

Narrogin and Cunderdin Agricultural Colleges,
Mazenod, Aquinas, Christ Church, PLC and St
Mary's enjoyed the Social atmosphere.
The theme for the evening was 'Time Warp'.
Although the theme was mainly supported by
MLC girls, an interesting outfit, consisting of
tight, red, pin-striped pants and a sleeveless
denim jacket, was worn by one of the guys.
Being both on the Social Committee, we helped
organize the event from the colour of the
balloons to the schools invited.
Everyone had a fabulous time and you could
say 'we danced the night away'.

New Boarding Life
From the perspective of Jia-Yu Yeo
hen I first drove up the
driveway of MLC, I thought to
myself 'Oh my, this school is quite
nice'! I was not to be disappointed.

W

I had just arrived from Singapore to
choose my school and I visited other
schools like PLC and St Hilda's. After
viewing all 3 schools, MLC was the
obvious choice. There was just
something about the atmosphere that
told me that it was the place for me.
During the International Student's
Orientation, I met the boarders with
whom I was to board. They gave me
the impression of being easy going
girls with a good sense of humour. I
was warmly welcomed and those
girls which I met have become very
close friends, who I hope I will never
lose.
Coming to MLC has been a very
good experience for me. I have
made many friends from all over the
world and even though the idea of
being a boarder may seem dull, trust
me, it's not that bad at all!

60

Mrs Lewis: "Girts, you can all go home. I've run out of absentee notes."
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Homesickness gone, no more sorrow.

The day kicked off with the swimming meet,
The devils were winners, hard to beat.
The rest of the day was left to rehearse
Our impromptu skits and practiced verse.
The Saturday night was the opening show,
The New Girls' Concert, the dramatic glow.
The Year 8s and their fashion parade,
This year's fashion masquerade.
The Year 9's Spice Girls Wannabe,
Somewhat amusing, great to see.
Some Year 1 Os and their teddy bears,
Not the only piece to get some stares.
The Year 1 1 s in a rushed attempt
Created a comedy medley - not quite heaven sent.
But in the year the Year 12s took the show.
Their annual satire by no means low.
Sam's socks, Diane's wake ups and
Year 10 girls took some slack
In the name of fun, looking back.
All in all a wonderful night An ideal intro to a great
Boarding life.
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The Arts
We all do 'do, re, mi,' but you have got
to find the other notes yourself.
- Louis Armstrong
his year, whether Drama, Music or
Art, we endeavoured to provide
everyone with the chance to 'find the
other notes'. The first major Arts event of
the year was the Interhouse Singing,
Drama and Mime Festival held at the
end of Term 1. The day was a fantastic
success and the atmosphere created by
the brilliant standard of all the Houses'
performances was electric! Especially
impressive was the commitment, hard
work, and passion of each conductor,
play director and mime director.

choral groups each presenting
program with a Latin flavour.

T

As usual, the Drama calendar was
overflowing with exciting events and
lots of performance opportunities for the
girls. To kick off the start of this actionpacked year, the Year 12 Production,
Fated, was the result of much hard work
and channelling of creative energy from
the Drama and Drama Studies students,
each girl taking an off-stage job as well
as their on-stage role. The Year 1 1
Drama Evening showcased the talent of
several up and coming stars. The Year
8/9 Production was a great opportunity
for the younger students to begin their
performance careers. The main focus of
the year which amalgamated the efforts
of the Music, Drama, and Art
Departments was, of course, the
College Production, Anne of Green
Gables.
All
four
performances
demonstrated the maturity and depth of
talent of all involved.
This year the Music Department
welcomed two vibrant new staff
members. It seems as if the year has
flown past and now we cannot
remember a time when Mr Rhine-Davis
and Miss Bozikovic were not part of the
MLC Music Department. The Chorale
and Instrumental Concerts, earlier this
year, were a great success with all
ensembles having the opportunity to
perform, including the newly formed
MLC/CCGS Chamber Choir. The
repertoire was varied and enjoyed by
all and the hard work of the girls and
staff was evident in the exceptional
standard of performance. This was
recognised internationally on the 2002
Music Tour during the July holidays
when Chorale competed in the Vienna

Youth Music Festival and the Llangollen
International Eisteddfod and were
awarded 1st and 4th place respectively.
They also performed in some of the most
spectacular sites in Europe, including
the Heidelberg Castle and St Michael's
Church in Germany.
The annual MLC/CCGS Concerto Night
was held for the first time in the CCGS
Chapel.
This
evening
was
an
opportunity for Year 1 2 Music students
to perform a chosen piece with an
orchestra or jazz band to a very high
standard and received a brilliant
reception. One of the final concerts on
the Music calendar was the Viva La
Musica concert which was held in Term
4 and included various instrumental and

a

Arts Week was a spirited few days of
artistic expression from the Drama, Art
and Music Departments. The creation of
six papier mache masks of different
emotions and colours to suit each House
took place throughout the duration of
the week. Each lunchtime exhibited a
variety of musical and dramatic
features. The annual Art exhibition was
opened before the Viva La Musica
concert and was a tribute to the talent of
MLC artists.
Every girl has, this year, made the most
of the fantastic opportunities provided
by the Arts and has had fun along the
way. Whether Music, Drama or Art, the
girls have participated in a varied,
challenging and exciting range of
activities. As Arts Prefects, we are
jubilant and extremely thankful for being
able to play our part in the MLC Art
scene. We have come to realise that not
only are we provided with 'do re mi' at
MLC, but we also are encouraged to
find our own notes. We would like to
wish next year's Arts Prefects the same
joyful experience and we are confident
that the Arts tradition at MLC will keep
on truckin'!
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Sylph performing for Arts Week with the help of Amy Barber on violin.

Mr Oxnam: 'Oh well I quit smoking grass clippings when I was I O'
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Drama
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preparation for performing Antigone
and Journeys - The Story of Jason and
Medea in Week 4. Both modern
interpretations of classic Greek Theatre,
the productions were both fun and
challenging to rehearse and perform,
and the Year 12s performed at a high
standard during their two night run.
Many Year 12s balanced a role in the
Year 12 Production with directing a
House play, and, along with the Year
1 1 mime directors, helped their cast
rehearse and perform their pieces for
Interhouse Singing and Drama day. The
plays and mimes were well received by
the audience, and all the actors and
directors showed great commitment and
ability.

hether
you
have
been
Term 2 saw the beginning of rehearsals
participating in Senior School
for the 2002 College Production, Anne
Drama for 1 year or 5 years at MLC,
of Green Gables. A cast, orchestra and
chances are that if you wander into the
crew of over 100 girls rehearsed several
Drama Department before school, during
times a week to produce this heart
classes, during lunchtime or after school,
warming tale of an orphaned girl who
something interesting, artistic and
finds a family and friendship in a small
challenging will be taking place. 2002
community in Canada. All cast members
has seen a multitude of dramatic
shone as they displayed their acting,
performances, which have been enjoyed
singing and dancing skills, the orchestra
by those students performing, their
tuned and played to perfection, and the
friends, family, and the wider community.
backstage and Front-of-House crew
made sure the performances ran
The year started off by welcoming three
smoothly, both for the audience and the
new members to the Theatre Arts staff:
performers. The three performance
Ms Hendrickse, Ms Poulton and Ms
nights in early Term 3 were well received
Wilson. They joined the existing staff
and enjoyed by all concerned.
members, Mrs Lambert and Mrs Joll, but
if these new members of the College
Term 3 was also a time when auditions
had hoped for a quiet start to the year,
and rehearsals were held for the Year
they were soon to suffer a shock! The
8/9 Production. Directed primarily by
Year 12 Drama students were (noisily)
ex-MLC students, this Production
rehearsing for the Year 12 Production
consisted of four short plays, and was a
from the first day of school, in

W

Drama Staff

IBaBB
Ms Claire Hooper

Ms Sarah-Louise Poulton, Mrs Jodee Lambert, Ms Judy Hendrickse.
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Mrs Lois Joll

great opportunity for all the students in
the lower years to try their hand at
Drama and gain experience before an
audience. Their two night run played to
a responsive audience of family, friends
and staff, and all the girls involved can
be very proud of their performances.
Term 3 holidays were an important time
for Year 1 2 TEE Drama Studies students,
as the TEE practical examinations were
held during this period (a good 5 weeks
before other students start TEE exams!).
The girls had written their own
monologues, and were also armed with
a scripted monologue and the
knowledge and skills to perform an
unknown improvisation and to take part
in an interview. All girls came back to
school with mostly positive feelings, and
this exam closed what, to many Year 12
girls, has been a long and unforgettable
history with MLC Drama. Also in these
holidays, Year 1 1 student Renee Newton
traveled to Sydney for the National
Shakespeare Festival's production of
Loves Labour Lost - The Remix. Renee
took
part
in
workshops
and
performances and gained knowledge
and skills to bring back to MLC.
Term 4 brought back Costume-Mistressat-Large, Ms Hooper, as we waved
goodbye to Ms Wilson and thanked her
for all her hard work this year. The Year
10 girls frantically rehearsed their
pantomime, Aladdin, only being
challenged for use of the GWDC by the
Year 11s preparing for their Drama
Night, which showcased scenes they
had studied this year in class.

(On the coldest day of the year) Mrs Beckett: “Where have you been Fiona?" Fiona: "I was filling up my water bottle.
Mrs Beckett: "It's such a hot day and all...you must be parched."

Drama
Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
inspirational melodies of Heal the
World and the groovy beats of Oh
Happy Day. Congratulations to
Olympia for winning first place with
their stunning choir.

nterhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
always proves to be an exciting day in
the life of the College, and this year was
no exception. As in previous years, Year
1 1 and 12 students took on leadership
roles as choir conductresses, play directors
and mime directors, and all girls fulfilled
these roles with passion and commitment.
Of course, they wouldn't have been able
to do it without the dedication of the rest of
the students involved, who represented
their Houses magnificently.

The mimes covered a range of
humorous situations, ranging from a
family dinner with a twist to a room of
toys that came alive at night. The Athens
mime won first place, with their story
about some trouble in the playground.

This year's choirs filled Hadley Hall with
the haunting notes of Let it Be, the

The plays were of a very high standard,
and explored an array of ideas,

I

including a hairdressing salon plagued
by fairytale characters and a 'playwithin-a-play' documenting the mishaps
in an ill-fated performance of Romeo
and Juliet. First place went to Sparta for
their frightening and thought provoking
portrayal of a post-apocalyptic world
and the destruction of a society.
Whether you win first place or not, all
students and staff would agree that
participation is the main aim, and that
the 2002 competition was challenging
and fun for all involved.

t

Corinth Play

Troy Play

r tfiz
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Rome Choir

Olympia Play

Athens Mime

Sparta Play

Mrs Calder, with really easy questions, but on the first Discrete class of the year: "and whoever said Discrete was hard." Student: "Uh,
anyone who came to the 2nd lesson?"
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Drama
Mask Workshops
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Taking a break between workshops on the Melbourne Drama Tour

Melbourne Drama Tour
he annual Melbourne Drama tour was in the April
school holidays, with 27 students and Theatre Arts staff
attending. The tour is an educational tour which is run by
the prestigious Melbourne Theatre Company and Harvey
World Travel.

T

he Theatre Arts department was very lucky to have our
globe trotting staff member, Mrs Joll, attend a wonderful
Education conference at Harvard University in 2001 as part
of her long service adventures. Whilst attending the
conference she participated in a wonderful workshop on
exploring our inner masks. It was a personal development
workshop, that we have adapted and have been using with
some of our students this year in Theatre Arts.

T

The Year 10 Theatre Arts students experienced the workshop
as part of their Mask and Movement section of the course and
the Year 1 2 Drama Studies students used it when preparing
for their original solo presentations for the Practical
Component of the TEE. Mrs Lambert also presented the
adapted version of the workshop to the National Drama
Teachers conference in the October school holidays. The
workshop gives participants the opportunity to create their
own mask made from any materials, to analyse and reflect on
the mask in their own words, and then to create some original
drama wearing the masks.
Some comments from participants:
"I aim for beauty and so does my mask."

Students had a wonderful time in workshops that ran all
day for five days and culminated in two original
performances. They also attended a different performance
each night. This year we were lucky enough to attend the
opening night of the wonderful Australian Opera's
production of Sweeney Todd at the Victorian Arts Centre,
where we rubbed elbows with all the dignitaries, such as
the Premier of New South Wales, TV stars, and film stars
such as Rachel Griffiths.
We were not the only school involved in this tour. This year
we worked with students from Penrhos College, John XXIII,
Bunbury Cathedral Grammar, Perth College, St Mary's,
and Hale School, comprising 80 students in all. The
students had the opportunity to work with three
professional drama coaches. These workshops not only
taught the girls important skills, they provided them with
the opportunity to see other drama students in action,
share ideas and many laughs. The girls developed a very
strong bond with the other students, and true friendships
have resulted. The performances produced over the period
were entertaining, educational and moving.
Mamma Mia was one of the more energetic and
entertaining productions the students saw whilst in
Melbourne, and ended with 27 MLC students and 4
teachers singing and dancing their way down the aisles.
Besides the workshops and theatre visits, shopping in
Melbourne was still an important event which did not get
overlooked. The students were able to explore the culture
and lifestyle of Melbourne in a safe manner, and I speak
confidently on behalf of all members when I say that
Melbourne Drama Tour was a memorable and fulfilling
experience.
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"I like to just-go-with-the-flow and this is what my mask
represents—my spontaneous self."
"My mask represents the wearer as a two faced being, half
hiding, half trying to communicate with the world."
"I showed my mask to my mum and she said the questioning look
on it showed how I wanted to know everything!"
"This mask represents my mood and me in general. A collage
of my mood!"
"This mask represents the insecurity and fear/nervousness
behind every fearsome face. A lot of people seem very calm, in
control, too "cool"—but they aren't always happy with
themselves and their group of friends."
"My mask says that I'm unique and imaginative, creative and
artistic. It is one of a kind and not like any other."
". ..the black lace at the top represents the fact that everyone has
bad times, but we can all see through the bad times in the end
and come through being stronger."
i§r j

\

Some of the many wonderful masks created by students.

Mrs Giglia: "Exactly what we talked about tomorrow... I mean yesterday.

Drama
Clown Troupe

Year 11 Drama Night

nce again, the Year 8 and 9
Clown Troupe was up and running
this year, spreading a little fun and
silliness through MLC. Coordinated by
Mrs Lambert, the troupe showed off its
talents at many events, and kept the
young (and the young at heart) smiling
and laughing at their antics.

O

n Friday 8 November, Year 1 1
Drama & Drama Studies students
performed a showcase of all the work
they have been doing in class this year.

O

In pairs or small groups, they
performed scenes ranging from
Educating Rita to Secret Bridesmaids
Business, School for Scandel to
Antigone, Summer of the Seventeenth
Doll to Shifting Heart - with a few
absurdist scenes to add interest and
audience confusion!

■H

This night was a chance for parents to
see their daughters perform, and a
chance for other students to see what
exactly goes on in that strange and
wonderful place, known as the Drama
Department. Thanks must go to the
Year 1 1 class teachers: Mrs Joll and
Ms Hendrickse, as well as all girls who
performed and created such an
enjoyable evening.

Shakespeare Festival
his year, MLC continued its tradition
of entering Year 11 Drama Studies
students into the National Shakespeare
Festival Competition, run by the Sydneybased National Globe Centre. The Year
1 Is study a Shakespeare text (this year
Twelfth Night) as part of their course,
and through a system of semi-finals and
finals, two groups are chosen to

T

compete.
This year, we had a welcome change in
the form of Christ Church Grammar
School's Drama students, who also
entered, and with whom we held our
State Finals. These finals, held in the

CCGS studio, were a fine example of
the talent of these students, who
performed scenes and dialogues from
Twelfth Night and Romeo and Juliet.
Two outside judges, clearly impressed

by all students, named the MLC girls as
the winner for the Scenes section (Kate
Pullinger, Holly Jewkes, Emma Hack
and Louisa Dawkins), and also
announced that Holly Jewkes and Renee
Newton were in consideration for the
attendance at the National Festival in
Sydney.
Renee attended the Nationals in
Sydney, and took part in a production
of Loves Labour Lost. This is a terrific
opportunity for all Drama students who
want to expand their knowledge and
skills in the area of theatre, and all
participants from this year, and indeed
previous
years,
would
highly
recommend taking part.

Mrs Palmer: "So you have a Neanderthal and he's home from a big hunt and what's he carrying?
Marissa: "A woman?"

^■1

Production Camp
his year, MLC chose to recreate the
story of Anne of Green Gables on
stage. Like last year, the cast of the
musical ventured over to Point Walter,
Bicton for Production Camp over 2 days.

T

Over the course of the camp, the cast and
orchestra learnt many of the songs and
dances and were able to block many of
the scenes. This was a great way to kick
off the Production, and we all had a lot of
fun devising pieces for performance night.
X

•

*v*

Overall, a very enjoyable weekend

Drama
College Production
his year's College Production was Anne
of Green Gables. Set in Prince Edward
Island, Canada, orphan Anne comes to live
in the town of Avonlea in the Cuthberts'
Green Gables. There she meets colourful
characters, wins a scholarship and gets
herself a beau called Gilbert Blythe.

T

#*fl§

The season ran for three nights in August.
The Production was directed by Mrs
Lambert with costumes by Ms Wilson. It was
a very entertaining musical spectacular to
watch, with dance routines choreographed
by Ms Judy Hendrickse. Every performance
was enjoyed by the cast. The entire cast
and crew would like to thank all involved
for making this year's Production so
fantastic.

f ♦

Backstage Crew.

f ^
Clare Maskiell with Laura Maitland as Anne.

The Orchestra.

Front of House.

Mr Wynhorst: "Yes in my other school I specialised in being beaten up. I was beaten up twice....once by a girt
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Drama
Year 8/9 Production
here was excitement, fabulous
costumes and interesting sets with
ladders, thrones, food, schoolrooms,
supermarkets, chickens, boxes, and
dragons! There were hundreds of Year
8s, 9s and 10s all milling about! There
were
parents,
friends
and
grandparents! This was the night of the
Year 8/9 Production!

T

Years 8-10 Theatre Arts students did a
wonderful job of putting on four short
plays in October. The Year 8s and 9s
were the nervous performers and the
Year 10s were the organised and
nervous backstage crews. The plays
were directed by ex-MLC Drama
students and Ms Poulton, one of the new
Drama staff members. Over 600 people
attended and had a terrific time
supporting their daughters and friends.
All the plays were very well performed
and highly entertaining. They covered a
range of topics such as what makes a
hero, the dangers of playing with
hypnotism, Adam and Eve's creation of
the world's problems, and the search for
a perfect man (even if he is a medieval
knight)!
The aim, as always in Drama
productions, was for students to develop
their confidence and teamwork skills
and to have a great time! We hope this
was achieved by everyone involved.

I___
YEAR 8/9 PRODUCTION

f f ft I
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Mrs Joll: "Don't you girls read Marie Claire?"

Drama
Year 12 Production
he Year 12 Production, this year

T

entitled Fated, was made up of 2
plays; Journeys - the Story of Jason

and Medea, performed by Mrs Joll's
Drama Studies class, and Antigone
performed by Mrs Lambert's class.
We were given our roles towards the
very end of 2001 and told to be
familiar with our lines over the
Christmas holidays, so when first day
of Term 1 came we dug our scripts
out of our bags (where they had sat
for 2 months), and attempted to
become slightly familiar with the
scripts!

Jay Downie in Antigone.

Jay Downie and Libby Paterson in Antigone.

Mrs Lambert directed Antigone,
which
was
a
modern
day
interpretation of the Greek tragedy.
This play was a lot of fun to work
with, as it allowed us to explore a
play which we knew little about

ft

previously.
The entire cast was excellent in their
roles. Mrs Joll directed Journeys The Story ofJason and Medea, which
was a slightly abstract portrayal of
another Greek tragedy Medea. The

Prue Carter and Suzanne Fisher in
Jason and Medea.

Alex Lekias, Michelle Parkin and Katheryn
Smith in Antigone.

costumes and levels of enthusiasm
were to be commended, especially
after a hectic and stressful final
rehearsal which consisted of several
very last minute changes!
Everyone in both casts portrayed
their characters with great enthusiasm
which led to a successful Production.
We all thoroughly enjoyed working
as part of the small casts and working
together as a team. Each member of

Cast of Jason and Medea.

the class undertook positions of
responsibility, which ranged from
directing and costumes to lighting
and sound. The Year 12 Production
was enjoyed by all and provided us
with a fantastic, challenging and fun
start to the year.
Thanks must go to Mrs Joll and Mrs
Lambert for being so tolerant
(especially when it came to knowing
our lines)!

Cast of Jason and Medea.

Mrs Lambert: "And finally, thankyou to all the actors because after all, you can't have a play without actors...
Alison: "Well actually...technically you could, if it was somewhat abstract and highly experimental."
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Dance
Dance Festival Group

Dance Festival 2002
n a Thursday in August, girls from
many independent schools filled
the backstage areas of Hadley Hall,
nervously waiting their turn to take the
stage in the 2002 IGSSA Dance
Festival.
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MLC's cast of 58 rehearsed 3 times a
week, to produce an impressive display
of energy, costumes, talent and lighting.
In a flurry of sequins, tutus, lipstick,
hairspray and dance shoes, each school
performed a self-devised piece. These
pieces ranged from dances devised with
a theme in mind (isolation, bullying and
a school's centenary) to traditional
musical theatre-style, complete with top

hats and sparkly vests. The styles of
dance ranged from ballet to jazz,
contemporary to Irish. This non
competitive event is a highlight on the
IGSSA Arts calendar, and was enjoyed
by all.

Thanks go to Ms Hendrickse, who
coordinated the event, and to the students
who offered their help on the night.
Special thanks go to the wonderful Year
1 1 choreographers: Greta, Amanda,
Louisa, Frances and Julia.

Dance Night
ODDOwas the first year of the
V/^MLC Dance Night with the
inaugural name of Dance 02 held on 27
August. There were dancers from Years 712, who performed neo-pagan, tap, hip
hop and contemporary dances.

This year, the Year 1 2 dancers were able
to choreograph their own dances in small
groups, which were taught to the younger
years. This teaching was part of the Dance
Studies Unit. The Year 12s were also given
backstage and front-of-house roles.

Most of the dances were choreographed
by Ms Hendrickse and Ms Poulton. They
were well received by the audience and
it was an enjoyable night. It is hoped that
Dance Night will become a regular event
on the MLC calendar.
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Mrs Lewis: "If there's silence in the house you know Matthew's doing something wrong.

Debating
he Interschool Debating Competition
has concluded for another year with

T

a record number of MLC teams
competing. The interest shown by the
new Year 8s has been particularly keen
and the girls have enjoyed being part of
this valuable activity.
All teams who participated in the most
recent AHISA competition showed
dedication
and
organisation
in
preparing themselves each week for
their debates and the debates were
exciting and lively.
Congratulations must go to Year 9
MLC3 (Sarah Collin, Sophie Gammell,
Sally Whitmore, Sophie Ritson and
Erica Lampropolous), Year 10 MLC1 (Lixia Tan, Stephanie Dowling, Alex
Cassie, Emily Fielding and Joanna Pynt)
and Year 1 1 MLC2 (Jane Mullins,
Roberta Nagle, Claire Harrison and
Alisha McCreery) who all won their
division.
The Interhouse debates held during Arts
Week were a great success with
debates taking in six venues across the
College. The Houses that made it into
the finals held on Heather Lamont
Festival Day were Athens and Corinth in
the Junior division, and Olympia and
Rome in the Senior division.

UNYA
he
United
Nations
Youth
Association of Western Australia
(UNYA) provides an opportunity for
youth, defined by the United Nations
(UN) as being between age 1 8 and
25, to participate in mock UN
proceedings of the General Assembly
and Security Council.
The media
today seldom provide impartial
reports on global issues of concern to
the Australian people or international
community - in many ways we are
isolated by the media, only being
exposed to sensationalistic global
news on 'September 1 1', the 'War on
Terrorism', or the US-lraq war.

T

is to achieve a general (or majority)
consensus on the issue presented, to
reject,

amend

or

accept

the

resolutions.
These competitions are open for Years
10-12. For those who choose to enter
the

team

Hammerskjold

Trophy

Competition, you enter in pairs and
share the tasks of research, negotiation
and speaking and representing your
country in the Security Council. If you
are successful in representing your
nation

appropriately and

exerting

influence within the chamber, you may
proceed to the finals, and have the

Through UNYA, participants gain
greater understanding of regional
issues, regional priorities, diplomatic
relations, and a specific nation's
viewpoint on certain issues. The UN
is the international peace and security
organization
promoting
social
cohesion and safety for the citizens of
the world. Through participation in
the Hammerskjold Trophy Competition
and UNYA State Conference, you are
given the opportunity to debate for or
against the issues presented, taking
your nation's stance and negotiating
with other nations. The main objective

opportunity to be chosen to represent
WA in the national finals. The UNYA
State Conference is an individual
competition over three days, wherein
you represent your country in a mock
General Assembly on the last day. At
the State Conference you have the
chance to listen to notable speakers,
and discuss youth issues.

If you are

successful you could be one of the ten
delegates to represent WA at the
National Conference.

Overall the

experience is enlightening, educational,
and fun.

DEBATING TEAM

Mrs Ciglia: "I still want to know what I did to deserve this class.
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Prometheans’ Society
Prometheans

Promethean (pre-meth-e-an) adj. 1. having

hen I first learnt what the word
"promethean" meant, and
where the meaning of the word came
from, I knew that I wanted to be one.

W

to do with, or suggestive of Prometheus
(Greek Mythology; he stole fire from heaven
and taught men its use), especially in his
skill or art; daringly original.

he Prometheans' Society is a group of
MLC and Scotch College Year 12
students who meet regularly to discuss
various topics of ethical and philosophical
relevance. At each meeting a guest
speaker is invited to address us, after which
we question, discuss and (more frequently),
argue the issue. Out of the topics that were
covered in 2002, some were political
(immigration), some ethical (stem cell
research) and some philosophical ("can an
idea be beautiful?").

According
to
ancient
Greek
mythology, Prometheus brought fire
to mortals - much to the anger of the
gods - and was punished as a result.
Although punishment was never a
part of our meetings, the 2002
Prometheans' Society learned about
many 'immortal' aspects of mortal
life, asking interesting questions (but
not always finding an answer).

T

Our speakers included Estelle Blackburn
and John Button, who spoke about

Guest speakers John Button and
Estelle Blackburn.

Button's quest to be found innocent of a
crime he didn't commit. There were
many other knowledgeable people who
also shared with us their area of
expertise, ranging from the history of art
to the issue of human cloning.

Our guests spoke about topics
including immigration, philosophy,
stem-cell research and art, followed
by open and lively discussion with
our peers from both MLC and Scotch
College. While the afternoon tea
was always satisfying, the two-hour
sessions never seemed to be long
enough to voice our many ideas and
opinions. Undoubtedly we all
enjoyed the debates and discussions
as well as learning a lot more about
human nature and the way we think.

Prometheans gave all students involved a
chance to be exposed to the knowledge
and opinions of some inspirational
speakers, it also gave us all a chance to
explore and define our own knowledge
and opinions - plus, discussing the topics
in an informal and non-threatening setting
meant that everyone's voice was heard
and appreciated.
Many thanks must go to Sue Jeffery and
Caroline Gale who organised the 2002
Prometheans' Society, as well as our
wonderful speakers.

Mock Trials
Law Mock Trial Competition
the plaintiff in a civil dispute
ethodist Ladies' College entered
where
we
claimed
our
two large teams into this highly
neighbours were deliberately
prestigious state-wide competition. The
disrupting the breeding cycle of
teams were a mix of Year 1 1 and 12
our Siberian Huskies. In round
students with the Year 12s able to earn
three we were the defendants
Colours due to their two year
commitment. A new feature this year was
in a dangerous driving charge.
the election of Grace Lindsey as team
This interesting range of cases
Captain. The teams were also assisted in
exposed the students to the reality
the development of their cases by Lloyd
of the legal profession, and how the
Davies - a very experienced and highly
adversarial legal system operates. The
respected barrister.
students who acted as barristers learned
very quickly the art of thinking on their
The Law Mock Trial Competition involves
feet, whilst our witnesses developed
teams of six (two barristers, two witnesses,
wonderful acting talents in an attempt to
solicitor and court official) acting as either
the defence or prosecution (plaintiff in a
convince a sceptical magistrate about our
honesty and sincerity!
civil case) engaging another school in legal
combat at the Central Law Courts in Perth.
Both the MLC teams performed at an
excellent standard with their skills
Round one involved MLC acting as
developing as the rounds progressed.
defence for a charge of unlawfully
Their performance was even more
obtaining goods - an Armani leather
commendable because of the very
jacket! Round two saw MLC acting as

Mock Trials Team
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tough draw that was received. We
competed against last year's winning
team and two previous grand finalists.
Congratulations to all the girls who were
involved. They all demonstrated the
potential to have highly successful
careers in the legal profession hopefully as the lawyer not the accused!
Sincere thanks to Mr Wynhorst who co
ordinated the Mock Trial teams at MLC
for 2002. His hard work in preparing
the teams for the contest was greatly
appreciated.

Miss Harris: "Don't get too bogged down on this girls.

Media
he Media Studies curriculum at MLC

T

equips students with not only the
creative skills for photography, film,
multimedia,
television
and
other
mediums, but also educates them as to
the theory and reasoning behind the
production of all forms of media.
This year, Year 8 students enjoyed creating
black and white photographs, simple
animations and a short video based on the
conventions of the Soap Opera television
genre, such as Neighbours or Home and
Away - a task thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Year 9 students delved into the morality
and ethics of the media, experimenting
with digitally manipulated images,
distortion of traditional black and white
photography and the creation of a video
which incorporated the Australian
Journalists' Association Code of Ethics.
The Make-up Workshop proved popular with the students.

Year 10 students have explored film
marketing
techniques
and
the
production of a dramatic film sequence
- all created using digital technology
and Adobe software. They have also
had the opportunity to further their
photography skills, developing their
understanding of genre and aesthetics.
Year
1 1
Media
students
have
considered in detail all aspects of
photography and television.
Tasks
included the production of digitally
manipulated images, black and white
photo-essays, PowerPoint presentations,
video productions and the creation of
their own digital portfolio. Interactive

Media and Digital Media students have
developed their graphic and internet
authoring skills through the creation of a
CD for Perth Zoo, animation using Flash,
graphic art through the use of Photoshop
and interactive web pages using

year several Year 12 students were
nominated for the Curriculum Council's
Certificate of Distinction with results to
be announced in January.

Year 12 Media Studies students have
further developed their film production
and analysis skills. Tasks have included
film
marketing,
Australian
film

2002 has been an exciting and
productive year for Media students
including several excellent guest speakers
who shared their unique insights into a
variety of media, excursions to television
studios and the Art Gallery of WA,
holiday workshops held at local

presentations and the production of
some outstanding short films. With such
a high standard of achievement, this

universities and the opportunity to
showcase their wonderful work in the
College's annual Art Exhibition.

Dreamweaver.
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Media Studies students behind the :

;

at Channel 7 Studios.

Mr Gray: "You can't even make mistakes properly!
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OnnOhas ^een a Year 'n which the Art Department has
^L, >»✓ w ,<£. been at its most productive, buzzing with life and
creative energy. Students from Years 8 to 12 have been immersed in
a wide variety of artistic projects, employing the use of diverse
techniques and media, to create pieces that are not simply
aesthetically pleasing, but also express the emotions or opinions of
the artist, conveying these to the viewer successfully. Students have
learnt to develop an individual flair for design, and are able to further
their own artistic styles, using the elements and principles of art.
Students have also learnt about aspects of art history, in which the
understanding of particular historical and political events creates an
increased appreciation for the evolution of art over time.

cifVlX;

The life of a student artist is a hectic one, with many events and
exhibitions occurring both inside and outside the College. During Arts
Week, students volunteered their lunchtimes to create large tribal
papier mache faces, in which colour was used to generate emotion.
This ensured an impressive final result: the end product of a week of
creativity, co-operation and enthusiasm. Perhaps the pinnacle event of
the year, in the Visual Arts field of College life, was the Annual Art
Exhibition, held on the evening of October 22, in conjunction with the
"Viva La Musica" concert. This event enabled students from Years 8
to 12 to display all of their pieces (from over the year) in a formal
exhibition setting for friends and family to admire. As always, the
exhibition added a splash of colour and inspiration to the College
term. Outside MLC, students' iconographic works were entered in the
Moderator's Prize for Religious Art competition held at St Stephen's,
and other works were also chosen for display at the Local Schools'
Art Exhibit at Peppermint Grove Shopping Centre, and at the Young
Originals' Exhibition at the TAFE Gallery of Art and Design.
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The pieces produced by the senior school Art students this year have
been a refreshing, vibrant and expressive addition to the College,
and have been created within a fun, inventive and encouraging
classroom atmosphere.
ind frivolous, a sul
In the lower school, Art is a subject that
that students see as an enjoyable pastime, a relief from other pressures
of school life. However, students in Years 1 1 and 12 following their
passion for art soon realise that the TEE Art course is a challenging one
with a demanding workload, a subject in which students must polish
their own practical artistic abilities, while also displaying a keen
knowledge of the history component of the syllabus. Despite this, Art
is an undeniably important part of any society, and it is fantastic to see
so many students interested in expressing themselves by pursuing the
subject in their studies. The TEE Art course is incredibly rewarding all
the more due to the hard work put in, and we definitely encourage
those thinking about selecting Art as a TEE subject to do so.
the course that Year 12 TEE Art students have been following revolves
around thri =e key projects; the first focusing on Art, Technology and
Utopia, in which students learnt about the various forms and
techniques involved in many different movements of abstract art, and
how technology impacted art. The second project revolved around
the natural environment, and students learnt about the history of
Australian art and Modernism in the first 30 years of the 20th
Century, while project three focused on 'the essence of the portrait'.
Each Year 12 TEE Art student has worked passionately and productively
throughout the year in their chosen medium, whether it be painting,
sculpture, textiles, ceramics or printmaking, to name a few. Each
student's individual talents and evolving style has become increasingly
noticeable as the year progressed, with the culmination of all of their
efforts displayed at the Senior school Art Exhibition in Term 4.
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Music
"The Methodist Ladies' College Music
• Department has continued to
expand and flourish in 2002. The
depth and strength of the choral
program has been a feature this year,
highlighted by the successful Chorale
and Barbershop Tour to Europe in Term
2. The tour gave students from Years 812 the opportunity to perform at some
of the most prestigious venues in
Europe. The Chorale achieved
unprecedented
success,
being
awarded first place in the Vienna
International Music Festival and fourth
place in the International Llangollen
Eisteddfod in Wales.
The Methodist Ladies' College and
Christ Church Grammar School
Concerto Night of 2002 was an
evening of outstanding music with
brilliant, mature performances of an
extraordinarily high level from the
orchestra and soloists, which continued
to set new benchmarks for musical
standards at the College. Our Year 1 2
soloists, some of whom already hold
A.mus.A performance diplomas, were
quite
simply breathtaking
and
performances from Leanna Perret,
Paola Harvey, Janelle Lagrange, Julia
Lee and Mimi Leith will be remembered

V V 1

The Barbershop Group

Barbershop
Our hard work paid off because our
ow! 2002 has been a brilliant year
singing in Europe was fantastic. It was
filled with enthusiasm and fun for
amazing performing in the Mirabelle
the Barbershop Singers. This year there
Gardens and at Heidelberg Castle. We
were 5 new arrivals to the group including
also had fun singing in a little retirement
our fantastic teacher, Ms Bozikovic.
village in the hills while we were staying
in Vienna, and in a small Austrian
Our first adventure for the year was

W

going on choir camp in early March.
With the energetic barbershop spirit we
got straight into learning new songs and
revising the old favourites.

in years to come.
2002 was filled with many outstanding
performances, some of which you will
read about in the music reports that
follow, but none of this would be
possible without the hard working,
professional staff in the Music
Department. I would like to pay tribute
to the music staff, both full and part
time, who build the social rapport and
the skills necessary to achieve the
sounds of wonderful music. I also thank
parents
for
their
significant
contribution, whether it is part of the

On Open Day we pulled out our red
braces and entertained a crowd during
lunch. We also performed at the
Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
concert. During Term 2 holidays Julia,
Georgia, Kait, Jess and I were faced
with the challenge of learning 6 new
pieces to sing on the Music Tour.
Unfortunately Bee, Elise, Laura and Nik
weren't joining us, so we invited exbarbershoppers Jen and Deb to sing

church.
During August we sang at the Dance
Festival and at lunchtime during Arts
Week. September was busy because we
sang at a September 1 1 memorial
service in Fremantle and at the Per
Ardua Musicale. Later on, we were
awarded first place in our division in the
North of Perth Music Festival and
performed as a feature act at the WA
Primary Schools Mass Choirs Concert.
Thank you so much Miss Bozikovic for
all your hard work and patience. I look
forward
to
singing
sweetly on
Wednesday afternoons next year.

with us on tour.

Music Support Group, transporting
daughters to and from rehearsals or
just a friendly word of encouragement.
Finally, but most importantly I would
like to thank the girls for their
outstanding
achievements
and
wonderful music making. To the Year
12s, thank you for being such
inspirational musical leaders and in
continuing to instill the love of music to
others. I look forward to an exciting
2003!
A.R Bobby Gallo, Director of Music

The Barbershop Group performing in the Mirabelle Gardens in Salzburg, Austria.

Emma: "Just testing your knowledge!" Mrs Giglia: "Do I look worried about that statement?"
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Music
Chorale Fremantle
Eisteddfod
t was 17 May and this was the first
competition the new Chorale had
performed in since its creation.

I

Fremantle Town Hall acted as the setting
for the Fremantle Eisteddfod with an
audience of around 100. Our competitors
in the choir section included St Stephen's
and Corpus Christi. We performed Drei
geistliche Chore fur Frauenstimmen by
Johannes Brahms followed by Hymn of
Dedication by Basil Jayatilaka.

Chorale

Chorale
ontrary to popular belief, Chorale has
not all been resounding performances
in stunning buildings, winning local and
international awards and producing choral
music of an exceptional standard. For the
Year 8 to Year 12 students involved, it has
not all been the "joyful" song-writing and
rhythmical "doo-bi doo"-ing of the Europe
tour.

While

the

above

items

have

contributed to making this year both
enjoyable and successful, we have seen
some very important aspects of Chorale go
silently unnoticed, for example the
unbelievable week-long rehearsal during
the April school holidays, the "Year 13s",
and Mr Gallo's (short-lived) beard.
Locally, Chorale has performed in (and
won sections of) the Fremantle Eisteddfod
and the North of Perth Music Festival and
has also been invited to perform for the

Farewell Concert for
Music Tour
n the night of Sunday 23 June
Barbershop
and
Chorale
performed at a magnificent farewell
concert before departing, a week later,
on their very successful European Tour.
The audience was delighted by a
fantastic repertoire from both choirs as
well as a preview of the recently formed
MLC and CCGS Chamber Choir. The
pieces
performed
ranged
from
traditional hymns to well known
Australian songs.
Of particular note
was Chorale's lively rendition of
Waltzing Matilda. The audience was
privileged to have the opportunity to
hear the wonderful result of many
months of hard work, and feel that their
success in Europe was extremely well
deserved.

Solos were performed brilliantly with
Alison McCutcheon (Year 1 1) and Jessie
Smith (Year 9) performing the Brahms 3rd
Movement solos and Jess Barron (Year 10)
performing the Hymn of Dedication solo.
Instrumental
parts for Hymn of
Dedication were performed by Kate
Peters (Year 12) on trumpet, Su-Lin Chan
(Year 10) on glockenspiel and Judy Ho
(2001 leaver) on piano.
The competition was stiff but the
audience warmed to the Chorale, as
did the adjudicators, and we ended up
being run-away winners with a score of
94%. It was a fun experience for the
girls, giving the MLC Chorale exposure
to the local music scene as well as
acting as good preparation for the
Vienna and Llangollen international
competitions still to come.

Governor, and at the Terrace Proms.
Globally, we performed at the International
Youth Music Festival in Vienna, taking out
first place for the female choir section, and
came fourth at the Llangollen Music Festival
in Wales.
We have, of course, performed many times
within the MLC community, at events such
as the Per Ardua Musicale and the
Farewell Concert. While "I feel I've said
too much", the "day when we shall go at
last", (that is, Speech Night) also featured
another performance by Chorale.
The success of Chorale can, of course, be
accredited to our skillful conductor Mr

-----

Gallo, as well as the individual efforts we
have all put in. May 2003 be as flourishing
and enjoyable as 2002 was for Chorale.
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Chorale performing at Heidelberg Castle.

Mr Gallo: "I can't believe no-one has quoted me in the Collegian.

Music
College Choir
learn a massive repertoire in just a few
ollege Choir in 2002 has been full
weeks. The task was challenging, but all
of exciting moments, including
Choral Camp. One memorable eventof us relished the opportunity and
performed well on the big night. Most
was the honour of singing at the 25th
recently, College Choir picked up some
anniversary of the Uniting Church at
new pieces, including the popular jazzy
Burswood. Combining with Year 8/9
tune The Boy from New York City, which
Choir and St Stephen's Choir, we had to

C

we all love singing. College Choir 2002
has been a whole lot of fun, and we'd
like to thank Mr Rhine-Davis and Miss
Bozikovic for all their hard work and
enthusiasm. It's been a great year and
we eagerly look forward to the next!

College Choir
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MLC/CCGS Chamber Choir
auditions were open to any students in
002 saw the beginning of yet
Years 8-12. We began our rehearsals
another choral group in the Music
Department: the combined MLC and early in Term 2, every Monday
morning, practising separately for half
CCGS Chamber Choir. The choir is
the rehearsal time and then joining
under the control of Mr Gallo and Mr
together for the second half. After the
Lawford (from CCGS) and is comprised
first rehearsal we realised we had to
of approximately 12-13 students from
output 300% just to be heard over the
each school. To obtain a place in the
fairly raucous and overpowering boys.
choir we had to audition, and the

2

We have only had a few performances
this year, because we are such a new
choir, but we enjoyed singing at the
Farewell Concert. Our repertoire is
interesting and fairly challenging and
continually expanding. Chamber Choir
is off to a great start and hopefully it will
remain this way for a long time to come!

Year 8/9 Choir
very Wednesday at 7.30am the
participants of the MLC Year 8/9
Choir arrive at Hadley Hall to rehearse
for their many performances. Throughout
the year the choir has performed at many
events ranging from Harmony Day to

E

performances during lunchtime on the
Great Court. The highlight of the year for
the choir was performing at Burswood
with the College Choir and the choir from
St Stephen's School. This performance
was celebrating the 20th anniversary of

Mr Gallo "My middle name is cruel.

the Uniting Church. Our final school
performance for the year was at the
Floreat Uniting Church. Thanks to our
fantastic conductor Mr Rhine-Davis, we
have had a wonderful year filled with
many great performances.
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Music
Year 8 Choir
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Year 9 Choir
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Year 8/9 Choir
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Mr Wynhorst: "I gave you the revision sheet with all the doo dads on!

Music
Big Band
ig Band has had a very exciting and
eventful year. Sadly, we fa rewelled
our long time conductor Mr Paul Abbott.
However we were very happy to
welcome Mr Bobby Gallo as our new
conductor towards the end of Term 3.
During the year we performed at Floreat
Uniting Church Fair, Open Day and
accompanied one of our members for
her Concerto on Concerto Night, as
well as our last performance with Mr
Abbott during Arts Week.

B

Big Band has worked hard and enjoyed
themselves. We look forward to the new
members and performances in 2003
under the guidance of our new
conductor.
Big Band

Concert Band
"No girls! You didn't give me
that crescendo at bar 15! And
keep those staccatos short
woodwind! Ta ta taa ta taa!
Saxophones, you have to bring
out that lovely melody you have!
Now let's go from bar 1 l...un,
deux, un, deux, trois, quatre!"
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typical rehearsal at Concert Band.
No kidding. Though it's all for the
best naturally! Ever since Mr RhineDavis became our new conductor,
Concert Band has been destined for
great things. This year we have been
lucky enough to perform at the WA
Schools Concert Band Festival at Hale
School, in which schools from as far
away as Carnarvon came to compete,
as well as this year's Variety Musicale in
May, and the Per Ardua Musicale in
September. Both were chances to show
the world what we have been busy
rehearsing and perfecting.

a’

A

Overall, Concert Band has had a great
time this year trying out new repertoires,
performing and rehearsing. The
purpose of Concert Band is to introduce
students new to their instruments, to play
their instruments in an ensemble, and
allow them to develop confidence in
themselves and their musical skills. I
encourage those who are interested to
join us next year.

College Strings
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Concert Band

Mrs Giglia: "Now I know why at the beginning of the year the other teachers looked at my class list and laughed...I got a sympathy card.
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Music
Clarinet Choir

Flute Ensemble
his year, Flute Ensemble has been meeting on Monday afternoons.
Students from Years 8-10 have been involved, under the direction
of Mrs Holdsworth. We have been exposed to various musical styles,
ranging from classical to jazz. Opportunities to play the piccolo and
alto flute have also arisen, giving all the members of Flute Ensemble a
chance to handle a new instrument. Flute Ensemble also performed in
the WA Flute Society Eisteddfod.

T

Flute Ensemble

Guitar Ensemble
The MLC Guitar Ensemble comprises of 6 talented
young guitar players ranging from Years 7-10, who
meet for an hour each week. Under the leadership of
their conductor, Miss Elaine Yau, the group has
performed a variety of pieces at numerous occasions,
including the International Guitar Ensemble Festival
and the recent Viva la Musica Concert.

Guitar Ensemble

Percussion Ensemble

Strepitso Strings
trepitso Strings is a small ensemble
and we have worked well together
throughout the year. We practise in a
close, comfortable environment where
everyone is happy, and we choose
songs that suit all of us.

S

commented on our playing. This gave
us an insight into how well we were
actually playing from an experienced
musician's point of view. From these

comments our playing style has
developed further. This was a fantastic
experience for all of us, and will
certainly help us in the future.

Strepitso Strings

So far we have performed twice. The
first time was at the MLC Music Night
where we performed for parents,
teachers and students.
In that
performance we knew we had
performed to a standard higher than
expected by our teachers and we were
received well by the public.
Our second performance was at the
recent Orchestral Festival at Hale
School. We played in front of
examiners, who gave us advice and

W (I IV’
Mr Gallo "When you get a bong...

Music
Sylph
Everything was a blur of excitement
when the rock band Sylph (Katherine
Graham, Mel Chang, Jess Barron and
Elina Tan) discovered that their short
demo CD had led to qualification in the
heats for the national Future Rock
competition. The competition took place
in the Hard Rock Cafes across the
eastern states.
After long and intense rehearsals, Sylph
flew over to Sydney in mid June to stay
for three days. On 15 June, Sylph went
to the Hard Rock Cafe and performed
after witnessing some impressive
Sydney talent. Following a fun and
smooth performance there was mingling
with other band members and people
from the Music industry, as well as with
judges who offered great support and
advice. Sylph was awarded third place
and had a great insight into the Music
industry. Sylph also managed to
squeeze in some shopping and
sightseeing before returning to Perth
after a rewarding experience which
was definitely encouragement to
continue playing in the future.

Sylph during their rehearsals in Perth.

wr.

Sylph performing in Sydney's Hard Rock
Cafe for the Future Rock competition.

Sylph in Sydney a member of the Sydney
Music industry, and Drew Neal (Sound).

Wind Orchestra

Mr Wynhorst: "Everything hunkey dory? Top of the wazza?'
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Originals

Where do they
come from?
My ideas come from my feet
My feet get them from the ground
I think the ground has lots of ideas
under it
That's selfish
So I like to steal them
When I think hard
Really, really hard
I pull and tug
At the ideas from
Beneath my feet
They squeeze and squeeze through
rocks and soil and dirt and
Into my shoes
From shoes they climb
Up ankles
Then all the way
To knees
Creep all the way up body to head
then
Out through mouth
They're lots and lots of ideas
underground
Bad ideas, good ideas
Old ideas, new ideas
Funny ideas, sad ideas
Tall ideas and small little inklings
Some similar, but I think - all
different

She dreams of freedom,
As she runs in the night,
Leaving her possessions behind.
As she is suffocated by the smell of
death,
After her village is reduced to a
graveyard.
She dreams of escape,
When she finds her father's body,
Riddled with bullet holes,
Lying in a blood filled ditch.
When the soldiers beat her and rape
her.
She dreams of freedom,
As she crunches the mice,
The food she has caught.
As her sister falls ill,
She barters for medicine.

Some people's ears pick up silent
ideas zooming about in the air
If the person finds a little silent idea,
it sticks to their ear
Sometimes ear ideas get lost
So it gets pushed and shoved
From ear to head to shoulder to arm
to hand to fingers to pen and
Onto paper
So it can't escape
Some people's ideas come from
their food
When it's inside them the food idea
grows and grows
And becomes
Something playing or singing or both
A beautiful melody in the heart
But I think my ideas come from my
feet

She dreams of freedom,
When the leaky boat lurches,
And their prison fills with water.
When her pregnant mother begins
labour,
But the child will not survive.
She dreams of escape,
As she stares through the gaps in the
wire fence,
And sees the hot, burnt land of the
desert.
She wonders if freedom was just a dream.
Katherine Fuller - Year 9

Answer Mj Questions

When will I stop wondering,
Who it is I am?
How will I know I'm right,
When I find my path?
Is my destiny already known
By someone wisest of all?
Am I a plan on paper?
And who will catch my fall?
Is that all I'm worth,
Paper and some ink?
Maybe that's more important,
Than what I say or think.
When will I be sure,
If I'm worth my price?
When will I stop guessing
The number on the dice?
Emily Robb

Ocje to 3 Friend
You amazing friend, how great my
debt
I would not if I could forget
The childhood things we used to do,
Thanks for the memories of me and
you.
I remember the day that started it ail
I saw the purple flowers on your back
wall.
You asked me over and I said yes
And I've never looked back, had my
regrets.
We've helped each other through life
so far
I can only hope it won't stop now.
Before I think twice I'd like you to
know
That you are the best, as far as
friends go.
We've shared our differences,
sleepovers and clothes
We have our secrets that no one else
knows
You've been there for me as I've been
there for you
I have no doubts we'll stay loyal and
true.
Before I end, I'd like to say
I'd give my life for your happiness
any day.

Sarah-Ann Loh
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

She dreams of escape,
As her 1 2 year old brother joins the

Who am I being?
How am I portrayed?
Is this how I should be?
Is this the right play?

Some people's ideas come from
their ears
But they don't use their ears to hear
ideas
Ideas are silent until someone finds
them

rebel forces,
She waits for a
word of him,
Not knowing he is
already dead.

Mr Row: "Good things come in small packages...like perfume.

Verity Tulloch

3

Social Services
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Social Services
laughs all 'round. The money raised
went towards a Fistula Hospital in
Ethiopia that Janna Di Lallo is visiting in
December. The Clothing and Fabrics
department also contributed to this
cause through the donations of dolls
they had made. Some other tutorials in
the College held cake stalls and a
sausage sizzle to also raise money for
the hospital.

ocial Services in 2002 has been a
very rewarding experience, though
not without its obstacles. We came into
the position not knowing what to expect,
but thanks to some guidance from last
year's prefects we were soon on our
way with more than enough ideas to fill
up the College calendar.

S

Term 1 saw us focus on cultural diversity
and multiculturalism within the MLC
community, and we opted to make
Harmony Day the central theme for the
term. On 21 March we wore free dress for
Harmony Day, with the theme colour of
orange, which is the colour of peace. On
this day we organised to have a special
assembly showcasing the different cultural
influences on MLC, with performances
from the LOTE Department, and with the
International Students sharing their ideas
on diversity and acceptance. The following
day was Open Day, and following a trend
set by past Social Services Prefects, we had
a sausage sizzle. Although we did not sell
all the produce, we still managed to raise
a sum of $1200 over the two consecutive
days.
International Women's Day was on 8
March and we thought it was important
to recognise this event as a school, as
we are an Independent Girls School.
We had an assembly to commemorate
the day and some of our students
attended an International Women's Day
breakfast.
In Term 2 we mainly did a lot of planning
and organising for upcoming events: we
had a movie night on the agenda but,
due to unavoidable circumstances, it did
not proceed. On a suggestion for a
clothing appeal, we decided to bring a
permanent Good Samaritans clothing
bin to the College, which could be
accessed easily by all, near the
swimming pool. Rev Yarham was very
active and persistent in bringing this
about. We also donated our old bras to
the 'Bras Across the Dome' Expo, to aid
breast cancer research.
Term 3 focussed around Social Services
Week, where we had lots of activities to
help raise funds for needy causes and
raise awareness of issues within our
society. There were guest speakers, a
morning tea, netball match, free dress day,
sausage sizzle and, of course, the annual
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College Sunday service. Throughout the
week we raised around $3000 for various
charities and organisations. It was a very
successful and fun-filled (maybe a little
stressful) week.
In Term 4, although it was a short term,
we arranged to have a crazy hair day
on Friday 18 October. It was a day
filled with outrageous hair-dos and

Overall it has been a successful year full
of ups and downs, but has been very
rewarding in the long run. A big thank
you to the College community for their
support in the ventures we have
undertaken this year, and especially to
our fellow prefects and Rev Yarham who
has supported and guided us through
the year. Good luck to the 2003
prefects. We hope you have as much
fun as we did.

Social Services Week
recess, to raise money for this great
ur focus for this year in Social
cause, we sold scones with jam and
Services
was
to
raise
cream, and tea and coffee. This was
awareness of the less fortunate and
to
encourage
community
extremely successful with all the
involvement. We used this as the
scones
selling veryquickly.
In
basis for the formation of Social
conjunction with the sporting theme
Services Week. The week began with
we had a staff-vs-students netball
the annual College Sunday service,
match. Even the rain couldn't hold
where we were fortunate to have a
back the teachers and students from
Year 12 student, Janna Di Lallo,
playing a hard foughtgame. On
speak to us about her own personal
Wednesday we celebrated Jeans for
involvement
in
the
Agape
Genes Day, prematurely, due to the
Orphanage in Thailand over the July
Athletics on Friday. The Year 1 2s got
holidays. It was a moving story that
into the spirit of things and dressed in
showed that age is not a factor
a punk theme. OnThursday,
to
preventing us from helping out in this
continue with the
theme of
world. The proceeds from the
orphanages, Mr and Mrs Reid came
collection on Sunday went to Frontier
to speak to us about Geraldine Cox's
Services, an outback organisation
orphanage in Cambodia, and
providing support to people in
showed us a very moving video on
isolated communities. We chose this
the children and the hardship they
charity to tie in with the 2002 Year of
face in their lives. On Friday, the
the Outback theme. We also had a
annual Olympia sausage sizzle
weekly bulletin quiz which focused
helped
to
raise
money for
on the Social Service activities we
Geraldine's orphanage.
had done throughout the year. This
was very successful, with many
The whole week was a huge success
entries from the girls. On Tuesday we
with a variety of fundraising
focused our attention on the children
activities. A big Thank You must go to
of East Timor and UNICEF. We
Rev Yarham for her help in the
decided to try to raise $400 to buy a
organisation of events and Steve
Sport in a Box package, which
Varty for the beautiful scones we had
would provide the underprivileged
at morning tea.
children with sporting equipment. At

O

Rev: "...and then there's the dog"
Alison: "and the dog ran the house in my grandparents' day.

Social Services
From the College Chaplain
O nr\Ohas ^een an exc't''n9 year
to be involved in Social
Services within the College. Over the year
we try to develop a balance of giving
between local, national and international
agencies and to raise the social
consciousness of our world and reach out
with compassion and care. Living in an
increasingly diverse society, our first big
event of the year was Harmony Day in
March when we held a cross cultural
assembly and lunchtime concert with
Bantus Capoeira performing in the Great
Court, and a free dress day in Orange!
Funds raised went to CARAD (Churches
Assisting Refugees After Detention). We
sent $ 1200 to help in rental payments for
a new family with six children living in
Wembley on a Temporary Protection Visa
from Afghanistan.
Barclay Sunday gave to a variety of
organisations which are listed in the box
below. The main offertory went to
Frontier Services to help keep the Patrol
Padres out on the road. The Patrol Padres
travel to remote and regional centres in
WA, offering counselling and support to
those who are often isolated from
community services. College Sunday also
raised $ 1200 for Frontier Services. As
this is the Year of the Outback, it was
important to us this year to focus on
caring for our rural partners in our state.
In Term 3, during Social Services week we
held a morning tea and a staff/student
netball match to raise funds for Sport in a
Box for UNICEF, giving $400 for sports
equipment to a school in East Timor. The
Olympia barbecue at the Athletics
Carnival raised $600 to go to Sunrise
Children's Village in Cambodia, the
orphanage of Geraldine Cox. The Free
Dress day raised $700 for Genetic
Research (Jeans for Genes' Day).
One of the highlights this year, for our
prefects, was hosting a joint Year 6/7
disco with Christ Church prefects and, of
course, the Year 6/7 boys. The young
people had a wonderful time and the
prefects made excellent hosts. A number of
parents stayed outside to watch the
connections made between our students as
well. It really was a delightful evening and
the
prefects
acquitted
themselves
magnificently, including cleanup time. The
night raised $1500 for PMH.

Several groups across the College
supported breast cancer research over
the year. We collected 'used' bras for
the "Bras Across the Dome" Expo and
held a Great Morning Tea for Staff ($80
raised).
Year 1 Is have been involved in working
voluntarily in a Soup Kitchen called the
Soup Patrol. This activity has been a
resounding success and I hope it
continues next year. They have also
been collecting children's underwear for
'Medecins sans frontiers'.
Year 10 Theatre Arts has been involved
in raising $1 00 for the RSPCA by doing
Lunchtime Theatre. The
Year 10
Commerce students decided to donate
their profits from small business
enterprises to Make a Wish Foundation.
One tutorial group has been knitting
squares for a blanket to give to Wesley
Mission. All Year 10 students visited
Fremantle Wesley Mission early in Term
4 in Religious Education classes. We
are keen for the girls to begin to make
connections between fundraising and
the people that we serve with our aid.
Some tutorial groups in Year 9 wrote
letters to child detainees in the Port
Hedland detention centre. Their focus in
the letters was painting a picture of life
as a kid in Western Australia.
The

students hoped to give form to the
dreams of these, our future countrymen
and women, as they await the
opportunity to join our multicultural
society as "life ain't all barbed wire and
desert!" Year 9s have also collected
textas, colouring in books and pencils to
send to them.
In Year 9 Clothing and Textiles, the girls
made altar cloths for the Chapel, which
are lovely and much appreciated by the
Chaplain. The Art Department has also
been involved in making a new banner
for the Chapel. As a whole, Year 9s
organised Amnesty International Candle
Day in October, organised a speaker
for Assembly on the day and gave
towards Candle Day.
Year 8s traditionally organize a large
collection of food for the Uniting Church
Missions of Perth at the close of the
year. They are also working on
gathering children's toys to give as gifts
to
Agape
House,
a
children's
orphanage in Thailand. Additionally,
this year I was delighted that we were
able to have a Good Samaritan clothing
bin put on site in the College grounds
near the pool. The Good Sammies not
only recycle clothing, they employ and
train people with disabilities, both
within the workforce, through WorkPlus
and Careerplan.

Barclay fundraising for 2002
Easter appeal
Mofflyn Child & Family Care Services

$280.80

Donations from Church Service
Year 7H
Year 7G
Year 7D
Year 6T
Year 6D
Year 5W
Year 5D
Year 4
Year 3
Year 2
Year 1
Open plate

Uniting Church Homes
Manguri
Uniting Aid
Crossroads
Uniting Church Frontier Services
Trinity School for Seniors
UnitingCare Kwinana
Trinity Refugee Committee
Fremantle Wesley Mission
Good Samaritan Industries
Mofflyn Child & Family Care Services
Uniting Church Frontier Services

Total

55.05
42.65
40.90
59.80
134.10
148.00
55.00
161.95
78.35
85.60
203.75
1211.20

$2 276.35
Crazy Hair Day

School Aid in East Timor

$306.50

Barclay also have the Xmas appeal which is food items donated by the girls and
goes to a Uniting Church Agency.

Rev: "This romance phase can also be called illusion"

Alex: "or drunkenness
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Social Services
Harmony Day
te3C"i

armony
Day
provides
an
opportunity for all Australians to
reflect on and celebrate our success as
a diverse and harmonious nation. It
promotes tolerance, good will, and
understanding amongst all groups and it
also endorses the message of saying
'no' to racism. As a College we believe

H
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this is an important message to promote.
Harmony Day was held in March. As part
of our celebrations we held a Free Dress
day with the theme colour of orange,
which is the national colour for Harmony
Day. The theme of the day was You + Me
= Us which encourages embracement of
diversity in our community.

on stage in the national dress of their
respective countries. Mr Row also had a
starring role demonstrating to the
College how to wear a sari.

dances originating in Africa as well as

We held a special Harmony Day
assembly to highlight diversity within the
College. Girls performed German,
Japanese and French skits. The College
Choir and Year 8/9 Choir performed
and the International students paraded

To continue our Harmony Day celebrations,
at lunchtime an African and Brazilian
dance group called Bantus Capoiera came
and performed for us. Their performance
was a culmination of song, dance and
movement showing traditional slavery

The day was a great success and all the
money raised went to CARAD: Coalition
Assisting Refugees After Detention.
Thanks to all for the support shown by
the College community, and their
willingness to get involved.

Getting involved on Harmony Day.

modern adaptations. It was an interactive
performance with students and teachers
alike getting involved.

The Breakfast Club
The Breakfast Club is an eclectic mix of
students from Years 8-12 who meet
every Monday at 7.00am for
breakfast and to read and discuss the
Bible. The aim of the group is to help
students know God better through
understanding the Bible. It is also an
opportunity to support one another
and pray together, as well as enjoy the

I sit in Mrs Beckett's science lab
Enjoying my crumpet and tea.
it's 7am on a Monday Far too early for me
To be out of bed.
And yet we're all here,
The Breakfast Club of MLC.

hat inspires us to start our week so
good company.
early? We come because we
want to learn more about God; to discern
The group started with a small number
and know Him through Jesus Christ.
of students in Term 2, and it has
steadily grown throughout the year.
"Come to Me, all you who are weary
We hope to see the Breakfast Club
and burdened, and I will give you rest."

W

Open Day BBQ
pen Day provided the perfect
opportunity to reinforce the
message of Harmony Day. We held a
sausage sizzle with the proceeds going
to CARAD - an organisation aiding
refugees after their release from
detention. The barbeque was successful,
with many of the girls opting to buy
hotdogs for lunch, as did the visitors to
the College, including past students and
international visitors. The sausage sizzle
not only helped to raise over $500 for a
group of people in need, but it also
helped bring the MLC community
together.

O

continue in 2003.

Matthew I i:28

International Women’s Day

>i

■.

The Breakfast Club
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International Women's Day was held in
March. It recognises the importance of
women in society and strives to achieve
equal rights for women. It also
recognises the struggle of women and
raises community awareness of issues
affecting them. As part of the College's
celebrations, several girls, along with
Rev Yarham and Ms Watson, attended
a breakfast where the success and
importance of women to society were
acknowledged and celebrated.

Rev: "Next week he came back and saw me singing to my vegetables.
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Sport
won more Heads of the River than any
other IGSSA school.

"The most important thing in sport is not
to win but to take part, just as the most
important thing in life is not the triumph
but the struggle. The essential thing is
not to have conquered but to have
fought well."

hat an incredible year 2002 has
been for sport at MLC. The year
began with a flying start, with MLC
dominating all five Term 1 summer
sports and
bringing
home the
MLC's successes continued throughout
Champions' trophies for Swimming,
Term
2, with MLC athletes braving wet
Diving, Volleyball, Tennis and Cricket.
weather
conditions
to
compete
exceptionally
well
in
Hockey,
Netball
The Interhouse Swimming and Diving
and
Cross
Country.
While
inside,
the
continued the amazing year of sport at
Gymnastics
team
began
their
training
MLC. In a day filled with excitement,
for the 2002 season. Continuing MLC's
brightly coloured banners and enthusiastic
domination on the hockey field, once
cheerleaders, Athens emerged victorious
again the girls were able to fight off
in the Swimming, while Rome took out
their opposition and come home with
Champion House in the Diving.
the Championship shield.

W

After being so close to Penrhos last year,
the MLC Swimming Team decided 2002
was the year to assert their authority as
the premier swimming school in the
IGSSA competition. Led by a spirited
group of Year 12 cheerleaders, the
atmosphere in Beatty Park Stadium was
electric. Special mention must go to the
Year 1 2 swimmers who won eight of the
eleven events, placing second in the
other three. Congratulations must also
go to the Years 8, 9 and 1 1 who took
out their Year pennant, and the
wonderful coaching staff who supported
the team 100%.
After a nail biting finish to last year's
Interschool Diving, MLC once again
overpowered the other schools to regain
the Champion School Trophy. In a
similar manner to the swimming, MLC
was successful in winning four of the five
Year pennants, with the combined team
of Years 11 and 12 winning every
division that they competed in.

Continuing with tradition, the netball
duel between MLC and Christ Church
was a great spectacle this year. With
Christ Church dressed as St Hilda's, the
MLC girls proved that they were an
equal match, with the score line ending
in a 4-4 draw at the conclusion of the
game.
Waking up at 4.30am to train in the icy
cold conditions, the rowers throughout
their season showed true determination
and endurance. The Head of the River,
hosted by MLC, was a fantastic sunny
day, with all crews showing true
teamwork
and
sportsmanship.
Congratulations to the MLC 1 st VIII who
fought off five other crews to claim
victory for the second year in a row,
winning by 0.4 of a second to Penrhos
in one of the closest rowing races ever
in the Head of the River. MLC has now

Term 3 also saw the Athletics and
Basketball seasons commence, with
both teams to be commended on
outstanding performances. The girls
involved in Basketball once again gave
an impressive performance throughout
the season. All competitors and
cheerleaders did a wonderful job at the
IGSSA Athletics Carnival. Our athletes
showed they were a great team - with
commitment, strength and grace.
Congratulations to all girls involved.
Softball and Water Polo finished off an
incredible year of sport at MLC in
2002. The softballers trained hard in an
attempt to regain the shield after
winning
29 years consecutively
previously, while the girls involved in
Water Polo donned their bathers for
trials, with another excellent season.
A huge thank you and acknowledgement
must go to all the House Sports Captains
for their tireless work, which often goes
unnoticed. The success of MLC would not
be possible without the constant
commitment and dedication of our PE
Department and the coaches of various
sports. Thank you to Mr Harley, Mrs
Boyce, Mrs Moffat, Mrs Hughes and Mrs
Gairns. Thanks must also go to our Head
of Sport, Ms Turner, and Head of
Physical Education, Ms Simkovic, for
their hard work and encouragement.
Congratulations on an amazing year
and good luck to all MLC sporting
athletes in the future whether it be
house, school, state, national or
international competition. Best wishes to
all MLC sports teams and College
Sports Prefects in 2003.

Continuing our summer success out of the
pool, MLC were victorious in the
Volleyball, Tennis and Cricket. The
captains of these three sports were able to
receive the overall pennant for first place
in the IGSSA competition, after every
team fought out each of their matches to
gain this superb placing. Well done to the
participants in these three sports for their
outstanding display of sportsmanship and
dedication to training.
The enthusiastic rowing cheerleaders.
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Mrs Lambert: "Mrs Joll likes to work hard for her money.

Sport
Athletics Team

Interschool Athletics

$ jPJl

he Interschool Athletics season kicked
off with selections of athletes from
performances in the Interhouse Athletics.
Early morning and afternoon trainings
always seem to be the trademark of
sport at MLC, but strong commitment,
evident in high numbers at all trainings,
helped boost spirits as a sense of
teamwork developed.

T

After weeks of training, the big day
arrived on 17 September with excitement
for some, slight anxiety for others, but a
general mood of fun as 98 girls ranging
from Years 8 to 12 dressed proudly in the
MLC colours and marched into Perry Lakes
stadium. A strong theme running through
each event for the MLC competitors was
not a necessity for first place, but instead
the aim of achieving each competitor's
personal best. Many commented that final
results do not completely reflect the
amazing spirit that the Athletics team
displayed with the achievement of a huge
number of personal bests, thereby
accomplishing the aim of the MLC team.
Final placings put MLC in 6th place for
the Elizabeth Davenport Trophy for field
events, 6th for track events, and overall
placed 6th. However, with a mere 56
points dividing 3rd and 6th place, the
highly competitive field was evident.
The determination and pride with which
each member of our team performed is
a credit to the wonderful coaching and
support
provided
by
both
an
outstanding team of coaches as well as
enthusiastic PE staff. Special thanks must
go to all of these people, in particular
Mr Harley who was in charge of
organising the team and proved himself
spectacularly in his first year as a
member of the PE Department. The fine
effort put in by all involved in the 2002
Athletics season,
including those
spectating, created a new enthusiasm
for this diverse sport, and the potential
displayed by many competitors this
season has prepared the College for
many future successes. The leadership
of Year captains and support of
committed athletes will no doubt carry
the enjoyment of this season into the
future.
Congratulations
to
all
competitors! It was a wonderful team
effort, not to be forgotten.
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Interhouse Athletics
he threat of rain caused much
concern in the early hours of 2
August as competitors and organisers
prepared for a wonderful day of
Athletics competition. Fortunately the
rain cleared, and the march started the
day in style with an impressive show of
Year 12 creativity, in particular Troy
who took out 1st place.

T

The day progressed with many
spectacular performances in all years
over a range of events. The energy
levels were kept sky high, not only with
a feast of lollies and other sugary treats,
but also by a fundraising sausage sizzle
held by Olympia at lunchtime, and an
endless array of athletes, mascots and
teachers dressed up as anything
|

*

__

ranging from fairies to cowboys and
everything in between.
Highlights of the day included the
annual staff-vs-students events of tug-owar and the three-legged race, which
was won, of course, by the students. The
friendly competitiveness involved with
every event, from

100m A division

sprints through to the snorkel relay,
provided hours of entertainment.
The final results were Athens first, with
Rome

second,

followed

closely by

Sparta, Olympia, Corinth, and Troy.
Thank you to all staff, students, parents
and ground staff that helped to organise
and support this wonderful day.
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Mr Row: "I'm like the white rabbit from Alice in Wonderland, no the cinnamon rabbit.
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Sport
Cricket

IGSSA Basketball

ethodist Ladies' College was
he MLC Cricket team capped off
represented by nine Basketball
another fantastic season by defeating
teams in the IGSSA Term 3 competition.
Perth College in the Grand Final of the
This year the number of girls who attended
Sunsmart Girls' Cricket Competition at
trials was amazing, a good indication of
the end of Term 1. The Grand Final was
the growing popularity of this game, or
played with the high spirits that have
maybe it was just the opportunity to wear
become a major part of the team and the
the new MLC Basketball uniformsl
sport at MLC. The strength of the team

M

T

Our Year 8s started the season full of
enthusiasm and their improvement over
the season was fantastic; the Year 8 A and
B teams finished the season in third place
and all teams were developing impressive
skills. With a second place for the Junior
A and C teams, this also looked promising
for the future of MLC Basketball. The senior
teams have shown much leadership with
solid performances in both A and B
divisions with some fine individual
performances in many games. Overall
MLC finished the season in fifth place.

was witnessed throughout the season
with many outstanding performances. In
particular, Tani Besomo, Year 10 player
of the Grand Final achievement.
The 2002/2003 season kicked off to a
great start with the team winning two

out of its first three games. The team is
looking forward to another successful
season in a competition that has the
girls playing against older players.
Congratulations to Helen Mather and
Eleanor Stockley on their appointments
as Captain for the season. Good luck to
all the girls and to coaches Kerry Coates
and Helen Andrews (2001 leaver), for
the coming season. Thanks must go to
Ms Turner for her commitment to girls'
cricket at MLC and to Graeme Boden
for his help with scoring throughout the
last couple of seasons.

Cricket Team

Thanks must go to our coaches who have
been so willing to share their wealth of
knowledge with the MLC teams, Ms
Simkovic and Ms Turner for their
administration and support at games
and our College basketball Captains,
Lisa Smith and Anna Longwood.
Basketball First VIII

Basketball Teams
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Ms Tsolakis: "Does anyone know what hegemony is?"
Jay: "A cross between a hedgehog and..."
Alex: "polony?'

Sport
Cross Country
Interhouse Cross Country
his year, Interhouse Cross Country
was held in April. The sunny weather
was perfect for a morning of fitness,
success and fun for everyone involved.
As each of the competitors lined up,
they were prepared for anything from a
leisurely stroll in the morning sun, to a
competitive sprint for the finish. With the
help of marshals around the course, the
competitors found their way around
what was hoped to be a 3km track, but
due to unforeseen circumstances and
late course diversions, the 3km length
was questionable. Despite minor
trouble, the morning ran smoothly,
resulting in selections for the Interschool
team. Thank you to the marshals,
organisers, competitors and staff who
contributed to this event's success.

State Schools Cross Country
he top 10 competitors of each year
in the Interhouse Cross Country made
up the MLC Cross Country Team of
2002. From that event in early April to
the State Schools Cross Country in May,
all members of the team trained hard
with the help of a very committed
coach, Travis Jenkins, assisted by Ms
Simkovic. Although Year 11 and 12
runners were not able to compete due to
exams, the team of Year 8-10 runners
represented the school proudly with
excellent results, particularly from Anika
Sweetland, Year 8, who finished an
amazing 4th despite an interference
early in her race. The event gave new
team members an idea of the level of
competition in preparation for the
IGSSA Cross Country later in the year.

IGSSA Cross-Country
aking in the dark three times a
week to face biting cold wind and

W

Diving Team
thick fog. Welcome to the world of the
Interschool Cross Country Team. Weeks
of training were endured by a very
committed team with the help of Travis
Jenkins and Ms Simkovic who offered
much helpful advice and encouragement.
Since the season had begun with the
Interhouse Cross Country, the many hours
that had been given up to follow lonely
tracks around Aldebury Reserve were
evident in constantly improving times and
better fitness of every team member. With
the IGSSA Cross Country looming,
training was eased into what Travis
convinced us was 'light training.' This
consisted of scarecrow and endless
games of 'British Bulldogs' at the request
of a few runners in particular. The IGSSA
competition was held in June and with
the help of our two secret rules (all the
runners know what these are) the results
at the end of the day were something to
be proud of. Penrhos won the event with
MLC missing out on third by only a few
points.
Many
runners
achieved
improvements on placings from last year
as well as impressive personal best times.
Congratulations to every member of the
Cross Country team for their commitment
during 2002 and thank you to Travis and
Ms Simkovic for always encouraging us
to achieve our personal bests.
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Diving

he 2002 Diving season was off to a
flying start early in Term 1. The divers
all showed true House spirit in waking up
early to learn and perfect new dives for
the forthcoming Interhouse Diving. The
competition was won by Rome followed
by Olympia and all the girls are to be
commended on an excellent morning.

T

With the Interschool team decided, we
continued our hard training
in
preparation for the All Schools Diving
Competition, which involved schools
from throughout the state. MLC came a
fantastic second.
The day that we all had been training for
had finally arrived, the IGSSA Diving
Competition. After an excellent second
place last year we knew if we dived well
we could better that place by one. All the
girls dived like champions and we
achieved our goal, MLC won the 2002
IGSSA Diving Competition. Years 8, 9,
1 1 and 12 pennants were all won by
MLC. Special mention must go to the
Year 1 1 and 1 2 girls who not only won
the overall pennant for their year but
won every single division within it.
We would like to thank our coaches
Janaka Biyanwila and Pippa Robb. We
could never have achieved such
tremendous results without them. A
special thank you must also go to Ms
Simkovic who is now a diving guru after
spending every training with coffee in
one hand, watching as we twisted,
turned and dived into the water.
To the 2003 Diving team, good luck
and best wishes in defending the title of
2002 Diving Champion School.

Mr Wynhorst: "I'm gonna throw something at you girls in a minute and it's gonna be a durable good so it'll hurt.
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Sport
Artisic Gymnastics Team

Rhythmic Gymnastics
he Rhythmic Gymnastics team of

T

2002

had

rewarding

a

and

very
fun

successful,

season.

The

outstanding results reflected the hard
and continuous efforts put in by all
members of the team. Girls from Years
8, 10 and 1 1 trained very hard during
Terms 2 and 3 and their efforts were
rewarded at the State School Girls'
Rhythmic Gymnastic competition held in
August.
Zoe Fidzewicz achieved first place in
the individual

Artistic Gymnastics Competition
s the end of Term 1 loomed on the
horizon, the mornings got colder
and darker. This could only mean one
thing... it was time for the 2002 Artistic
Gym season to begin! With a new
group of coaches and Mr Tim Harley as
the new supervisor, it seemed like no
time at all before the Interhouse

A

competition was upon us.
Everyone
performed wonderfully but it was Rome
who ended up being the overall
champions. Based on the results from
each division, a team was chosen and
training for the Interschool competitions
commenced immediately.
Bleary-eyed and still half-asleep at
6.45am, all it took was a couple of
laps of jogging around the gym for the
girls to start to wake up. Not even the
complete lack of sleep could stop the
Year 1 2s who were determined to make
this their funniest gym season ever and
their hilarious antics provided the
younger
girls
with
some
light
entertainment (or maybe just scared
them a little bit)!

ready for the exciting but also sad final
competition - the day which marked the
culmination of five years of school gym
training (for the Year 12s at least)! The
IGSSA Comp was held at Penrhos and
the looks on our team's faces as we
walked into their gym must have spoken
for themselves. Not only did they have
a brand new gymnasium twice the size
of Bosisto Hall complete with apparatus,
but they had a climbing wall and a
dance studio. Everyone performed
fantastically and overall we came
second to St Mary's with a placing of
fourth in Division 3, first in Division 2
and third in Division 1.
Many thanks go to all of our coaches for
their hard work, especially to Elise for
making the Division Is train, and all the
girls for their spectacular performances.
Good luck for 2003 and in the words of
Mr Harley, thank you for gym-ing!

One

place and Sallyanne Stewart third place
in the Senior Division Two competition.
Emily Carlton achieved first place in the
Senior Division Three competition, with
MLC the overall winning school in the
Senior Division competition. Sonia and
Sophie Grewal achieved third place in
the

Junior

MLC.
The day of the IGSSA competition
arrived and energy levels were at a
high for many. Hair braided, we were

Mrs Porter: "Don't screw them up!"

Pairs

competition

and

Sallyanne Stewart, Ayako Nomura and
Jess Bayly achieved first place in the
Senior Trio competition.
Congratulations to all members of the
team for an outstanding effort. A huge
thank you must go to Wendy Stewart,
the coach for 2002. Wendy's tireless
effort and her wonderful enthusiasm in
creating the routines and supporting all
the girls throughout the season was very
much appreciated. Thanks for being a
great coach Wendy!

Rhythmic Gymnastics Team

The first event was the State School Girls'
Competition, in which everyone competed
wonderfully with MLC coming second to St
Mary's, second for the Champion Senior
School and third for the Champion Junior
School. Junior Divisions 1 and 3 came
second, Junior Division 2 came fourth,
Senior Divisions 1 and 3 came third and
first place in Senior Division 2 was won by

100

Senior Division

competition. Jess Bayly achieved first

Sport
Hockey
his year has been another extremely
successful season for MLC Hockey. Our
hard work and determination paid off with
MLC finishing first in the overall shield, for
the
seventh
consecutive
season.
Congratulations to the Senior and Junior
Bs who won their pennants convincingly,
showing the great depth of hockey at
Hockey
MLC. The Year 8 teams also showed great
against Christ Church's first, second and
promise with both teams finishing third in
third eleven teams. We all played really
a very close competition. The Senior and
well and thoroughly enjoyed the occasion.
Junior As played excellent hockey,
finishing fourth and third respectively.
The girls who attended the UK Tour in
September gained some invaluable
During the season the Senior As and Bs
experience for the 2003 season.
spent an afternoon playing a match
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A huge thank you to all the coaches Mrs
Boyce, Mrs Aylmore, Miss Gara, Angie,
Mel and Helen, for putting in the hard
work to make the season such a
success.
Good luck to all the teams for 2003!

MLC Netball Club
t has been another frantic and full year
for our Netball Club. Our numbers
dramatically increased from the
previous season and we entered 18
teams in the Under 17 competition at
Matthews Netball Centre in the Perth
Netball Association.
Over the next 1 2 weeks we played in
the normal rounds and were very
pleased to see eight teams reach the
finals. We saw four Year 8 and two Year
9 teams progress to the grand-finals.
Unfortunately, our Year 8 teams played
each other, but all played really well and
any team could have won. The Joeys
Year 9 team was also successful in
winning the grand-final. Though our club
focus is not to win at all costs, the girls
were thrilled with their achievements.
We are extremely fortunate to have some
wonderful parent support and this has
been of great importance to us as the club
was set up to be a parent based activity. To

Years 8-10 Netball Teams

all of you avid followers of your daughters,
thank you and please return next season.
We undertook a fundraising effort this
year by selling raffle tickets at the Perth
Orioles games that were held at
Challenge Stadium. To all the girls who
assisted, an enormous thank you as it
was tiring at times. A lot of wonderful
Year 8s gave up their weekend to assist
and I would like to especially thank
Rebecca Seward and Jessica Richards
for making themselves available so often.
It is on a very sad note that we say
goodbye to one of the creators of the club,

Years 11 and 12 Netball Teams
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Jan Watkins, who will not be around in
2003. I would like to extend our best
wishes to Jan and thank her for all her
tireless efforts assisting me over the past
few years. We welcome Mrs Julie Geddes
as Financial Co-ordinator for the club. Julie
will take over Jan Watkins's role. Welcome
also to Mrs Di van Rhyn who has agreed
to take on the role of Equipment Manager
for 2003. All this assistance gives me
more time to concentrate on the umpiring
and coaching courses that we would like
to set up for the forthcoming season. I
hope all people involved had a good
season and I look forward to seeing you
all in 2003. Happy holidays!
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ongratulations to all netballers on a
very tough season, with MLC
finishing a very close 5th overall, behind
St Mary's, PC, Santa Maria and PLC.
Well done to the Year 8 Ds who won
their pennant, and to the Senior Ds, the
Junior Hs and the Year 8 Cs for coming
a close second. Such tight competition
benefited the girls by improving their
skills and fitness. I look forward to seeing
the girls progress next year, and
hopefully improve on this year's results.

CCGS Hockey woman: "Girls just be strong over the ball or just fake them out at the knees." Sarah: "Or just jab a little higher.
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Sport
Rowing
he 2002 rowing season has been a
fantastic one! It was full of wonderful
achievements and many special
moments. More than 80 girls graced the
coaches with their presence and the
level of team spirit was both uplifting
and heart warming for all members of
the squad.

T
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Rowing First VIII

The Rowing Camp held in the July
holidays was a great chance for the
junior and senior girls to mix, and for
the whole squad to become closer and
stronger. The camp was full of water
sessions, ergo sessions and weight
sessions and by the end of the three
days the whole squad was very buff!

rw <

The Head of the River was a huge day!
The entire squad showed determination,
guts, and a wonderful amount of school
and team spirit. Every crew put in their
best and all came away with fantastic
results that they can all be proud of. To
top off a wonderful day, the 1 st VIII crew
came from a length behind with 100
metres to row, to win the closest finish
on
Canning
River.
This
super
achievement meant that MLC has won
the Head of the River race for the
second consecutive year and now also
holds the record for the most number of
Heads of the River wins for any girls'
school in Australia.
Congratulations to all girls on a fantastic
season full of laughter, many great
memories and wonderful team spirit, and
I encourage all girls to continue rowing
for MLC as the rewards are endless.
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Mr Thomas: "It's a lot easier being straight.
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Sport
Sailing
2002 ISAF Volvo Youfh Sailing
World Championships

2002 Sunsmart WA School Teams Racing Championship
n the second week of the April
holidays, 7 MLC sailors took to the
waters of the Swan River to demonstrate
their ability against 1 1 other schools.
These schools included 8 co-ed or boys'
schools and 3 girls' schools. A record
number of 12 teams, including MLC
competed at South Perth Yacht Club.
This event was run over 3 days.

In the end, first place went to Hale,
second went to Christ Church while MLC
and All Saints drew for third. In this
competition, there cannot be a draw
between 2 schools, so on count back,
MLC was pushed back to fourth. We still
managed to finish as the top girls' school
and we also improved on our previous
performances from the past 2 years.

Teams' Racing involves 6 boats (3 boats
in each team). Two teams race off against
each other, with 2 races going at once
this year, due to the large amount of races
to complete. It involves getting your teams'
3 boats finishing in a place that betters the
opposition, and so your points add up to
less than the other teams'. Points are
awarded according to your placing, one
for first place, two for second and so on.
Your team must try to give the other team
as many penalties as possible to hold
them back, while helping your own boats
get in front of them and across the line. It
is a very tactical race and always very
entertaining, with a lot of yelling being
exchanged between the two teams. The
series is in a round robin, and each team
raced twice, making it a 264 race series
with no finals being held. Each race only
lasted for 10 minutes at the most, so they
got through the races fairly quickly, with
only 4 races not being held.

A huge thank you must go to Jackson
Digney, who coached us at the few
training sessions that we had together
as a team. At the same time, Jackson
was also coaching Scotch and they
were his main priority, but at the
regatta, if we had a question, he was
happy to answer it for us (as well as
giving us a few tips when we raced
against Scotch). Another huge thank
you must go to our team manager,
Mandy Whitmore. She organised
training sessions, the boats we were to
use whilst training and kept everyone up
to date with what was going on. Other
people that made a wonderful
contribution, include our parents, who
transported us from training and
(especially Mrs Rechichi) the regatta,
listened to us complain endlessly about
how unfair an umpire's decision was,
and bought us food when we got
hungry. And the last 2 people that must
be thanked are Mrs Padman, who
started organising the team, and Mrs
Ethell, who allowed us to enter the
regatta in the first place. Both of them at
one stage came down to support us
through the regatta.

I

The majority of the races were very close,
with the result not known until all of the
boats had crossed the line, however we
had some convincing wins over John
Curtin, St Hilda's and St Mary's.
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Elise
Rechichi
a silver medal
at the 2002 ISAF Volvo Youth Sailing
World Championships in Lunenburg,
Nova Scotia, Canada. Elise and her
sailing partner Rayschelle Martin,
competed in 29er's, a high performance
skiff that requires excellent team work and
lightening quick reflexes! After six days of
competition, the girls had managed to get
themselves into a credible silver medal
position, with only one race to go. They
knew that a win would secure gold, but
unfortunately, the last day of racing had to
be cancelled owing to poor weather. "We
were a little disappointed" said Elise, "but
at the end of the day, it was a terrific
experience and we were pleased with
how we went". Elise and Ray are now
focussing on selection for the 2003 Youth
Sailing World Championships to be held
in Madeira Portugal.

/ V \ Lv_y recently won

Elise and Rayschelle leading the way.

Softball
Annual

Well done to the Senior and Junior Cs,
ongratulations
to
all
Junior
Es, Junior Fs and especially the Senior
softballers on a brilliant
As,
setting
an extremely high standard for
performance, continuing a proud
the
years
to
come! All other MLC teams were
tradition of a high standard of
ranked
either
2nd or 3rd, which just
softball at MLC! 11 After 29 years, St
confirms
what
a
talented group of girls we
Mary's was finally able to take the
have
playing
softball!
I am very proud of all
shield from us by the margin of one
teams,
and
the
dedication
and commitment
game (a controversial game at that),
to
training
are
a
reflection
of their efforts.
with MLC an extremely close 2nd. We
Well done and good luck for next season.
won 5 pennants out of 1 0!

C

Pictured is the perpetual trophy which was donated to MLC in recognition of the
outstanding achievement of the College in the Independent Girls' Schools' Softball
Competition, winning Champion School 34 out of a possible 39 times.

Mrs Porter: "Ladies, one day you might want to be rich!"
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Sport
Swimming
his was the year we finally did it and
claimed the number one spot at the
IGSSA Carnival! Training started during
the holidays with amazing attendances
and commitment. This early start to
training proved to be very beneficial
with many personal bests at the Swatch
Meet and MLC again proved itself at the
Schools and Colleges Relays, where we
were the premier girls school.

T

The MLC Swim Squad for the IGSSA
carnival consisted of 82 girls including
reserves. Many had braved the cold
morning training sessions at MLC and
Christ Church, and the last three relay
training sessions were filled with excited
anticipation for the fast approaching
Friday night. The final breakfast in the
Dining Hall enabled us to celebrate
Rachel Harris's birthday, and listen to
her words of wisdom that urged us to
give our best and enjoy this sensational
experience.

The night was one of brilliant results for
the MLC Swim Squad and the support
for our team was incredible. MLC
gained first or second in 32 of the 52
events contested.
Some notable
performances were the two records
broken by Alex Stock and Megan
O'Leary, and many swimmers were dual
individual winners. By the end of this
extraordinary and spirited night every
year group improved their placing since
last year. The year group results were,
Year 8 - first, Year 9 - first, Year 10 third, Year 1 1 - first and Year 1 2 - first
and winners of the Pennant and Anne
Symington Trophy.
Th is lead to the amazing feat of MLC
placing FIRST overall and convincingly
winning the Pennant and Boons Trophy,
with 468 points, ahead of Penrhos
(393) and Perth College (350). The
atmosphere amongst the MLC Swim
Squad and in the stands was electric. It

was an amazing feeling to be number
one and something that everyone at
MLC can be proud of.
The support and motivation of many
great people helped us to become the
number one team. We would like to
thank
our
knowledgeable
and
dedicated coach Dragan, and our
inspiring assistant coach Rachel. Thank
you also to Mrs Hughes for her tireless
devotion and belief in the whole team
and to the PE staff, especially Ms Turner,
for their behind the scenes effort. We
also could not have done this without
our mascot Flynn and the enthusiastic
MLC cheerleaders and supporters in the
stands, your support really does
encourage us to do our best.
So to the 2003 MLC Swimming team,
good luck and remember that "success
should not leave you full but hungry for
more success".
-

The team came together with great
excitement and was confident and
eager to win at IGSSA on Friday 15
March. When we all gathered at
Bosisto before heading off to Beatty
Park, we named our new mascot bear
Flynn (because it rhymes with swim, win
and Lynne (Hughes)) and prepared for
the night ahead. Everyone was proud to
be part of this special team and the
quote "The greatest feeling in the world
is the bond you share when striving with
others" was true for the 2002 MLC
Swimming team.

f irA

The victorious relay team.
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Ms Tsolakis: "Now Caitlyn, you know what happens when you get hysterical...the doctor has to slap you.

Sport

Year 8 Tennis Team

Senior Tennis Team

Tennis

Volleyball

Water Polo

he Year 2002 turned out to be
another fantastic tennis season. The
hard work, determination and team
spirit displayed by all teams resulted in
enjoyable tennis and MLC winning the
overall shield.

Interschool Volleyball Results

or the past four years, MLC has
entered two Senior and two Junior
teams in the Western Australian Water
Polo Association's Schools Competition.
The competition is set up in a round
robin series but unfortunately there
aren't enough games to be able to play
every school. This year, there were
many girls who were novices, but with
good advice from the coaches and
assistance from the more experienced
girls, everyone had fun developing their
skills.

T

The Senior A, B and C teams, as well as
winning the pennant, did not lose a
game throughout the season - an
outstanding result. The Junior B, C and
Year 8B teams finished 2nd and the
Junior A and Year 8A teams finished
5th.
Congratulations to all players and good
luck for next year!
Thank you to our coach, Mrs Ladyman,
and our co-ordinator, Mr Harley. Their
hard work and assistance resulted in a
successful and satisfying season, and
was much appreciated by all teams.

fter an outstanding season, the MLC
Volleyball team's hard work and
commitment paid off. Winning nine
pennants out of fourteen, and winning
champion school, the teams from Years
8 to 1 2 never ranked below 3rd place!
Pennants were won by the Senior As
and Bs, Junior Bs, Cs, Ds, Es, and Fs,
and the Year 8Bs and Cs. The Senior Cs
and Ds, and Year 8As and Ds came
second, and the Junior As, after tough
competition, were placed third. These
achievements however, were only
obtainable through the tireless effort,
and dedication of the PE staff,
particularly Mrs Boyce, Mrs Moffat and
Ms Turner, and the coaching expertise
of Nick Beau.
Congratulations to all the girls on their
success, and for training so hard to
become Champion school for volleyball
2002!

Senior A & Senior B Volleyball Teams

Every Tuesday, the Senior teams play at
Bicton while the Juniors play at
Claremont, and those of us who have
attended the games have been provided
with some great entertainment. Thanks
to all the coaches, as well as all the PE
staff for organising and transporting the
teams, and for supervising the girls
during the games.

Year 8 Volleyball Teams

Mrs Palmer: "So you have a Neanderthal and he's home from a big hunt and what's he carrying?" Marissa: "A woman?'
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Beyond MLC
50 Mile Walk
he sound of bagpipes at 3am isn't
exactly something that you would
usually hear on a Saturday morning, but
Saturday 26 August 2002 wasn't exactly
a normal morning. This Saturday was the
day that 34 MLC and Scotch College
students in Year 1 1 completed the 16th
annual 50 Mile Walk.

T

The only build up to this 1 8 hour trek was
two small practice walks in the two weeks
leading up to the actual walk. The first
walk was for 3 hours in which we walked
to Fremantle and back from Scotch. The
second walk was for 5 hours around
Perth. The next walk for 5 hours saw a
few people pull out, and decide that this
was maybe not for them. This was when
we first noticed what it was like to have
sore feet and tired bodies, and this was
only after 5 hours!
On Friday 25 August, 3 buses left Scotch
College filled with students and staff. We
drove for an hour and a half until we
reached the Scotch College camp called
Moray and began settling in. The bonding
started, and after dinner, some footy, an
inspirational (yet scary) speech was given
and we located our buddies for the next
day. We went to bed to strap our feet and
try and get an early night. Most people
had no or very little sleep leading up to the
walk.
The 3am start was the beginning of a very
long day. At 3.45am we left Moray and
started walking in the pitch black and
freezing cold to somewhere - we weren't
sure. The first few hours seemed very
strange yet we were all hyped up and
ready for the long day ahead...little did
we know that at 7am, some 14 hours from
the finish, our feet would begin to ache.
Our stops went from 5 minutes, to 10
minutes, to 30 minutes every hour. The 30
minute ones went so quickly and we

seemed to be getting up as soon as we
had sat down. By 11am we were all
feeling very tired and slightly depressed
that we had roughly 11 hours to walk.
Blisters had started forming and
complaints were floating around. Lunch
was welcomed at 12.30pm where we sat
on Nanga Road eating sandwiches and
stocking up on chocolate.
The afternoon crept along very slowly.
The stops came and went, the scenery
changed, and we kept walking. Our feet
were feeling very fat and many of us
found that they would no longer fit into
our sneakers. The noise level lowered and
people started thinking to themselves. Just
when we thought things couldn't get
worse, they did. The dark clouds came
rolling in at 4pm and the rain started
drizzling and then pouring down. This
was still some 5 hours from the end.

Eventually we came to the dinner stop
where the bagpipes played once more.
Emotions started showing due to the many
parents who had come to meet and
encourage us. Tea was at Baden Powell
but the scenery was not noticed as we
madly rushed to the bus for some warm
clothes and a bit of soup. Some 20
minutes later we were off again about to
embark on the hardest bit of the walk, 4
hours in the pouring rain. These 4 hours
were the hardest. The temperature
dropped, our feet were really sore and
we had no idea where we were going or
how long it would take us. People started
helping each other along and supporting
one another. This is when we really
began to realise what the teachers had
said about helping each other along.
We tried to pass the time as quickly as
possible, playing games in the dark,
singing songs like Lord of the Dance, and
talking to each other. So many times we
thought that we could see the lights of
Dwellingup (our final stop) but they turned
out to be car lights. Eventually we

reached Dwellingup, and were welcomed
by our parents telling us we were only 1
hour away. Tears poured as freely as the
rain came down and we all left the stop
with slightly higher morale, wishing for
9pm to come.
So we went on, and sang more songs to
keep us going. The rain continued and we
became more excited at the thought of a
stop more than an hour long. Eventually
we made it to Moray's gates. We linked
arms, and walked up the last hill to the
sound of bagpipes playing once more
and where a big banner and our parents
waited. We had made it!!
After celebrations and congratulations,
our parents left and we all went to bed
where we had the best night's sleep that
we'd ever had. The next day, after the
traditional breakfast, we cleaned up,
packed our belongings and got into the
buses to come home. This wasn't a very
easy exercise as our legs wouldn't
move. Walking to the toilets took some
1 5 minutes!
We would like to thank all of the staff
involved for all of the help that they
gave us in preparing for the walk. We
would never have made it if you hadn't
supported us along the way and given
us that bit of enthusiasm in the dark
hours. Special thanks go to Ms Gould
who gave us so much help and
organised everything. We all had a
magnificent time and appreciated the
opportunity. After all, it's not every day
that you walk 50 miles.

^ _

Student: "I'm not gossiping, I'm explaining something." Mrs Lewis: "Yes well I'm explaining something too, but I get paid to do it."
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Beyond MLC
Canberra Tour
followed. Our last stop was the National
Museum of Australia where we enjoyed
the amazing exhibitions which focused
on the unique characteristics of Australia
and its culture. A busy day concluded
with a night in town where we had
dinner, went shopping and saw a movie!

..

Day 5

ourteen girls and two teachers, Mrs
Hudson and Mr Wynhorst, met for
their midnight flight from Perth Airport on
Monday 7 July. It was a long flight as
Canberra was covered in fog and we
were unable to land so we returned to
Melbourne. Second time round we
descended past snow capped mountains
and landed safely in Canberra. We were
picked up by Steve, our bus driver, who
drove us through the freezing morning air
to our motel.

F

Day 3

Day 2

The day we had been looking forward
to finally came - a visit to the snow
fields at Thredbo. As we started to see
snow on the side of the road, we got
very excited and couldn't wait to jump
outside. It snowed for most of the day
and as we pulled into Thredbo, a snow
fight started straight away. Luckily for
us, Mr Wynhorst had a very poor aim.
The chair lift was definitely a highlight
as we went over the snowfields and
watched the skiers below. As we got to
the top, we could no longer feel our
fingers, but the best hot chocolate ever
was waiting in the ski chalet. Before we
knew it, we were leaving to find
somewhere to toboggan. We found a
path covered in ice and snow to ride
down. The sight and sound of Mrs
Hudson flying past us on her toboggan
will haunt us forever! It was great fun
and we never wanted to leave!

We headed out for a day walking and
sight seeing around Lake Burley Griffin.
At the National Capital Exhibition we
discovered the unique history of
Canberra and watched an amazing
laser beam show over a city model. We
moved onto the historic Blundell Cottage
which portrayed what life was like for
settlers in the early years of European
settlement in the region. We then visited
the National Carillion and the National
Art Gallery which had an amazing
display of Aboriginal artwork and
totems. Our journey around the lake

Our first destination was to Old
Parliament House where some of us were
involved in a role play in the House of
Representatives. Bronte made a fantastic
Queen. We were given a very interesting
tour of the National Portrait Gallery,
before heading to the new Parliament
House. The group was involved in a
mock Parliament where we learnt the
process of passing legislation and a tour
of this magnificent building, including the
House of Representatives and the Senate,

Our first outing was to the Governor
General's residence at Yarralumla where
we had a tour of the grounds, which
included seeing the Queen's car and
waving to the Governor General as he
drove past. On the way back we took a
walk up Anzac Parade to view the
monuments and experience the icy blasts
of wind coming off Lake Burley Griffin.
That night at the City Gateway Motel we
were all exhausted and looking forward
to a good night's sleep with the central
heating turned up all the way.
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concluded with a visit and tour of the
High Court and a session at the
Electoral Education Commission which
had a great sound and light show.

We started with a trip to Telstra Tower
which gave us a wonderful view of
Canberra. The visit to the Australian
War Memorial was very emotional and
allowed us to fully appreciate the
sacrifice made by so many Australian
men and women. The next stop was the
Australian Mint, followed by a visit to
the Canberra Deep Space Complex,
where we saw the only piece of moon
rock on display outside of the USA. The
day concluded with a visit to the Mount
Stromlo Observatory and dinner inside
an old telescope dome as storm winds
battered the mountain.

Day 6
On our last day we visited Mount
Ainslie Lookout for our final panoramic
look at Canberra before heading to the
airport.
We all had a wonderful trip. New
friendships were made and we were
sad to leave. It was one week that will
never be forgotten. Not only did we
learn so much about our national
capital, we had loads of fun too!

mwn

Day 4

Mr Thomas: "I cannot see it off the top of my head.

_________

Beyond MLC
Australian Exchange

English Exchange

By Becky Plunkett
English Exchange Student

Melanie Mitchell

included a trip to a great Theme Park
n 20 April, Lizzie Keil and I flew to
called
Alton Towers. Other outings
England to experience the life and
espite the long journey and the never
included
visits to the Cornwall Show
surroundings of Truro in Cornwall. We
ending jet lag, the whole experience
(where
we
got to meet and greet Prince
met by our two host sisters Becky
of this exchange has been great! were
I
Charles!)
and
to Tintagel where King
Plunkett and Nicole MacKensie. Both
travelled a lot over 6 weeks and saw
Arthur
dwelled.
The school also
host sisters lived in a tiny little village
some of WA's most beautiful places. It
arranged
for
us
to
spend
four days in
called Mount Hawke.
was very educational to experience the
the
country's
capital,
London.
In our four
lives of Aboriginal people in Kalgoorlie,
amazing
days
in
London,
we
did
a lot of
During
our
stay
in
Cornwall
we
went
to
the laid-back lifestyle in Dunsborough
sight-seeing and shopping (at Harrodsl).
school
at
Truro
High
School
for
Girls.
and the historic sites of WA (namely the
Other highlights of the trip were seeing
The high school was very similar to
Pinnacles). This exchange has also
the
production of My Fair Lady at the
MLC,
but
was
much
smaller
in
size.
We
allowed me to make good friendships
West
End, visiting Madam Tussauds and
both
thoroughly
enjoyed
our
time
at
the
and to experience the Australian culture
going
on the London Eye.
school
with
our
host
sisters,
and
we
met
and way of life. It has been an
many
new
people
and
made
many
new
experience that I will never forget and I
My experiences in the United Kingdom
friends.
hope the next people to do this
will never be forgotten, and the whole
exchange will enjoy it as much as I have.
experience was both rewarding and
During our stay the school organised
Thank you to all those involved, for
extremely enjoyable.
many
excursions
and
outings.
One
making my stay so special.

D

O

German Exchange
t lam on June 19, eight MLC girls
waited excitedly for their exchange
students from the north German town
Lubeck to arrive. The students stayed
with their host families for five weeks,
during which time they attended two
weeks of school. They were amazed at
the differences between MLC and their
own school. We have a uniform, no
boys, a swimming pool and we finish
our school day two hours later than they
do. The students also visited Fremantle,
Rottnest, the Perth Mint and the Zoo. On
the first weekend of their stay, some of us
accompanied the students to Bickley
Outdoor Education Camp for a weekend
of fun. Activities included rafting,
abseiling,
bushwalking
and
orienteering. Students also had the
chance to cook damper on a camp fire
and enjoyed having this opportunity to

A
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experience some aspects of Australian
culture. During the July holidays the
students accompanied their host families
on their travels and visited places such
as Albany, Wave Rock, Coral Bay and
Kalbarri. We are looking forward to our
trip to Germany to stay with our host
sisters in December. It was a great
experience to host and we encourage
others to take part in the Exchange
program.

German Restaurant Visit
n Term 3, Year 11 and 12 German
students visited the Alt Heidelberg
restaurant in North Perth to experience
typical German cuisine. Some students
attempted conversations in German with
each other and the waitress, while
others relaxed and enjoyed the
traditional German folk music. Students
tasted Sauerkraut (pickled cabbage),
Rotkohl (red cabbage), a selection of
Bratwurst (German sausage), Schnitzel,
Kassler (smoked pork) and Spatzle
(German style noodles). Vegetarian
meals were limited but included
mushroom omelette and deep fried
Camembert. To finish off some students
chose a rich chocolate cake with
orange sauce (sehr lecker), while others
chose to try different types of European
coffees. Overall the night was a success
and we are looking forward to our next
German dinner!

I

Mrs Lewis: "All that metal under your nose..." Hannah: "It's made me magnetised'
Sarah: "It's corroded her brain!" Mrs Lewis: "What brain?"
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Beyond MLC
Kobe Exchange

hat's that bowel-trembling, earth
shattering, high pitched tittering?
It's a chorus of Japanese exchange
students - something must have disturbed
them! Overcome with excitement, this
must be the noisiest group of Kobe
students MLC has ever accommodated.

W

They made it on 10 August (some even
without the aid of a passport and other
vital documents) to their eagerly
awaiting host families and houses that
they would make their homes for the
next 2 weeks.
The first weekend was spent with their
families, familiarizing themselves with
Australian home life and the language
of English and resting after their
gallivanting around central and eastern
Australia. Most of it was spent
introducing them to the handful of
attractions located in our city. They were
interested in differences such as natural
features of Perth and our short 'twohouse-trains'.
After a jam packed weekend, the girls
were eager to see their friends and
compare first impressions of Perth in
their native tongue. The pace of their
first week was not going to be any
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slower than that of their first weekend.
Their co-ordinators, Sarah and Gemma,
ensured there was never a dull moment
to take a breather. Both weeks were
filled with as much Perth as you can
cram into that amount of time and the
girls' arduous journey to Australia was
not wasted.
The school days were filled with such
'Australian' activities as juggling,
shopping, dancing, cooking, shopping,
canoeing, working with primary and
secondary school students, camping,
horse riding (and did we mention
shopping)?
The camp was an overnight stay at the
scenic and picturesque 'Tumblegum

k
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Farm'. The girls were involved in
making damper, singing campfire songs
and
soaking
up the vibe of
togetherness.
Whilst the Japanese girls no doubt will
never forget their experience here in
Australia, the host families too walked
away from this experience with fond
memories and a valuable bond with
their exchange student. It was a fun
filled fortnight that everyone benefited
from and was nicely wrapped up with a
tearful 'Sayonara' party on 24 August.
The girls eventually boarded the bus
and left for the hotel where they would
stay until the time came for them to fly
out of our lives to Sydney, leaving
almost as briskly as they came in.

Rev: "I'm not going to get sucked into explaining how to be a good sheep!

Beyond MLC
Reunion Island Exchange
As I was still a tourist in my own right,
my host family took me to many places
across the island. On numerous
occasions we went to a museum on
animals, rocks or agriculture. They also
took me to many churches and
graveyards, which was quite morbid.
FJowever, nearly every day, we drove
forty minutes to the beach, taking up
around five hours of every day.
n 25 June 2002, 53 students and
teachers from around Western
Australia gathered at Perth Airport
journey to the foreign island of Reunion.
The aim of this linguistic exchange was
to experience a new culture, make
friends from different countries and to
improve and extend our vocabulary,
listening and speaking skills in French.

O

We were all allocated a correspondent
prior to our departure so that we could
start contacting our host family. In
January a correspondent came and
stayed with me for a month, and I was
lucky enough to stay with her family
when I went. I think that this helped with
the transition from English to French, as I
had already spent a month with her
getting to know her personality. In my
host family there were eight people, with
children ranging from age 3 to 18. This
alone was a different experience as I
would daily walk the younger children to
school, and return to still find the house
full and occupied with even more people.

The weather on the island was amazing.
I was staying just outside the town of St
to
Denis and it was normally quite a nice
temperature. There were a few times
when it rained during the day, so we
would all bundle into the car and drive a
little way round the island to where there
were sunny skies. In the mountains it was
quite cold during the night.

the tune turned out to be worth the hard
work at the camp as some of the
mothers joined in (once they recognised
the tune).
In the Cilaos, all of the Australians spent
two days together to share stories, to see
how we were all coping and to speak
English. We spent the two days relaxing
by walking up and down the one street in
the town, and playing soccer/volleyball
with about fifteen boys from the island
watching us. It was at this time that
Ann Shugg, one of the main
organisers of the trip, gave us
the lyrics of the Reunion
national anthem 'Petit Fleur
Fanee' which, with some hard
work and concentration, we
managed to learn.
We sang the song as a
group for all the host
families at a family
picnic in Bras Panon.
What seemed to be a
lapse in memory for

The hardest part of the trip for me would
have been the first day on the island.
My host family wasn't sure how much
French I understood so spoke way too
fast and they all spoke to me at once,
which was quite overwhelming. It took
me a while to realise that my
surroundings were totally in French - it
was quite a culture shock. At the
beginning I felt that even their three year
old boy spoke better than me, but I soon
realised he said only three main things:
' j'ai faim' 't'est mechant' 'maman'
Not only did I witness their volcanic
lava, their turtle farm and many
markets, I was lucky enough to
experience Reunion life through my host
sister. It helped dramatically with my
French, and has left me with many
valuable memories and friends.

Ms Watson: "I hate this room, it's such a stupid shape." Pia: "Who would have thought of a rectangle

Beyond MLC
INSTEP
he transition from Year 1 0 to 1 1 is a
big step for everyone, however for
the 10 INSTEP students it seemed like a
huge jump from being in a sheltered
environment like MLC to being out in the
real working world. INSTEP is a
program which gives students the
opportunity to become familiar with the
workforce by working one day a week
to gain the skills they need for the future.

T

At the beginning of the year some of the
INSTEP students knew exactly which
work areas they were interested in and
were confident in filling out the forms
that would determine their next semester
of school. However, for many there
were a lot of decisions to be made and
potential career paths had to be
seriously contemplated for the first time.

Libby Paterson - Child Minding.

Over the year, some of the areas in
which students have completed work
experience include child care, clerical
work, animal care, hospitality and the
automotive industry. At the end of our
first year of INSTEP, everyone who
participated in the course has different
stories to tell about their first day,
meeting new people and managing
their new environment.
The INSTEP experience is different for
everyone, however all students who
participated have grown close through
shared experiences and they all agree
this was a time in their lives where they
have achieved a great deal of personal
growth and learnt amazing things about
the adult world, full of responsibility and
independence. INSTEP has taught
students how to survive in the world
after school, with experience and life
skills behind them. They have also
gained confidence which will put them
in the right frame of mind to achieve all
their goals.

m

Penny Boden - Automotive Industry.

mm
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M JP

Elana Grunberg - Primary Teaching.
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Lucy Marks - Floristry.

Mrs Lewis: "Get your heavy chest back in your chair.

Beyond MLC
It’s Academic
n Friday 8 March, four extremely
nervous 'It's Academic' team
members, accompanied by 40 excited
supporters, set out to the Channel 7
studios to film a show for the first series of
'It's Academic'. The team comprising of
Alexandra Cassie, Melanie Chan
(captain), Li-xia Tan and Mira Marinova
(reserve) were literally MLC (Mel/Mira, Lixia, Cassie). They came back triumphant
with a score of 480 points to Warwick's
240 points and Busselton's 170, winning
a CD player for the College, $50 each

O

experience. Everyone's eyes had also
been opened to the world of media. The
team's numerous early morning training
sessions and frequent lunchtime meetings
had definitely paid off and it was an
unforgettable experience. It was an
opportunity too great to miss and it would

not have been possible if not for Mrs
Giglia's coordination and dedication to
the team, our pretend Mr Newman's
(Miss Sulistyo) enthusiasm, the committed
Mrs Lewis's never ending photocopying
and of course everyone's abundant
support.

and numerous gift vouchers. This was
later followed on the 10 May by a narrow
semi-final win against Shenton College
and Armadale SHS in which they won
headphones each and a television for the
school. On the same day, the series final
was filmed but unfortunately a win did not
eventuate. The team, however, did not
come out of it empty handed. Besides
winning a discman in the finals, the
team's knowledge of mathematics,
science, literature and general knowledge
was greatly broadened by the whole

National Youth Science Forum
By Hannah Li
he NYSF is a two-week residential
forum held in Canberra during
January, where approximately 150
students from around Australia can be
involved with and learn more about
science. 'About' is the key word. While
at school you learn science, at the NYSF
you learn what a scientific career entails
and the interactions a scientist or
engineer may have out there in the 'real
world' (while having a lot of fun)I

T

Students are selected to attend on the
basis of their dedication, skill and
interest in science as well as their
interests in other areas such as music,
sport or the community. This year, I
attended the NYSF and found it to be a
most enjoyable experience. Whether
talking to research scientists at ADFA,
debating with new friends over meals or
participating in workshops, I enjoyed
every aspect of the forum.

\-~Uf
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Congratulations to Alisha McCreery
(Year 1 1) who has been selected to
attend the 2003 forum; I know she will
enjoy herself and gain as much as I did
from the experience.

Mr Oxnam: "If you take the O out of my name, I'd be the x-man.
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Beyond MLC
Leeuwin Ocean Adventure
uring April, forty Year 1 1 and 12
Island. We learnt about the Batavia
students sailed to the Abrolhos Islands
wreck and where the mutiny occurred.
aboard the Leeuwin. Most didn't knowSome took the opportunity to explore
what to expect as they turned up on Friday
the magnificent marine life. The next
morning. Our parents were given a brief
day we went to Wallaby Island, where
tour before saying goodbye. We were put
red and blue watch observed the
into our watches and started our sail
island's wildlife, while the other two
training whilst docked. We set sail after
watches played games. After two days
lunch and spent the day learning to set and
at the Abrolhos it was time to sail to
furl sails, tie knots, belay lines and find our
Geraldton. The ship was handed over to
way around the ship. After anchoring
us for a night and a day, then we
overnight off City Beach, we headed to the
anchored for a night. Our voyage had
Abrolhos. It took us two days and two
come to an end.
nights straight sailing to reach the Islands.
Sailing through the night meant night
Whilst on the Leeuwin we undertook
watches, and each watch stayed up
many team activities. The watchers took
looking after the ship in four hour blocks.
turns looking after the ship, looking out
for craypots, checking the anchor and
We arrived at the Abrolhos and
bilges, steering and cleaning the ship.
launched the dories to explore Beacon
There were many other fun activities like
swinging off the ship on the Tarzan rope,
singing sea shanties and Sod's Opera
(the traditional concert on the last night).

D

There were a lot of challenges you could
undertake whilst on the Leeuwin,
including learning the 16 sails and
riggings, learning the sea jargon,
climbing masts to furl sails or climbing to
the highest point on the ship to read the
secret plaque 33 metres above sea level.

RHHBHI

Despite 30-second showers and some
sea sickness, the feeling of just bobbing
up and down in the middle of the ocean
at 1.00am is something we will never
forget. Seeing the sun rise and set over
the ocean was spectacular.
The Leeuwin is a great experience that is
not just about sailing but about challenge,
team work, self confidence and having
lots of fun! Thanks to all the crew on
board and to Mr Oxnam and Ms Gould
for giving us this wonderful opportunity.

Extract from The Embarrassing Diary of Michelle Sy
6am, 19 September 2002

8.55am, 19 September 2002

Today's the day I'm going aboard the
Leeuwin. I'm so excited! In a couple of
hours I'll be in a huge boat sailing
across the ocean with all of my worries
left behind. Last night, I promised myself
to be open to any challenges I'll face be it climbing the masts or cleaning the
dishes of 50 people. It's too early to
wake mum up, so I'll just get ready and
make sure I've got all my gear packed.
I've gone through the whole checklist
last night, but I want to make sure that I
have absolutely everything in my bag.

I'm in Fremantle now and I think I'm lost.
Was it 'E' shed or 'C' shed? Darn, why
do I get these letters mixed up on
important days? Wait! Is that a girl in
MLC trackpants? Yes it is! I'll just follow
her. My lucky charm is finally working.
It often takes a while to start up. But
before I go, I've got to say goodbye to
my mum. Kiss, kiss, hug, hug, okaaay
mum,
that's
enough,
you're
embarrassing me. See you in a week!

7.40am, 19 September 2002
I knew I'd forget something. My
toothbrush! It's too late now to go back to
the house and get it. Now I'll have to get
one at the convenience store. Ugh! It's
about 7.40am and something has already
gone wrong! The toothbrush of all things let's just hope the rest of the day goes well.
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1 pm, 19 September 2002
It's already 1 o'clock and we are still
docked. When are we leaving? When
am I going to get to feel the sea's salty
spray on my face? it's just been training,
training, training. At first it was
interesting, but now it's just all sounding
like gobbledygook. Which rope is for
that sail again? Maybe they should
have these ropes colour coded or

something, because they all look alike.
I'll think of something nice while I'm
bored. Mmmm...l'll think about what we
had for lunch...yeah that was good vegetable soup, nice and creamy, yum!

4.45pm, 19 September 2002
We are actually sailing now! It's so
exhilarating to finally feel the wind in
my hair. I have yet to feel the salty spray
on my face. But come to think of it, I
don't want to feel the spray on my face
because that will mean that the boat
would be on turbulent waters, right? I
was looking at the boat a little while
ago and I noticed it is high above sea
level.
Yes I'm definitely sure that I don't want
to feel the sea's salty spray on my face.
Besides, I'm not feeling too well right
now. Ooooh....l think I'm starting to get
sea sick. Aaugh..fhis is not good.....

Ms Tsolakis: "What? It's the phallus? A phallocentric reading, please! Kaitlyn you started it!"

Beyond MLC
Music Tour of Europe
he thought of my very own television
with built in computer games all the
way to Frankfurt excited me no end.
Then of course there was Europe to
come - Germany, Austria, England and
Wales - were they really more than
squiggles on a map? The excuse for all
this excitement? The 2002 Chorale and
Barbershop Music Tour.

T

Landing in Frankfurt, we met our bus
driver, Markus, and started our journey to
Cologne. Cologne is a small city with a
big cathedral as its main feature. In fact
most towns in Germany and Austria are
built around a cathedral or castle and we
saw many on our journeys. Cologne was
our first taste of shopping and also our
first taste of the German youth. Being 30
June, it was the day of the Soccer World
Cup final between Germany and Brazil.
The Germans were in their colours
marching down the streets cheering
'Deutschland, Deutschland'! Back at the
hotel we watched the match and saw the
German team lose.
Over the next few days we stopped in
Ffeidelberg, Munich, Salzburg and
Vienna, picking up some simple
German phrases along the way. Some
bought trendy European clothes. We ate
Gummi Bears, Milka chocolate and
Ritter Sport, and acquainted ourselves
with the biggest wine cask in the world.
We toured Ludwig M's summer house,
offered John Howard a cherry,
serenaded around Rolf and Leisl's
gazebo and drank Eidelweiss cocktails
(non-alcoholic of course). We even
made it onto page 3 of the West
Australian back home just for bumping
into the Prime Minister!

Oh, the singing. Well it was our excuse
for being there. Everyone was pretty
keen on impressing the Europeans, so
one night we stayed up until 1 1 o'clock
getting the pieces just that little bit better.
We performed at Heidelberg Castle, St
Michael's Cathedral and Mirabelle
Gardens. The sounds the Chorale
produced in the Cathedral were unlike
those we had ever experienced thanks
to the awesome acoustics. The big event
was the 'Vienna Youth Music Festival'.
We were in the female choir section and
we did very well to draw for first place
with a New Zealand choir, which was
pretty exciting.

After 4 days at the festival and a day trip
to Chester, we moved on to London,
home of the West End, Harrods, Regent
Street and Trafalgar Square! Getting
there was not as easy as planned as the
bus broke down, providing a good
opportunity to admire the English
countryside. Some took advantage of the
situation and caught up on sleep while
others decided to work on their tan.

We made lots of friends from all over
the world, including the Israeli boy who
had perfected the art of the chicken
dance, the Americans who were so
enthusiastic about hearing us sing in the
hostel courtyard and of course, the boys
from Munich who paraded around the
youth hostel, some wearing only a
towel!

We flew out of Heathrow airport on 17
July and arrived back home on 1 8 July,
completely exhausted but full of stories
about all the friends we made and the
experiences we shared. Thanks to Mr
Gallo, Miss Bozikovic, Mr Rhine-Davis,
Mrs May, Mrs Gibson and Mr Row for
giving up their precious time and taking
such great care of us. Thanks also to the
number of visitors from Oz we had on
our adventures, including Mrs Ethell,
Mrs Topley, Mr Howard and a number
of parents and families. It was great to
see faces from home and to have your
support. All in all, it was a great trip!

We said goodbye to Europe and
headed off to England. We travelled
north west to Llangollen, a small town in
Wales near the English border. The
town's population of 3000 usually
expands to around 20,000 each year
during the Llangollen International
Music Eisteddfod. There was no
cathedral or castle to perform in.
Instead there was the largest marquee I
had ever seen, with thousands of fresh
flowers on display around the stage.
We had lots of fun meeting new people
and trading badges. The Eisteddfod
was broadcast live in Great Britain and
we ended up placing fourth.

’a **

Once in London, we went shopping and
sight-seeing and enjoyed the view from the
London Eye, the biggest ferris wheel in the
world. On our final night we headed to the
West End to see The Lion King musical.

Moulin Rouge
n 12 April, the Music Support
Group held a fundraiser for the
Chorale and Barbershop Europe Tour.
Hadley Hall was transformed from
assembly hall to Moulin Rouge.
Outrageously clad school kids
descended on the hall, to be greeted
by Harry Zidler, a lavishly decorated
foyer and a windmill projected onto
the entrance. Everyone had a ball, not
only watching the movie, but taking
photos, eating a delicious supper and
receiving door prizes. The evening
raised $3,000 for the tour.

O

It's a small world!

Mrs Lewis: "I'll sit you on top of a Bunsen burner...and tight it'
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Beyond MLC
Scholar in Residence Program
Scott Fatnowna
n June we were very fortunate to have
Scott Fatnowna as Scholar in Residence.
He worked with students in a range of
disciplines to explore issues related to
indigenous people. Scott brought with him
a sense of the timeless history of his culture
and people. He introduced our girls into
the Aboriginal Dreaming of his tribal
heritage. The girls openly accepted Scott
and his values and demonstrated an
understanding of the need for tolerance
and acceptance. The workshops that Scott
conducted were often magical and always
thought provoking. He demonstrated the
power of language in establishing one's
identity and empowering the individual in
society and of music, song and dance in
exploring spirituality. Through his work our
students enjoyed the opportunity to
explore a different culture in creative and
assessable ways. Students and staff often
found the shared experience very moving
and uplifting. Scott's personal perspectives
and engaging, positive and informative
style helped many students to rethink their
attitudes towards race relations in
Australia.

I

Boori Pryor
ur second Scholar in Residence
was an Aboriginal man named
Boori Pryor. Mrs Palmer introduced
Boori to Years 1 0, 1 1 and 12 and said
that he would be presenting his music,
dance and stories to "get us involved" in
his culture.
Before his presentation,
Boori thanked the spirits of the land and
hoped they would "welcome his spirit
and his stories." He explained to us that
he grew up in North Queensland with
his mother, father and his many brothers
and sisters.

O

Boori began with the Kite Hawk dance,
(Meenya Gidditch), which thanks the
bird for showing them how to hunt. The
dancers push their feet into the ground
to thank the earth and ask the ancestors'
spirits to rise and dance with them. The
arms are kept out from the body, moving
up and down in a birdlike motion, whilst
the dancer sings softly. These
movements are repeated until the bird
finally catches its prey, represented by
the dancers clapping their hands.
The next dance was used to warn
different tribes about the black and
yellow bee. This dance is only two
hundred years old and describes the
adventures of two brothers who go out
to collect some honey. In doing so, they
get stung by black and yellow bees that
were living in a tree they tried to chop
down. In this dance, tree leaves were
used to represent the tree and clap sticks
were used to "chop" down the tree.
Boori then brought out his
(didgeridoo) and made the
kookaburra, a crocodile, a
a dingo. He also did some
sounded really good.

yiggi yiggi
noises of a
brolga and
rap, which

The last dance that Boori did for us was
the crocodile dance. This is a story of a
boy whose father warns him not to fish
in certain spots because of crocodiles.
The son disobeys his father and goes to
a really good fishing spot, where he is
taken by a crocodile
Boori Pryor was a fantastic choice as a
guest speaker, entertaining us well into
lunchtime. He was always making jokes
and getting the audience involved.

Boori Pryor comments from
students:
'I really love his poetry and stories'
'He gets everyone involved in the
activities. He's humorous and makes
everyone listen to what he has to say'
'He had some very sad stories and
some very funny ones, which made
us smile and at times brought tears to
my eyes'
'He taught us about poetry and
different ways it relates to daily life,
as in songs etc'
'He's a very talented and truly
special, amazing person'

athen:

'Boori Pryor was a real inspiration.
His values and ideas really opened
my mind'
T thought that his poems were all really
touching and deep, full of emotion'
'He is an extraordinary man who has
had an amazing life'
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Mrs Giglia: "Kelly, are you taking this out of my time." Kelly: "Your time is up Mrs Giglia, you're in my time now.

Beyond MLC
UK Sports Tour

HET'SEl
rim.

n Thursday 27 September 2002, 32
girls from Years 10 and 1 1 gathered
at the Perth International Airport ready to
begin their 3 week sports tour to the UK.

O

ill11111!
Almost 24 hours later, we were in the
Boarding House at St Edwards College in
Oxford. We stayed 2 nights, which
included a day trip to Bath, before
travelling through the Cotswalds to
Hereford where we were first billeted with
girls from Hereford Cathedral School.
During our time in Hereford, we spent the
day in Wales for some shopping and
toured Cardiff Castle.

Edinburgh.

We then moved to Manchester, stopping
off at Cadbury World in Birmingham,
staying for 3 nights with billets from St
Bede's School. From here, we travelled
north across the border into Edinburgh,
Scotland and stayed with students from the
Mary Erskine School for 3 nights. We then
headed south to Harrogate, Yorkshire for a
2 night billet with girls from Ashville
College, and then further south to Melton
Mowbray, Leicestershire to meet our billets
from King Edward VII. On the way, we
stopped at Alton Towers theme park for a
day of games, roller coasters and lots of
fun! After 2 nights in Melton Mowbray, we
travelled to Cambridge and stayed with
girls from The Perse School for Girls for 2
nights. This was to be the last time we
were billeted, because our next and final
stop was London where we stayed in a
hotel for the remaining 3 nights. Here we
had much to see and do including a tour
of London, the London Eye, Madame
Tussauds,
the
London
Dungeons,
Buckingham Palace, the changing of the
guards, the productions Mamma Mia and
The Lion King and, of course, some serious
shopping! Our tour ended on Thursday 17
October when we headed to Heathrow
Airport for our flight back to Perth.

Netball B - all smiles!

Hockey bunker.

We were very successful in our hockey
and netball matches with the gold netball
team winning 6 out of 7 games and the
green team winning 4 out of 7 matches. In
hockey there were 5 wins, a draw and a
loss. The UK Tour was an excellent
experience that enabled us to develop
new sports skills, make plenty of new
friends from both the UK and MLC and to
have heaps of fun and lots of memories!
Georgeous PE staff.

Mrs Lewis (whilst reading the bulletin): "The MLC vs. CCGS netball match has been cancelled as year 12 students need to do their organic
chemistry." Mrs Lewis: "As I said, I might be talking through my hat...although, I'm not actually wearing one..."
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Beyond MLC
Year 8 Orientation Camp
if you didn't totally trust your partner or
onday 25 February, half of the Year
the people around you. A few of the
8 students (Group 2) arrived at
activities were the type where one person
school ready and eager to start the day's
goes in the middle and closes their eyes
stimulating program. The other half
while others make a circle around them
(Group 1) was already settled in at Point
and push them around in that circle. This
Walter campsite, having travelled there
was trying on all the instincts. At the end
the previous afternoon.
of this station, two brave people stood on
a one metre wall and allowed themselves
At school the morning session of
to fall back to the waiting arms of the rest
orienteering around the grounds,
of the group. Next up was the last
meeting all the special staff who told us
activity. This station had sack racing, egg
what they did, and an amazing role play
and spoon racing and wooden skids. The
on bullying happened before recess.
wooden
skids had places for your feet in
Then came a session on personal
them.
The
idea was for four people to use
organisation and diary use before a
the
skids,
one for each foot, and to go
sausage sizzle lunch.
around the set course. Our day at school
had been very enjoyable - now it was
In the afternoon we all trooped down to
time for Point Walter.
the lower oval and were split into groups
to begin another set of activities. All four
The bus chuffed up and we all piled on.
of these activities focused on working
An hour later, there it is - Point Walter.
well as a team. The first station we were
We collected our gear and settled in. It's
taken to was volleyball. This included
absolutely sweltering weather - with only
keeping an exercise ball from touching
one air-conditioned room in the whole
the ground for as long as possible. The
place, things are not looking good! But
next activity we were involved in was tugby this time everyone has found where
of-war with a very long, thick coarse rope
the main facilities are: the pool, the
which was very painful on hands and
dorms, and the air-conditioned room.
arms. After a few wars with the rope, we
After a very LONG night, with many
changed to gallivanting round with an
visits made to many dorms, we had
exercise ball instead of a soccer ball. It
another full day of activities with our Peer
was very annoying when you tried to
Support Leaders.
tackle someone; the ball was just too big!
Unfortunately, one person was knocked
When our parents came to collect us, we
down repeatedly when the ball was
were tired, and so were our hard
lifted, but luckily the ball was too soft to
working leaders. A huge THANK YOU to
do any lasting harm. We all found out
all the people who organised the
that playing with a waist high ball is
Orientation Camp, and especially Mrs
harder than it looks!
Gibson and the Peer Support Leaders.
We know we were a lot of work, but we
At the third station, another theme was
hope you think it was all worth it - we
happening - trust. We took part in some
really had a great time.
daring activities, which were a little scary

M
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Mr Wynhorst: "New Zealand has the 3rd largest trade weighted index...they only trade in sheep, but by god those sheep are fluffy.

Beyond MLC
Year 9 Environmental Studies Camp
n Friday 13 September, eight
Year 9 Environmental Studies
students set off on a supposedly three
hour (but turned out to be five hour)
trip to Gulnare Farm in Dumbleyung. It
was dusk when we got there but we
had no problem setting up our tent
efficiently. In the morning we were
kindly greeted by the Bairstow's who
were going to be showing us around
their farm. We saw vibrant yellow
Canola plants as well as young wheat
seedlings and cute lambs. You may
remember the large storm that
occurred in September, well this storm
reached Dumbleyung and brought a
record of 16 millimetres (which is very

O

Year 10

lucky, because rain meant money.) On
the 15 September, eight Year 9
Environmental
Studies
students
returned from a three day camp that
gave them an insight into farming.
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Feeding time for the lambs.

Year 10 Mining Camp
n Monday 2 September, early in
the morning, 1 3 students travelled
on a bus with Mr Oxnam and Ms
Creelman for a very unique experience
at Kirkalocka mine. This year's mine
expedition became part of the Year 10
work experience week, where for five
days, we experienced the lifestyles and
types of work preformed at a mine site.

O

Our first surprise was that some of the
miners had a back to front lifestyle
compared to our own, because many of
the seventy-six jobs involved in the mine
site have 1 2-hour shifts, day and night.
We were all shocked at the intensive
work that was involved, but when we
were told the wages of these jobs, we
all seemed to agree that we would work
here when we left school.
This camp not only gave us a general
idea of how the mine site works, but
also
hands-on
activities
let us
experience the workplace for ourselves.
These activities involved riding in 150

tonne trucks, watching a blast inside the
mine, panning for our own gold and
visiting Dalgaranga mine as well as
many other activities. We also had the
opportunity to camp out for a night at
Walga Rock which has 1000 year old
aboriginal artwork. The atmosphere at
Kirkalocka mine was fantastic and all
the employees made us feel welcome.
Everyone involved agreed it was an
interesting and valuable experience.

Panning for gold at Kirkalocka mine.

Maths Game Camp
s representatives of MLC, two Year
10 teams of Mathematics students
were given the privilege to compete in
the 2002 MAWA Maths Game Camp
on the weekend of 28-30 June. The
members of the two teams were
Gabrielle Bishop, Elizabeth See,
Geraldine Goh and Tina Zhu who
competed as Team 9 and Yvonne
Oon, Christine Tai, Lusia Kang and
Peiling Shi made up Team 10.

A

The weekend had been very hectic
and challenging for both teams. We
competed in three consecutive game
competitions on the Saturday. Despite
the tense atmosphere during the
games sessions, we had the
opportunity to meet students from
other schools who were all enjoying
the camp. As a reward for
everybody's endless enthusiasm, a
social was organised for the Saturday
night.
The routine morning and night prayers
and group hugs for good luck paid
off. Team 10 was ranked third and
each member of the team received a
$ 15 Myer gift voucher. Not far behind
was Team 9 who competed brilliantly
throughout the game competitions.
The Maths Game camp was a very
worthwhile experience and both
teams enjoyed themselves thoroughly.
In an attempt to entice girls to
volunteer to go on the Maths Games
Camp, Mrs Colder did suggest that
we might be able to find our future
ball partner. Even though this didn't
eventuate, we established close
friendships with students from other
schools, which was just as exciting
and memorable.

COOKS CONSTRUCTION
PTY LTD
KIRKALOCKA
Bsiaifji*:*:*

m

Maths Game Camp delegates.
Ready for the Kirkalocka mine tour.

Camping at Walga Rock.

Mrs Palmer: "Ooh, I feel another question coming on (pause); I feel quite overcome by it...did you feel it too.
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Beyond MLC
Year 10
Sir Charles Court Young Leaders’Program
metropolitan schools to as far south as
Albany. Apart from meeting awesome
people from around the State, I had the
opportunity to meet such inspirational
and courageous leaders as Sir Charles
Court, Michael Chaney (CEO of
Wesfarmers), Kim Collard (Aboriginal
leader) and Barry Cable (legendary
footballer).
"A leader is one who has a compass in
his head and a magnet in his heart."
oth direction and vision are
necessary attributes of a leader and
this was just one of the many invaluable
lessons I learnt while attending the Sir
Charles Court Young Leaders Program
(SCCYLP). A 5-day camp designed to
foster 'young leaders', it aimed not only
to cultivate leadership qualities, but to
link this to history and leaders of the
past (such as Sir Charles Court himself,
former premier of Western Australia).
The theme of SCCYLP 2002 was
'Critical leadership - taking the third of
two options', and focused primarily on
stepping out of your comfort zone into
the world of others, especially in the
troubled times of today's society.

B

The Program (held at John Curtin
University) selected Year 10 students
from all over Western Australia, from

The Program consisted of a diverse
range of activities, including a mock
Allied Summit Meeting, a murder
mystery, a beach sweep, a ghost walk
around Fremantle and working with the
hilarious Andrew Horabin. Of course,
while staying at Penrhos Boarding
House, we made full use of their
facilities and any spare time was spent
on having fiery rounds of table tennis
(evident by two smashed ping-pong
balls), watching Rove Live, playing pool
and drinking the vending machines dry.

to the word 'leadership' and greatly
extended my understanding of the term.
The SCCYLP was everything I did not
expect. Totally the opposite of the sitdown lectures I envisaged, SCCYLP
2002 turned out to be a fully interactive,
laugh-a-minute approach to handling
issues relevant to our generation.
Emerging from this camp with 29 new
friends from all around WA, a fresh
perspective on what it takes to be a
leader and many cherished memories,
SCCYLP 2002 was an experience like
none other.

With all the peer tutors being University
students, the camp was assured of
constantly having its laughs. However,
the crux of the program dealt with
serious issues such as the dangers of
cross culture confusion, what winning
really constitutes, the 'tall poppy'
syndrome and learning how to make a
difference in this world. For me, tackling
these topics gave a whole new meaning

Li-xia Tan

Year 10
Peer Support Camp
t the beginning of Term 4, 24 Year
10 students along with Mrs Giglia,
Mrs Gibson, Mrs Blackburn and Mrs
Shaw, set off on a two day peer support
leadership training camp. This was a
camp filled with many enjoyable and
interesting activities which enabled us to
acquire the skills necessary to work with
groups.

A

We learnt some valuable communication
skills and group management techniques
as well as a lot about ourselves and our
peers. It was not only a very worthwhile
experience but at the end of the camp,
we all left as different people from the
day we arrived.
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Mr Gray: "Yes the plot does thicken, and so does custard.
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Beyond MLC
Year 10 Trip to Exmouth
What can I say about Exmouth other
than WOW!

about what was to come. Not a lot was
to come, as around lunchtime brave Lily
had a mighty fall and ended up with a
n 6 July, 15 extremely lucky Year
badly sprained ankle. We had an
10s had the privilege of attending
extended lunchtime, which no-one
the Exmouth camp. 1 shower, lots of
complained about, and set off at a
walking and a whole bunch of fun! At 6
slower pace. Over the next few days I'm
in the morning none of us had to drag
sure that Kellie, Lee and Gemma enjoyed
ourselves out of bed as we were all too
seeing the display of beautiful colours all
excited about the activities to come. I
on Lily's foot which had swollen to the
myself was pacing my room at four in
size of a softball. I have to say a huge
the morning. The bus trip was to take
thank you to Lily for being so brave. She
hours that go well into the teens, and
kept walking with us over the range and
after many stops we finally arrived at
I never heard her complaining about her
base camp around midnight.
ankle which must've felt like someone
had chopped it off with an axe.
With the weather being unsuitable for
going on the glass-bottomed boat tour,
We walked on the range for 3 days and
Sarah thought it would be fun to have a
although everyone had their ups and
practise walk in the range. So off we went
downs, it was the best experience of a life
in our extremely stylish gators and found
time because you just don't get to do
fossils, snakes and of course Spinifex.
something this adventurous at home. No
With only a couple of days until we
matter how we were feeling, if we looked
started our big walk through the ranges
to our left we could see these beautiful
we wasted no time and spent it in the
ranges that had been there for centuries
water searching for hidden treasures such
and all your worries left you at the sight.
as the array of brightly coloured fish and
We each had to navigate, which felt really
coral, moray eels and wobbegong
good because you knew you were leading
sharks. A few people were uncertain
your tired friends over the range where we
about snorkelling, having not experienced
could have a shower!! When we'd gotten
the delight before, but had a lot of support
off the range we stopped for a short break
from other members of the group and
which turned into a long break as we had
found it a worthwhile thing to do.
a 'surprise' challenge which we just did not
get. With some people in sour moods and
After preparing for our walk over the
others in good ones, everyone's mood was
range, we set off for the day with loaded
turned into an excellent one at the arrival of
rucksacks and mouths loaded with gossip
the scrape where we were given coke!!

O

The scrape was on the bottom of the
range in a riverbed, which was great to
sleep on, compared to the spinifex and
rocks we were now used to. We spent a
day out at a cave in the range where we
abseiled, sang and supported those that
were unsure. Unfortunately the recent
floods had dislodged some rocks so it
was unsafe to do the rock climbing but
we all had fun anyway.
The night of the cave we were all placed
on the range for a solo night. A few
people were uncertain with fears that it
would be boring, but hearing stories of
mini adventures the night after
confirmed that everyone had had a
great time.
We jumped in Dora May (the bus) the
next day and made our way to the Bay
of Rest. It was a very restful place with
lots of hilariously funny games and mud
crabs!!!! We went canoeing and saw
turtles, caught lots of fish and
alternatively caught a mud crab or two.
On our last 2 days we lazed around on
the beach and did some more
snorkelling.
I have to say a huge
gigantic thank you to Kellie, Lee,
Gemma and Sarah for taking us on this
trip and for fixing our blisters! Exmouth
camp was the best thing i have ever
done in my whole life and I strongly
recommend it for everyone in the years
to come!

Year 11 Marine Studies
Trip to Rottnest
n 7 March, a group of twelve
Marine
Studies
students
travelled to Rottnest, where they were
to spend the next three days. Along
with groups of students from various
other schools around WA, they
stayed at Kingston Barracks, where
they toured the island and spent their
days discovering the educational
value of snorkelling! Despite minor
incidents with masses of marauding
mice, it proved to be very enjoyable
and they would recommend it to
future Marine Studies students.

O

Mrs Lewis: "You don't annoy me; you're just easy to pick on. You're smaller than me!
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Year 12 Biology

Year 11 Biology Camp
n September, 27 intrepid Year 1 1
Biology students left for the Biology Field
Trip at Bickley in the company of Mrs
Leather, Mrs Lydon, Ms Fletcher and Mrs
Mees. In wonderful spring weather we
explored the variety of plant and animal
life in the surrounding bush. After two
days we were all experts in identifying
marri and wandoo trees (hint: look at
bark colour and size of nuts), naming
communities,
investigating
soil
composition
and
discovering
the
strategies that Australian plants use to
survive a bushfire.

I

in the stream running through the
campsite. One group even managed to
gently capture a small frog. It was an
enjoyable finish to a field trip that was
packed full of activity and information.

Excursion
ammin; it was a town that just
over half our Biology class had
heard of and was to be our home for
the next two days, a far cry from

T

suburban Perth. So on Monday 25
March twenty three Biology students
boarded the bus to be transported to
a small town that was suffering the
effects of salinity.
After a few hours travel, perhaps it
seemed longer for someone who
asked, "Is there a time difference in
Tammin?" We arrived at the
Landcare Centre and some received
what could only be described as a
culture shock, red dirt and bare
earth
replaced
the
rolling

Food was an evening highlight for many
students. Culinary skills ranged from
opening packets through to gourmet
dishes prepared with Jamie Oliver flair.
On the final morning, students conducted
a freshwater study. Using pond nets we
sampled the insects, fish and crustaceans

green...ovals of MLC. The most
pleasant surprise was the excellent
accommodation that we received
from our hosts, our meals were
prepared for us and we were looked
after very well.
As a group we were taken to
Gardner Reserve and the Kitto
Rogers Road in the afternoon of the
day we arrived, to compare the
effects of agriculture and salinity.
*

A*

Year 12 Geography Excursion
n Friday 8 March, the Year 12s
jumped on the bus at 8.30am
ready for a day in the city. The full day
excursion was part of our Urban Studies
topic in Geography. We started in
Subiaco, stopping briefly to check out
the Urban relocation, and then it was on
to Kings Park to sketch the CBD (Central
Business District). We then travelled into
West Perth, stopping to analyse the
Inner-Mixed Zone and to conduct
surveys. We got to visit Allendale
Square, which is one of Perth's tallest
buildings (at 31 floors high) and check
out its Vertical Zonations (what and who
works there). After this, we were
allowed to shop, eat and of course finish
our surveys in the space of two hours, as
we had to be at the Art Gallery by 1 pm.
Luckily we were, because this just

O

happened to be the best part of the day,
and we all have the proof, as we met
Johnny from Big Brother. After all this
excitement, Mr Row and Mr Oxnam
managed to load us back on the bus so
we could travel and perform a transect
on Northbridge. This was followed by
analysing and observing East Perth's
"Better Cities Program" and then a
journey through Perth's light industrial
area, Osborne Park. Next stop was for
ice-cream at Innaloo Shopping Centre.
Most of us managed to begrudgingly
use some of this time to compare Innaloo
to the city - it's growth, functions and
surveys. Finally after a light nap we
were back at school, and ready to head
home. Thanks to Mr Oxnam and Mr
Row, for giving us so much time and
making it a great day for everyone!

And there was no better way than to
do so than... count trees! When
trees gave way to tarmac again we
returned back to camp to find a
lovely BBQ meal prepared for us
and that the "evening activities"
included watching TV.
On our second day we were driven
to the York property to investigate
some of the measures taken to
minimise the effects of salinity, such
as the planting of samphire and blue
bush plants in attempt to prevent the
water table rising.
Our field trip to Tammin not only
educated some students to the
geographical whereabouts of our
stay but also provided us with an
insight into the severe salinity
problems facing outback Western
Australia. Our thanks go to Mrs
Leather and Mrs Mees, for ensuring
that at least we had a fun time, if not
an educational adventure.

Mrs Giglia: "Do you need to go to the toilet Kelly?" Kelly: "Yeah, but sometimes I work faster when I'm busting.

Beyond MLC

Year 12 Geography Camp 2002
he Year 12 Geography Camp was
held from 27 to 29 June and it focused
on the exploration of the South West
Study Area. It proved to be three fun-filled
days of eating, travelling, singing and
occasionally a bit of Geography work.

T

8.30am Thursday - Morning...ok,
maybe it was 9:00am. Mr Row, Mr
Oxnam, Ms Harris and around 40
eager Geography students climbed onto
the bus for our trip down to Wellington
Mills loaded with lollies, magazines and
Tension videos (to Mr Row's delight).
The morning consisted of stopovers at
various places on the Pinjarra Plain to
collect data for our transect study.
1 2pm Thursday - Our lunch stopover in
the Town of Harvey: the home of
oranges and beef. The work did not
stop here though, with a town study to
complete then off to the Griffin Coal
Mine to learn about coal and Collie.
5pm Thursday - Finally we reached our
destination. Forty tired and exhausted

girls collapsed into their cottages where
they attempted to cook themselves
dinner before returning to the workload.
After a review of the day's work and
reports out of the way, we were finally
free to relax a little - put on Britney, sing
and enjoy toasted marshmallows and
cocoa before bed.
7.00am Friday - Wake up call with
greetings at our front door by Scoff, our
newly named kangaroo friend who
decided to come inside and help himself
to some food. Pancakes - yum! Then off
to the dairy to learn about intensive
pastoralism and farms as systems. Then
touring through more settlements, some
consisting only of a general store, and
well, that was about it.
1 2.30pm Friday - Lunchtime in Bunbury
- a relief to be greeted by some people
rather than cows or kangaroos. More
eating and Op shops were explored
with some good buys being made. Then
it was time to farewell Mr Row as he
headed back to Perth and then off to

distant shores in Vienna. Bon Voyage.
After visiting the lookout tower we
returned to our homely cottages.
6pm Friday - More eating was involved
with some people opting for a barbecue
with a difference: with eighties colour
and flare dominating the courtyard, with
more Britney tunes following. Then Oral
reports from each cottage and well . . .
more eating, evening snacks, games
and late night chats before bed.
7.00am Saturday - Time to pack up
and head home, and all in good time,
as the food supplies were beginning to
run low.
Overall the camp was an effective field
work studies trip which helped us with
our Landscapes and Landuses section of
the course,
and
improved our
geographical and cooking skills. A big
thank you to Mr Row, Mr Oxnam and
Ms Harris for organizing and running
such a rewarding camp.

LB * -

1

_____ *

Mrs Topley: "Think of how oysters make pearls that's how gall stones are made." Claire: "So you get pearls in your bladder.
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History of the Collegian
he first edition of The Collegian was
published in July of 1913. At this point,
there were three issues each year, one per
term. This changed over the years - between
1914 and 1931 two issues were published,
and in 1933, it was changed to one issue per
year.

T

Up until 1 925, there were no photographs in
the magazine. The only pictorial aspects were
small cartoons drawn by students. In the book
The Building of a Tradition, it states, "The
Collegian of December, 1924, contains some
pen sketches by Mabel Wreford...They had
been discovered in some secret hiding place by
the prefects, who asked to be allowed to publish
them. Old scholars will no doubt find them of
interest."
In 1 926, photographs were used for the first
time, but it wasn't until 1984 that colour
photographs were first included.
The content of the publication has changed
greatly over the years. For example, in earlier
years, each member of a sporting team was
individually analysed, and the results published
for all to see! In the 1937 edition, it states that one
hockey player is "a steady reliable player.. .with
good control of the ball when in possession".
Another player didn't get the same glowing
report, "slow to tackle and to intercept passes...
inclined to play too close to the half back."
Also included in the 1937 Collegian is the
Collegian committee - a total of three girls. This
year, our committee consisted of over 20 girls,
and we considered this to be a small number!
The Collegian was not published in 1 942 and
1943, "owing to war conditions". In the 1944
issue, the editor notes the issue "had to be cut
down, but we are glad to have had one at all".
In 1971, the first glossy, colour cover was
included, and this was used to great effect
when the 1998 edition pictured a blazing
image of the Sumner House fire.
A final note: The Archives have all but two
issues of The Collegian, Volume 18
(December 1920) and Volume 20 (December
1 922) - if you happen to have either of these
sitting in some dark space of your home, the
Archivists would love to hear from you!
Photographs and information
from the MLC Archives.
Article compiled by the
Collegian Committee.
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BEAUTY HINTS.
Never go for a bathe without first using face Cream.
Curly hair is obtained by brushing the hair in the moonlight.
Apply, Upper Balcony.
The way to keep the hair tidy is to do it properly and put a band
round it when going to bed.
“ Oatine ” is very good for freckles. Apply to Lorna for further
information.
To develop the shape of the mouth, stand before the mirror and
pull faces for fifteen minutes, F, A. gives the lessons required.
If you want to learn the correct ways of doing hair, apply to
“ one of the leading lights.”
Vaseline is good for the eyes. We believe it improves the lustre
of them. Strange to relate, but it also cleans shoes.
Nails may be cleaned with anything from a pin to the point of a
compass. Chalk dust acts as a good polish for them.
A certain member of .Form VI is longing to have brown neck and
arms. Can anyone supply a method? She guai’antes to try all
suggestions, so you needn’t be shy.
ON DIT.
That umbrellas are useful articles for frightening cows.
That in Branksome half dressing-tables were used at meal times.
That M.L.C. means “More-light Company.”
That it takes three people to measure a circle.
That day girls’ cases have a habit of getting in the way.
That Dauby was sovereign for five years.
That Fanny’s Saturday afternoons at the Grand are becoming
more and more and M-O-R-E exciting.
That Lady "Alison” Macartney has descended to the precincts
of the Tects’ Room at M.L.C.
That this was announced by Miss Kerr, our budding comedian.
That we have learnt that Louis (King of Holland) wrote com
positions, being of a melancholy strain. (Were they as bad as ours?)
That "Moses” is an example of bryophytes. Oh! Poll!! I say,
girls, this won’t do, as it were 1!!
That Maisie has a strong affection for the name “ Bobby.”
That mulberries and bad cream do not agree with the " Six.”
That a certain person strangely enough pref ers “ gnats ” (although
they bite) to other insects, and " nuns “ to priests.
That Durk is getting skinny and is fattening up on bananas.
That Maisie needs " advice,” and gets it at the pictures.
That flowers are imperfect when they’re not all there.
That there is always a “JOKE” in the ‘fects’ room, and till the
members must know it. (Of course.)
. That for a method of cooking sausages in their skins apply to
some of the Form V-ites,
That Maisie is. f.oud of ginger-nuts—of two species.
That “Spasms” delights in wearing gloves to a bush picnic.
That Beatrice is fond of the aristocracy.
That “Poll” is shining in her new play, “There’s Someone at
the Door,” screened by Cartmeticup.
That Lily, never laughs: she only giggles.

Mrs Palmer: "...now, to show how human reflexes work, you can try this. If you've got a baby at home....
Alison: "Ooh, I've got one! No wait, I don't..."
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Class of 2002

Hanara Abang Noordin

Emily Anderson

Michelle Angel

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Em

N/A

Likes:

Likes:

Going to the footy (and yelling loudly)

Milo, West Coast Eagles, free periods, the idea that I've nearly
finished 12 years of school

Dislikes:

N/A

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Monday mornings

My laugh

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Having a lack of underarm hair

Netball/hockey UK Tour 1999

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

Megan in Geography (she knows why) and the Ball

To be a bottle lady for the footy players

Future Aspirations:

I've always wanted to be a preschool teacher

Georgia Averbuj

Alexandra Bagios

Tara Balfe

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

'G', George, Georgina, Gino, Giorgio Armoni, Gia

Alex, Apple, AB, Bage, Bagita

Tarz, Tar-raaaa, Taraya, Tazza, Balfita

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Singing, Drama, chocolates, Zoe's snowballs and lunchtimes

Indie rock, art, music, the 80s, gigs, sub-titled movies,
miLOSH and Laundromats

Body boarding, skiing, rowing, shopping, the bench, sleeping,
parties and phat beats

Dislikes:

Unfair deadlines for handing things in, working and learning
lines
I will be remembered (or:

Singing in class and always getting told off for it and always
asking lots of trivial questions
Best School Memory:

Year 12 Ball, first day of Year 1, all the people I've met and
friends I've gained
Future Aspirations:

To be famous, earn lots of money, marry a hot guy and be
happy!

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Clapping, school, conformity, dried apricots, uniforms ond rules
and commercial radio

Bogans, dole-bludgers and criminals

I will be remembered for:

Rowing in 1999 and 2000, and winning rowing in 2001

Frequently changing hair colour, not usually complying with
the school dress code
Best School Memory:

The Year 12 Ball, and that day in Year 9 when Alex Lekios
stuck dried apricots all over my locker (it's scarred me for life)
Future Aspirations:

Music journalist for Juice magazine, manager/events
promoter/performer in the Music industry

I will be remembered for:

Future Aspirations:

To travel the world and to work creatively in the media
industry, especially in the photography, design and advertising
areas.

Class of 2002

Melody Barker

Nadia Bartrop

Katherine Bennetts
Nickname:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Mel, Smell, Schmee, Smelly, Melly, Melzy

Nada(r), Najda, Nads, Nards, Nard, Nadidar

Kaddy

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Cooking and chocolate

The beach, holidays, the feeling finishing exams,
independence, equality, happy people, having fun with pals!

Summer, the beach, pineapple, the colour blue, chupa chups,
highlighters and rainbows

Dislikes:

People clicking pens or sniffing in class

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Waiting for food to microwave in the Common Room, while
everyone says how we should get a new one. Selfish people
and indecisive people.

Making decisions, winter and people being judgemental

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Being the most annoying member of any Discrete class,
particularly to Katherine and Skeeta (I am sorry), dancing to
my walkman in frees in the Library.

Year 10 horse riding camp and 50 Mile Walk

Injuring myself or change of hair colour
Best School Memory:

Year 9 camp and Mr Comber's Year 8 maths class
Future Aspirations:

To be the chef of my own restaurant called 'The Potato
Factory' situated in California in the USA ond married with 2
or 3 kids

I will be remembered for:

Whoa...steady...steady

Future Aspirations:

To have fun, be happy and be able to sing nicely

Best School Memory:

Being a Year 12 and having more respect from the teachers,
the Ball, Heather Lamont(s), Laura's and my attempt at cake
making and House, Singing, Drama days
Future Aspirations:

To have a fulfilling life (being o professional bum), to be
happy, to enjoy life and always have great friends, enjoy my
job and make a difference.

Jessica Bosman

Kate Boyce

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nickname:

Carling, Car-raaaaa

Jess, Jessie, J-Lo

Katie

Cara Besomo

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Skirls, jewellery, shopping, girlie movies, the beach, being
happy, strawberry everything

Games, the number 4, going out to dinner, long drives,
cheese, chips ond reading

The beach, shopping, pumpkin soup, salada biscuits and sport

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Mushrooms and studying

Getting sick, tomatoes and swearing

The beach, meat (especially pig products), denim and denim,
going to the movies, wasting paper and water

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Never ever wearing a pair of pants!

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Being arguably the laziest, most disorganised person in the
year, never having pens, paper or file, also my vicks inhaler

UK Tour 1999, the fire ond Fun Day (last day of Term 2)

Crazy times in the Common Room! And the boll.
Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

To be happy, healthy ond live life to the fullest

To be an actor, to travel a lot and to be happy!

Year 8 Science, tute time, in classes and the Canberra Tour
Future Aspirations:

Librarian by day... .on broader terms I want to be successful
in whatever I do and be healthy, wealthy and wise

Dislikes:

Hockey

Future Aspirations:

Class of 2002

Jane Bransgrove

Katrina Brouwer

Pippa Bundell

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Jano, Bransy, Jan

Kat, Jamie, Play Dough, Princess Koochi Cutta

Pip, Pippy, Pippy Pie

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Fast cars, Nick's Place kebabs and loud music

Pizza, sun, skinny boys and chocolate

chocolate, pink, summer holidays, canteen chocolate cake,
music, pizza (actually most food)

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Sandy feet, brussel sprouts

Geography and rude people

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

tomato, ham, sitting still and silence

In Year 9 Rowing catching a massive crab, and being chucked
out of the boat, to then be hit by every single oar

Never going to Art, never going to Year 9 Theatre Arts, trying
almost every TEE subject offered and dropping media 4 times

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Europe Tour 2000

Year 9 media film (I was Kelly Slater), Em standing up at
assembly with the wrong year group and stacking it over the
pole, while waving to Mr Row's S&E class

Future Aspirations:

To be rich, have a rich husband and own my own hotel, on a
tropical island

Future Aspirations:

Prove to everyone that the world is flat, and that mankind
never made it to the moon

I will be remembered for:

Always being clumsy and dropping everything, forgetting
things, never doing Chem tests, being a horse in the school
play (Cinderella) and talking a lot
Best School Memory:

Economics camp, school productions, production camps, the
Ball, athletics and swimming carnivals, National Fun Day and
the Melbourne Tour
Future Aspirations:

To live life, have fun and always be happy and never lose
contact with my friends

Tami Caro

Prue Carter

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Tim Tam, Tam

Prudence, Prue-bear, Pruebee

Likes:

Likes:

Chocolate, cookies 'n' cream, ice cream, hanging out with
friends, shopping and going to the beach

White chocolate, pink and blue things, shopping, drama, the
beach, vanilla milkshakes, chick-flicks

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Early mornings, winter, being unclean

Being forced to do things and waiting in queues

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Looking out for people and my smiling face

Melbourne Tour, the ball, Anne of Green Gables, River Cruise,
water fights with CCGS

Best School Memory:

Meeting my friends and building friendships of the people I
have known from being at MLC since Year 1
Future Aspirations:

To be a hairdresser and make up artist and to have a family

Future Aspirations:

Performing somewhere big and having
heaps of fun along the way

Julie Cheng

Class of 2002

Kathryn Clements

Fiona Collin

Amaya Courtis

Nicknames:
Kat, Kattus, Katman, Katto, Loser, Kattie

Nicknames:
Fi, Fifi, Finona

Nicknames:
Maya, May, May-May, Bubs, Maynard

Likes: Clicky pens, hot showers on a cold day, cleanliness,
hot chocolate and a doona watching a movie in the dark as it
pours outside, chocolate Up and Go

Likes:
Tropical fruit, summer, Britney, the colour red, 'Brad', black
Suzuki ASXR 750s, Paul Walker, Sex & the City, shoes,
Fight Club, dance and talking in class

Likes:
Oranges, Israeli boys, sun, beach, water, lettuce, performing,
attention, cookies, Thursdays

Dislikes: The new graphics calculator (39G) if smells gross.
So does the Applicable text book. The state of the Common
Room, Cats, and chicken with feathers on!
I will be remembered for: 'This is not a walkway',
whinging about the Common Room, being so emotional, being
on the Underachievers Club and being on the Drama bookmark!
Best School Memory: Etiquette lessons before the Ball,
'eat at the same rate as your partner', first day of Year 12 and
everyone crammed into the Common Room, Yeor 10 social,
Econs camp, being the ditzy fairy in Cinderella, Random Street
Theatre comp with Alex and Kelly, Year 4 end of school 'camp'.
Future Aspirations: To do something that I enjoy and
make the world just a little brighter and be credited for if, of
course.

Dislikes:
Diet soft drinks, fluorescent lighting, raspberry liquorice, 70s
style housing, being wrong and croquet
I will be remembered for:
My obsession with Giselle Bundchen and taking the Year 10
plastic pig
Best School Memory:
Heaps.. .surfing camp, the fire, Leeuwin, bus adventures, the
Europe Tour....

Dislikes:
Loose hair, being fussed over, dry things like chalk and cotton
balls, nuts
Best School Memory:
When the seagull flew away with my eraser, calling the police
instead of Mrs Lambert, Chorale tour sing-alongs, lunchtime
gomes like the 'laughing dub' (to release good endorphins)
Future Aspirations:
Conquer the world, travel to every corner, live by the ocean

Future Aspirations:
To be on the society page of Vogue

I
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Olivia Creagh

Stephanie Crockett

Annabelle Davies

Name:
Olivia Creagh

Nicknames:
Steph, Blondie, Weffa

Nicknames:
Annie, Braz

Nicknames:
Liv, Liwie

Likes:
Lip balm, white roses, Wednesday nights (because the bulk of
the week is over), the beach, bread butter and vegemite

Likes:
Chocolate, Yallingup, photography, summer, the idea that this
is my last year of school ever!

Dislikes:
sport, getting up early

Dislikes:
Shoes, people touching my sides, eggplant, toes, those four
colour clicky pens

Dislikes:
Getting up in the morning, liquorice and exams

Most memorable moment:
The ball

I will be remembered for:
Hair twirling, always having lip balm

I will be remembered for:
Unintentional evils, when I burnt my toast and the whole
Boarding House had to evacuate and the fire engine came

Future Aspirations:
to travel

Best School Memory:
Europe Tour 2000, Economics Camp 2001, when the seagull
stole the eraser

Best School Memory:
Getting detention for sliding down the stairs in a box, the Ball,
making some of the best friends ever

Future Aspirations:
Travel the world

Future Aspirations:
To become a photographer, have my own magazine, live in
Yallingup and own a Monaro

Likes:
dogs, chocolate, shopping, movies

Class of 2002

Jade Devenish

Janna Di-Lallo

Aleisha Doust

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Janns, Janna Banana, JD, J.Di, Carrot Head

Leish, Dousty

Likes:

Likes:

Custard, chikos, when people play with my hair, travelling,
shopping, media, white chocolate, spaghetti carbonara,
trackie-daks, Home & Away and Sex & the City

Fruit, chewies, shopping, travelling, coffee

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

When people burp, when people swallow loudly in my ear,
when people crunch ice, Hawaiian shirts and guys with long
hair
I will be remembered for:

Running out of the room when someone burps and my hair
colour

Dislikes:

Nothing
Chewie supply
Best School Memory:

Europe Tour 2000
Future Aspirations:

Be happy and live each moment as it comes

Best School Memory:

Europe Tour 2000, when Mrs Colder got up and sung and
acted out Give me a Home Among the Gum Trees
Future Aspirations:

To be a film maker/director, work on Getaway or The Great
Outdoors

Pia Drummond

Kate Dowling

Jacqueline Downie

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Dazza, Matey

Jay, JD

Pea, (Big) Paah

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Chocolate, sport, good music and coffee

Aeroplane orange |uice

The beach, sooty, manicures, toasted marshmallows, 'Romance'
by Ralph Lauren, and winter pyjamas

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Study

Cracking bones and the colour orange

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

'life's a wave, we were born to ride it', sport, always being
on "cleanses"

My bluntness and sarcasm

Canoeing, sausages, Mondays, tuna, intolerant, nasty, dishonest
people and cats

Best School Memory:

Leeuwin Adventure, Exmouth Camp, Whale Shark Camp and
school sport
Future Aspirations:

To always be happy

Future Aspirations:

To travel

I will be remembered for:

Sleeping bag dances, 'A Streetside Named Cafe', long nails,
making a Burt Bacharach cake with Jen for Heather Lamont
Best School Memory:

Too many! Year 9 camp, Interschool Swimming 2002, Europe
Tour 2002, Interschool hockey, Cinderella Production camp,
Heather Lamont Festivals, lunchtimes on the Great Court
Future Aspirations:

To travel, find a job I'm passionate about, be surrounded by
friends and family and be happy
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Alex Edwards

Claire Fenner

Lisa Fievez

Nicknames:
Al, Edwards

Nicknames:
Claire Bear

Nicknames:
Lees

Likes: Iced chocolates, the beach, summer shopping,
sundaes, coloured pens and highlighters, 'bits'

Likes:
Ice cream, roller coasters, the beach, summer mornings

Dislikes: Velvet

Dislikes:
Cats, wobbly desks during exams and feet

Likes:
Red cordial, hyperactivity, sport, my Barina, coca-cola, the
beach

I will be remembered for:
Many personal jokes with Hannah, my laugh, always having
perfect hair (Sunsilk girl)
Best School Memory:
Surfing camp! Year 9 camp, Europe Tour, Kat's cooked
chicken, which still had feathers on it! Mr Tanner (Year 4
teacher), Cinderella Production Camp, playing spotlight in
Hadley Hall. A message in the Bulletin once that said a girl
had lost her blazer, it had an unusually large pocket and was
a different colour. The 2002 Interschool Swimming.

I will be remembered for:
Always chewing gum, being such a 'blonde'
Best School Memory:
The fire, Year 11 Econs Camp, Amanda always sleeping in
Applic class, and of course the Ball and the morning after
Future Aspirations:
Marry a football player

Dislikes:
Bone and joint cracking, driving with Gail, mispronunciations
of my surname (eg feeavo, feeyevezz, feefa)
I will be remembered for:
Constantly talking and laughing, being very loud, and diving
Best School Memory:
Europe Tour 2000, Leeuwin Trip, winning First VIII in 2001
and 2002
Future Aspirations:
To be happy and a physiotherapist and visit Canada

Future Aspirations:
Go on a road trip and drive to Melbourne. To be happy! To set
up a 'dive in', which is like a 'drive in' cinema but at the
beach

Suzanne Fisher

Kelli Fleay

Anna Fogarty

Nicknames:
Suz, Scuzel, Suzannnne (said in a weird Canadian accent)

Nicknames:
Biscuit, Kel

Nicknames:
Fogs, Fogulator, Anna Banana, Dans

Likes:
Drama, George, coffee, Sex and the City, Hayden
Christensen, tulips and chocolate

Likes:
Coke, chocolate and Hayden Christensen

Likes:
Parents always being away! Common Room, toasties, Hungry
Jacks, Brad Pitt, Benicio Del Toro, pizza cheezies, choc milk,
starbursf lollipops and Amber's car Lola

Dislikes:
The MLC canteen, Home and Away, curry and hipster jeans

Dislikes:
People sitting on my pillows, small hands and Boarding House
food

I will be remembered for:
Having goss on everyone and not telling my friends, despite
their antics,'I'm only little....'

I will be remembered for:
The high fidelity dance, constantly dying my hair and Dirty
Dancing in the doorway

Best School Memory:
Doing Year 9 PE with Julz and Jess and just not doing
anything!

Best School Memory:
Being a part of the 'Jackson Six' and blowing up the
microwave

Future Aspirations:
To do something media related - PR, acting, journalism

Future Aspirations:
To be as smart as my mum!

Dislikes:
Animals, schoolwork, not going out and being fold to do more
homework
I will be remembered for:
Always being tanned from Bali, organising the Fun Days,
having the coolest ball befores ever, being L'il Britney and
always talking about the weekend to come/thaf's been.
Best School Memory:
Being inseparable with Anna! National fun day, tribute to Jess
from Big Brother Day, Punk Day, The Ball, cheerleading at
athletics and swimming, dancing on the Common Room table
Future Aspirations:
To be famous - A list!
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Gemma Gartrell

Marielle Gill

Emily Glass

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Gem, Gems, Gemballs, Gemmalumps, Gonks

Em, Emily-Kee, Emuri, Emi-Chan

Likes:

Likes:

BBQ gatherings, the beach.. ..summer! Afternoon naps on
Sundays, The Simpsons, tomato sauce (with a bit of pie) and
of course all ball sports I

Volleyball, chocolate, travel, music, ER

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Magpies....oooh I hate magpies!

My funny sense of humour and always being prepared for
anything

Dislikes:

N/A

I will be remembered (or:

Never backing down on dares, having the most frequent and
creative injuries, sliding down the stairs in a box

Best School Memory:

Year 9 Enviro Studies, year 9 Camp - canoeing with Chloe!
Div 3 gym, Japan Tour 2001, 'Story Time' in year 11, not
doing a whole lot in Applic, Mr Thomas' quirky sense of
humour, the Ball, Alison & Chloe's Lit Orals

Best School Memory:

When Lou found me in the potato sacks
Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

To surround myself with people who make me smile

To travel heaps, to own an estate, to take up some type of
martial arts and to break a world record

Katharine Graham

Piper Grant

Kate Green

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Baff, Grazza

Katie G, Greens, Greeny

Likes:

Pippery Jack, John Joe the Rotten, Pipsqueak, Hyper Piper,
Pipply Poos

Ugg boots, sleep and pub rock

Likes:

Dislikes:

Photography, crazy people, fanned skin, peanut butter and
mustard sandwiches and to make others happy

Having a boogie, dancing on Common Room table to Michael
Jackson, Common Room, weekends and Steve's chocolate
cake

Smelly rowers, interpreters and school sports teachers

Likes:

I will be remembered for:

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Coming to school at recess and leaving just after lunch, in her
ugg boots, selling freddos

Gossip and people touching my neck

Best School Memory:

My afro, doing crazy things, always voicing my opinion (very
loudly)

Work, assignments (most things school related), not going
out because of school (my, how things are going to change
next year) I

Jane getting flung out of the boat and then hitting her in the
head and winning the Head of the River
Future Aspirations:

To rock and roll!

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

My weekend of being gated, Mich stacking it in the Dining
Hall, Year 9 Media video, many many boarding times ie
window to CCGS, Year 10 Enviro camp, Year 9 Enviro Mine
and Em's plot and the fast moving worm, Year 11 Biology
Camp, Em pushing over a tree, pizza and M&Ms
Future Aspirations:

To always be happy

I will be remembered for:

I'll bring the drinks OK'? 'Yeah -1 have a free period',
Best School Memory:

National fun days, free periods, Punk day and dancing with
the Annas
Future Aspirations:

General international fame and fortune.
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Bree Hallett

Paola Harvey

Claire Healy

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Breezo

Claire Bear

Likes:

Likes:

Lemon sorbet, ice cream, Melbourne Footy Club, going on
holiday, playing netball in the rain and M&Ms

Diet Coke, men in suits and Rotto

Dislikes:

Sweat and dirt

Reptiles, feet, my joints cracking, biscuits and Chinese food

I will be remembered for:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

My fabulous laugh

Being a bit fussy with food and my handwriting

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Breakfast at the Dome with friends before school

Year 11 Econs camp, National fun day, the Leeuwin and the
Year 12 Ball

Future Aspirations:

To be a rich, successful briefcase owning business woman
married to a man in a suit

Future Aspirations:

Learn to surf, live a long, happy and fulfilling life doing
something I love!

Jordy Hewitt

Fiona Hope

Emily House

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Fe, Fe Fi Fo Fum, Flee, Fe Fe

Em and sometimes unfortunately Emma

Likes:

Likes:

John Farnham (the Voice), Brett Lee, Jamie Oliver, Little
Lleyton, golf and Adam Scott

Stilettos, chocolate, Latin dancing, Italy, Spain, perfume,
music and coffee

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Monobrows and criticisers of 'The John'

Pretentious people

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Doing the interpretive dance to Enya at last year's Heather
Lamont Festival and for being caught by the teachers at
Geography Camp dancing and hip shaking on top of a chair to
Britney Spears

Quoting the Dalai Lama in Year meeting, always having an
alternative opinion and my perfumes
Best School Memory:

Pip, Julia & Fiona's Interpretive Dance

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

Europe Tour 2000 and going crazy with posters and Lekias
celebrating John Farnham's birthday (1 July 2002)

To help relieve some suffering in the world, own Manolo
Blannik stilettos, to travel throughout the Mediterranean and
Eastern Europe and to become a costume historian

Future Aspirations:

To become a psychologist and maintain my love of John and
golf!
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Zoe Houston

Laura Hurst

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Bozzie, Zo

Loz, Lozza, Hursty, Tiger, Pommie

SJ, Seja, Sarah J, Bertha

Sarah Jeffery

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Sport, boys, bulletins, chocolate and wearing my underwear
above my pants

English lollies, sour lollies, the idea of leaving school, media,
rowing, Turkish delights

Music, singing and kick boxing

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

House activities

Dislikes:

Geography

Stress, rowing, things that smell, eating flowers

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Finding shirts on the side of the road and making them look
good, being a Security Officer and always having gum and
eyeliner

Dancing in the rain with Nadia at recess, winning the head of
the river in 2000, and 2000 horse riding camp

Year 12 Production singing, shocking the socks off Ms Lawson
in a realistic simulation of dying in a Lit Oral

Best School Memory:

Get through TEE, and have my own hotel which I've designed
myself, and wear nice suits to work

Whale Shark Trip

Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

Europe Tour 2000, singing Messiah & Faure, Monti Verdi's
Vespers and meeting friends
Future Aspirations:

Opera singer, to live/work overseas and to be happy forever

To find a hof guy, laugh a lot and be happy!

/jim.
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Emily Jenkins

Julia Jenkins

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Em, Jenkins, Jenkies

Juliairrn, Julz

Em, Emz, Em J, Em-Jo, Emzy, Johnsen

Emma Johnsen

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Summer, being at home on my farm

Black books, all 80s things, quoting, ciabatta, Almost
Famous, The Princess Bride, That 70s Show

Oasis, the weekend, holidays, music, Secret Life of Us, Sex
& the City, Liam Gallagher, Brad Pitt, clothes, shopping,
celebrities, sunnies, hats, my friends and David Beckham

Dislikes:

Having too much homework

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Procrastinating

Dislikes:

Playing Diane at the Boarders' New Girls' Concert

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

The Ball, general funny moments in class

Interpretive Dancing at 2001 Heather Lamont Festival and
being the fat boy in the 2000 Rome play

Bad weekends, studying, had marks, noise when I'm
sleeping/studying, annoying noises, exams, people who are
mean and ugly clothes

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

Take a year off and hopefully do some travelling

2000 and 2002 Head of the River, Japan Tour, Surfing Camp
and River Cruise

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

To be a socialite and live the high life

Oasis
Year 11 Econs Camp, Production camps, throwing things out
of the window in Year 10 maths, the Ball and the Melbourne
Tour
Future Aspirations:

To be happy, have a big cool apartment, travel lots, have a
fun, exciting job, be rich and stay in contact with my friends
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Emma Jones

Kate Jones

Jessica Judd

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Em, EJ, Emmy, Petey

Katie

Jess, Jessie, Juddica, Jessie Poos, Jessie Pie

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Everything to be colourful, Nutella - especially Nutella hot
chocolate, flowers, the beach, laughing and ballet

Movies with friends, the beach, shopping, parties and
functions

Art, music, humour, weekends, fun, school holidays, flowers,
afros and thunderstorms

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Feet, mandarins, the library, computers and getting in bad
moods

Boring parties
Best School Memory:

Maths, Common Room music, dodgy classroom heaters,
clapping in the morning, the canteen and Claremont

I will be remembered (or:

Year 12 Ball

I will be remembered for:

Swimming and my Tupperware and lunches

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

To get rid of my stammer and set up my own business
running stuttering courses to help people of all ages

For practically living in the Art room during Year 12 and
making up haikus in Physics and Art

So many.... Chem, hugs with Pirrie, Europe Tour 2000,
winning IGSSA Swimming 2001 and all the other fantastic
memories that I've shared with special friends at MLC

Best School Memory:

Crazy Common Room and Art room conversations
Future Aspirations:

To travel the world and start my own Art movement

Future Aspirations:

To he a ballerina, travel the world and have fun!

Julia Lee

Sarah Kavanagh

Janelle Lagrange

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Kavs

Nellie, Nel

Dula, Julz, Julia-wonkey

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Dogs, tigers and being controversial

Singing, chocolate, Sizzler, summer, the beach

Dislikes:

Playing the piano, my sister and my cats, Swiss chocolate and
German gummy bears

Fiddling with computers, cold weather and wasting paper

Dislikes:

Rude people, stress, barbershop pants and vests

I will be remembered for:

Having the biggest smile of the year

Singing, computers, arguments, Lit and French Vocab tests
and sport.

Chorale Tour! And of course, the ball

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Stacking it on stage in Year 8/9 Production in 1999

Playing the piano at everything

Being in every choir

Future Aspirations:

To become THE Kavanagh QC (remember that TV show)

Best School Memory:

When Saba Salman fell off the stage in Cinderella and the
horse riding camp in Year 10
Future Aspirations:

To do something worthwhile and that I like

Dislikes:

Best School Memory:
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Sophie Lee

Mimi Leith

Alex Lekias

Nicknames:
Soph

Nicknames:
Meems, Mim, Mimo, Meeso

Nicknames:
L'alex, Al, Baonanche Petra, Le Karkeys, Al-pal, fun size

Likes:
Hard hats, tractors, steel capped boots, Tracey Chapman's
voice

Likes:
School, Europe Tour 2002, laughing, singing, making up
songs with Amaya

Likes: 80s, kitsch, hyjins, tomfoolery, 'bear' jokes, vintage,
art, hats, quoting, promenading quickly, dressing up, sarcastic
butlers and snow peas

Dislikes:
Guys with female attributes

Dislikes:
Seafood, the 'help' desk in the IT centre

Dislikes: Bananas, man children, standard poodles,
harpsichords and carnies

I will be remembered for:
Slipping to the CCGS gates every lunch at exactly 12.50pm

I will be remembered for:
Music, drama, attention seeking behaviour

Best School Memory:
When the school burnt we had workmen there every day

Best School Memory:
Europe Tour 2002, Melbourne Tour 2001, making up songs,
everyday routine of seeing everyone I love!

I will be remembered for:
Being typecast as the comic relief in every play, founding a
religious cult; Papparumdas and an artistic movement;
Petravism, making 'Scitec' sound effects and being a bit silly

Future Aspirations:
To own a construction site

Future Aspirations:
To be happy

Best School Memory:
Doing various Heather Lamont pieces involving Minesotan
accents (ie 4 Streetsign Named Cafe), sleeping bag dances
and German skits about gingerbread men with Kelly, and
when I found myself on the tickets for the Year 8/9
Production... when I was in Year 10
Future Aspirations:
To move to Melbourne and own my own Roller Disco or host
a seldom watched cult TV show on Access 31 or cable

Janice Lesmana

Hannah Li

Joanne Lilly

Nicknames:
Moo Cow

Nicknames:
Han, Hannahbanana, Han-nah! Hanaleus, Hanamizuko

Nicknames:
Jo, Jojo, Jily, Lillian

Likes:
Cold weather, rainy days, snow, weekends, movies, expensive
sports cards, food and money

Likes: Spontaneous harmony, Pascal's triangle, laughing (at
dumb Chem jokes), Julia's and my symbolic dance, 'good calls',
Moreton Bay Fig, String Quartet and Scotland

Likes:
Music, the beach, starburst lollies

Dislikes:
Geography classroom, geography textbook, geography tests,
anything related to geography, including beef and cattle

Dislikes: Applic (subject, not class), doing work when you
could either put it off or skip instead, not proving formulas we
have to 'just accept', being taught lies (you can get the log of
a negative number) I Being hungry and Peter Sculthorpe

I will be remembered for:
Eating all sorts of 'exotic' food
Best School Memory:
Days of 'I'll study at least one and a half hours every night
starting from today onwards', 'can I borrow your VCD/DVD
and your laptop tonight'?
Future Aspirations:
Inventing dried sunflower seed cracker machine, being very
rich that I couldn't finish all my money even after I travel
around the world, buy an island, 12 mansions, 4 yachts, 15
Ferraris and a coconut tree to put in the island.

I will be remembered for: Hannah's constant, my blue
jumper with ears on the hood, collecting birthdays, 'this one
time, on mine/Chem/Japan camp...'
Best School Memory: Psyching out teachers, Chem with
Mrs Lewis, debating, Japan, Robbie Williams and Afro Ken,
playing Perfect Match, antipsychotic tissues, Japanese role
plays in Year 8-10, skiing down the Great Court in Year 8
Future Aspirations: To perfect 'Hannah's Constant' and
get it accepted by the wider scientific community, expand on
my musical compositions and have my own country

Dislikes:
Self-centeredness and country music
I will be remembered for:
Doing the writing on the leavers' jumpers
Best School Memory:
Hale/MLC Whale shark camp and Chem classes with Mrs
Lewis
Future Aspirations:
Undecided
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Grace Lindsay

Weijuan (Amanda) Marie Liok

Amy Litton
Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Gracey, shorty, grass

Munda, Mumaduh, Cant Say No Girl

Aimes

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Ice cream, chatting, hanging with my mates, veging to great
music

Staying awake in class and being very attentive

Chocolate, sport, pizzo, shopping and holidays

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Waking up at 8.25am for morning exams

Homework and mean people

Kylie

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Always being hoppy and organised

My well formulated opinions in P&L

Not my face, not my personality, but my mini finger. And my
chronic fatigue problem!

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Leeuwin, 50 Mile Walk ond our great Year group

My Row and his fashion advice

Past midnight roaming for food in the boarding house

Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

To be happy and to travel widely

To be on the radio and to travel the world

Beauty school dropout, scholar in residence, and.. .lighting up
Broadway, boby!

Anna Longwood

Emma-Lee Lovett

Best School Memory:

Porcia Maley

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Span, Shorty, Spanno, Slugger

Em, Em'sta, Emmy

Porsche, Giant, Lanky

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Sport, food, being outside

Food, looking at myself in the mirror and the beach

Lindt chocolate, hot Milo (when the machine isn't being too
stingy), my friends, Germany and having fun

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Lectures, annoying people, hoir on peoples clothes

Feet on the bed - feet on anything

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Supposedly killing a sea slug, breaking my toe while walking
over the gym mat, never wearing school uniform

Standing up with the Year 12s in Assembly in Year 9 (an
accident)

Awkward silences, brussel sprouts, most forms of strenuous
physical activity (yes I know I am a rower)!

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Winning the First VIII2001 and 2002

My plot with Piper in Year 9, Michelle M stacking it in the
Dining Hall, Media film in Year 9, Year 11 Biology camp,
M&Ms on pizza

Future Aspirations:

Represent Australia in something, and to enjoy whatever
comes my way

Future Aspirations:

To work in the Medio and become rich ond famous

I will be remembered for:

Who knows? Probably rowing or something Drama related.
I'd like to think I'll be remembered for just being me!
Best School Memory:

Tricky... .Year 10 horse riding camp? Or maybe Year 11
Dromo Night - doing School for Scandal. Two First VIII Head
of River wins would have to come close.. .but it will probably
be the last day of school I
Future Aspirations:

To have the entire world worship me and do what I say! Then
we'd have world peace (no Porcia - then we'd hove a
dictatorship). Fine then, just to be happy.
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Amber Martin

Lucy Marks

Dayna Maroni

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Lou

Donya

Ambs, Ambular

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Older men

Freo Dockers, food (I'm always eating), Bremer Bay, Charlie
and Passions

Lola Corolla, Nick's kebabs, good music, late nights and long
sleep ins

Dislikes:

Other years on the bus

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

1 will be remembered (or:

The Suburbans

Coming to school in school uniform on free dress day

Noisy people at night, netball training, Boarding House
showers and 1 ply toilet paper

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

Singing and tabletop dancing in the Common Room

Dalgornnga Mine, wet floors, showers and needles

My black eye, never being at school, 'The Gamuler', talking
about Bremer

Future Aspirations:

To live on my own tropical island

Best School Memory:

Em Anderson's so called 'trip', water fights with Christ Church
and making heaps of really cool friends

Best School Memory:

Stacking it in the canteen in Year 11 (in front of everybody),
in Year 8 ruining Kallie's shirt in RE
Future Aspirations:

To be happy

Future Aspirations:

Early Childhood teacher, marry the perfect man (if there is
such a thing) and live happily ever after

Annaliese Mason

Michelle Matthews

Michelle Mattinson

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

None that I know of....

Mich

Smartie, M&Ms, Trish 'the hairdresser'

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Reading, hockey and all the other usual stuff

Listening to music, playing sport, eating and hanging out with
friends

'Its all coming back to me now' - Celine Dion and the
Bermuda Triangle

School, clocks and other evil time keeping devices

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

People who suddenly stop walking in corridors and Maths

Sideburns

Purple eyes

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Being handpicked out of the entire Athens choir in Year 9 for
being on an 'off' note

Never wearing any shoes in class and always eating in class

Dislikes:

I enjoyed most of the school camps, probably Exmouth now
I've had time to forget the Spinifex and 12kg packs
Future Aspirations:

To have future aspirations, just kidding, probably to study
genetic engineering or write a book

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Europe Tour 2000

Laughing all the time with friends

Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

To be happy

To be a Marine Biologist, marry and have children and have a
big house with maids
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Josie McKeown

Natalie McManus

Katie McNamara

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Jose, Yoshi, Josie Grassy

Not, Natty, Brat

Mac, Maccie

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Steve's chocolate cake, freddos, iron men and free periods

Computers, golf, hockey, work, dancing, driving, Backsheet
Boys, singing to sad songs, Instep, my tute group

Music, Drama, apple juice, food, weekends, summer, cocktails
and the beach

Dislikes:

Pushy people ond school bothers

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

My cousins, braces, being told off for nothing, missing the
bus, not having my own car, white out, the common room

Early mornings.. ..actually mornings in general, Hungry Jacks
and cold weather

Thumbs up! Making stupid jokes about everything and 'tuning
the radio'
Best School Memory:

Boating in Year 12 Marine (nautical theme), rowing and
winning the Head of the River in 2001 & 2002
Future Aspirations:

To marry an iron man and to be happy

I will be remembered far:

I will be remembered for:

Being related to Rove, crying heaps, doing my assignments a
day before they are due and getting a good mark

Living the furthest away from school so consequently having
multiple 'homes'

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Me and Jane cheated on tests in Year 9 and teachers thought
I was getting smarter...

2001 Cinderella Production comp, Year 9 camp, parts of The
Boll, Productions, jumping into the river in our PE uniform

Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

Either help my cousin on his show, or go to Notre Dame and
get my nursing certificate, or work at Seaworld or
Dreamworld, or go on Big Brother or The Mole

To travel lots and lots and do something in theatre

r2
Anna McRostie

Marla Menon

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

N/A

Macca, Spandex, Big Mac, AJ Mac, Dans

Marlz

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Sunny days and big warm hugs

Food, Hungry Jacks, Amber's car 'Lola', conteen, Common
Room, Brad Pitt, pizzo cheezies, choc milks, Starburst
lollipops, when Emma brings me lollies, Benicio Del Toro

Black, coke, music, almost anything with sugar

Sally McNaughton

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Dislikes:

6am fire drills, Boarding House food, 5 o'clock curfew and
Chemistry

Setting up people for school social events and things not
working of all

All animals, people telling me what to do, dirty stuff,
schoolwork, exercise, not going out and days without frees

Spinning my pen, wearing black, having cool fextas and pens

Fake personalities ond Monday mornings

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Year 10 camp to Exmouth

My Hungry Jacks obsession, random crazy moods and being
inseparable with Anno

My 18th, nights at the Boarding House, pizzo in the park in
Year 11, Year 11/12 English lessons ond the 'afters'

Future Aspirations:

To enjoy whatever I end up doing

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

National fun day, tribute to Jess from Big Brother doy, punk
day, sitting in the Common Room, being crazy like, the Ball,
cheerleading at Attis, free periods, dancing on the Common
Room table

To be hoppy and have no regrets, 'don't let your fears stand
in the way of your dreams'

Future Aspirations:

To be a 'Getaway' host
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Andrea Meyerowitz

Denitza Mironov

Chloe Mitchell

Nicknames:
Angea, Andre, Dre, Andrina, Ren, Meyo, Witzy

Nicknames:
Denny, Den

Nicknames:
Chloe, Chlo

Likes:
Walking into accounting half way through the lesson (every
lesson)! To go for coffee, Hungry Jacks and lunch with mum
during school

Likes:
Dancing, soccer, painting, travelling, the colour yellow, oriental
lilies, rain photos, grapefruits and feta cheese

Likes: All the good things about life that make me happy, I
like laughing, music (all kinds), food, TV, shopping, being with
friends and the beach

Dislikes:
Feet, being told what to do and Mondays

Dislikes:
Cats, war, cockroaches, spiders, brussel sprouts, carrots,
coriander, parsley, mushrooms (mostly animals and food)

Dislikes:
Getting out of the car at school when her mum drops her off
I will be remembered for:
Nof doing homework, excuses for not wearing correct uniform
or not going to class

I will be remembered for:
Nof much

Best School Memory:
She wasn't there much

Best School Memory:
The time spent with my friends, 50 Mile Walk, Year 9 camp
when Chloe got her hair stuck in the rope, the banana song
by Em and Lea

Future Aspirations:
To marry a millionaire and go to Jamaica and start an
organisation that prevents students from attending
class....ever.

Future Aspirations:
To live in Paris in an apartment with a balcony, to paint, have
hot coffee and croissants and to be a doctor and work in 3rd
world countries helping sick children

I will be remembered for: Being Head Girl I guess,
also having a fairly loud laugh and shouting down the
microphone at assembly
Best School Memory: Year 9 camp - we were abseiling
down a cliff and my hair got jammed in my Figure 8 and I was
stuck hanging by my hair on the cliff! In Year 11, if would have
to be winning the mime with Fe and the Japan Tour.
Future Aspirations: To be rich and famous! To become an
Orthodontist or a lawyer, to travel the world, get married and
have kids, be the first female Prime Minister of Australia, attend
every tennis grand slam, have a box at the Hopman Cup and to
be happy and fulfilled no matter what I do!

<

Pirrie Moffat

Megan Moir

Kelly Morgan

Nicknames:
Spirit, Piz, Tink

Nicknames:
Megs, Megsy

Nicknames:
Kell, Kellsa, Kellmeister

Likes:
Rainbow freddos, bananas, pyjamas, dreaming, coloured
pens, cornflakes, 'Bits'

Likes:
Richmond Tigers, Rolling Stones, Elton John, Year 10 exam
leave, Dawson's Creek

Likes:
Beaches, cleanliness, talking, having fun, drama and travelling

Dislikes:
Oversized uniforms, crooked highlighting, canoeing, wheat
silos and the word 'bear'

Dislikes:
Fire drills during Dawson's, fire drills at 6am, fire drills!
Bureaucracy, feet and pumpkin

I will be remembered for:
My racing drive for swimming, my dreams, and the sleeping
bag dances

I will be remembered for:
Asking a certain Maths teacher to the biggest year 12 event
(excluding leavers - but let's not rule out the possibly yet) I

Best School Memory:
Gym, surfing camp, Europe Tour, running crazily around the
oval with Bree whenever we had excess energy and 'S-Club'
diving

Best School Memory:
Installing an intercom with Chevonne and Fi Plaisted in Year

Future Aspirations:
To work in New York and Australia for large businesses in a
powerful and important position, save the bear and enjoy life.
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10
Future Aspirations:
I will retreat into a mellow lifestyle through working in a
quaint bookstore. The highlight of my week will include
attending a Swing Dancing Club every Wednesday evening.

Dislikes:
The smell of tuna, noises during exams, fire drills on really hot
days and biting my tongue again and again
I will be remembered for:
Telling animated stories and speaking very fast
Best School Memory:
Heather Lamont Festivals and Production Camps
Future Aspirations:
To travel lots and be an actor or work as a lawyer in a big
building like Ally McBeal
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Justine Morrison

Alison Nadebaum

Sarah Newman

Nicknames:
Jus, Jussy, Juzzy Bean, J.Mo

Nicknames:
Albie, Snon, Tweed

Nicknames:
Sah, Sah-Sah, Newmie, Nooman

Likes:
Lip gloss, Britney, J.Lo, strawberries, bright colours, peanut
butter chocolate ice-creams, flowers, smiling, lollies

Likes:
Drama, Hadley Hall (especially the wings), Lit orals, hymns,
ravens, analogies, top hats, the costume cupboard, and
making lists

Likes:
Ferrets, hockey, 70s physic videos, drawing, Op shopping and
Lindt chocolate

Dislikes:
Dieting, being cold, greasy hair, cotton wool, sad people
I will be remembered for:
Laughing at anything, wearing too much lip gloss, having
paint all over my uniform
Best School Memory:
Europe Tour 2000, the ball, school productions, dance class
Future Aspirations:
To have fun, to have the coolest wardrobe in the world, and
become Britney and J.Lo combined (don't think I have much
chance on that one happening!)

Dislikes:
Sport, smelly classrooms, corruption (eg House colours),
atoms, microphones, disrespectful people... and tomato
sauce and beef cooked in a pot
I will be remembered for:
Being the ex-principals niece, playing Antigone, going on
Melbourne Tour twice, always being in the drama department
office, crazy Lit orals
Best School Memory:
All the crazy lunchtimes, all the drama productions,
Shakespeare Festival, and directing Sparta play to victory

Dislikes:
Being on the end, fake people, man children, scrunchies and
being wrong
I will be remembered for:
Having the most evil laugh, drawing, hand massages and
tantrums
Best School Memory:
Jumping in the river in my PE uniform, Europe Tour, surfing
camp, Bill walk, playing tricks on Mrs Lewis in Chem
Future Aspirations:
Travel and do lots of interesting things

Future Aspirations:
To be happy, healthy and arty.. .and revolutionise the
education system in my spare time

Jo Nixon

Kirsty Norvilas

Louise O'Halloran

Nicknames:
Jo, Nixon, Jo-ness, Nixon-ness, Josephine in her flying
machine

Nicknames:
N/A

Nicknames:
Lou, Lou Lou

Likes:
Good coffee, dancing and theatre (the simple things)

Likes: Sport, knee high ugg boots, the beach, Rotto, Dome
foccacias and toe socks

Dislikes:
Buses, time restrictions and compulsory conditions

Dislikes: Sushi, prac books, the seagulls of the Great Court
and cockroaches

I will be remembered for:
Not turning up and being tall

I will be remembered for:
My first driving attempt on Kallie's farm and then failing my
L's (the multi choice test), coming to first period with wet hair
and smelling of chlorine

Likes:
Chocolate, weekends, summer, the beach
Dislikes:
Mornings, bus schedules and those Year 10s
I will be remembered for:
Wrote my name on Australian English Competition as Nixon
Joanne haha..suppose you had to be there!
Best School Memory:
Year 10 Exmouth camp and finishing Year 12.
Future Aspirations:
To live and love life to the full.

Best School Memory:
Year 11 Drama night
Future Aspirations:
To be a great mind

Best School Memory:
Winning the 2002 Interschool Swimming, drawing with Christ
Church in netball, 'Punk Day' at the end of Term 2, going to
Dome for breakfast on friends' birthdays, UK Tour 1999 and
sitting on the Great Court at lunch
Future Aspirations:
To travel to every country in the world, but ultimately live in
Perth - I'd miss my friends and family too much if I left for
good!
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Michelle Ovens

Nicole Ovens

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Shell, Mish

Nic, knickers

Bon, Bonita, Boney (hmm...)

Bonnie Parker

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Ugg boots, basketball, food, snoopy, exclamation marks, big
red ticks and the beach

Eating, especially chocolate, hugs, dressing up, vanilla ice
cream, drama, laughing

Dislikes:

Food, Britney Spears, AFL, the beach, scissors, handbags,
Prince William, Paul Medhurst, Steven Armstrong, Anikin
Skywalker, Brad Pitt, David Beckham and summer

Economics, wearing sports shoes without socks and Lit

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Velvet, sound of foam packaging, hair and mosquitoes

Really loud Year 8's in the library, how the Barclay girls get all
the computers, the rising prices in the canteen

Dislikes:

Buffet style lunches and my general disorganisation

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Being the biggest Britney Spears fan

School camps, doing various crazy things in class to try and
psyche out our teachers, our weird calc discussion, the School
Ball

School gym and surfing camp

Typecasting, the time I got sent out of Mrs Calder's maths
class for quoting The Babysitters Club's "I've been to the
moon..."

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

To become a Britney Spears backup dancer

Dressing up in our free period, winning the Swimming in

To travel the world with friends
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Future Aspirations:

To be happy; perhaps journalism, something to do with the
arts/media. Leave Perth and become cultured

Michelle Parkin

Liberty Paterson

Rachael Pearse

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Shell, Shello, Shelley, Parkin, Parky, Eeno, Minyella, Sped

Libby, Lib, Liberty Rose, Bibby, Libiswar Patiswar

Rach, Rachy

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Making rude noises, befriending inanimate objects, dressing
up, having no shame and energy drinks

Freddos, Diet Coke, going to the Dome on Sundays (or any
time)

Water skiing and holidays

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

Stockings and Boarding House food

Magpies and people yelling at me for making rude noises

Getting harassed by Year 8s (very scary)

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

The 'food supply' - my mum's baking

Permanent, incurable, hiccups (and other miscellaneous crazy
noises), 'miracle arm' in Year 10 production and always
having an energy drink at hand

Getting hit by a car on Friday night, and going to the Scotch
Ball on Saturday night. Living in Yarraloola (near
Pannawonica)

The unplugged episodes, the cookie incident, the water fights
with CCGS and Michelle's singing in Athens choir

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Year 10 maths, Melbourne Drama tour, Econs camp, singing
Celine in the Common Room, making up dances in year 12
House acts and National Fun Day

The Ball (pre and post) and most of Year 12

Future Aspirations:

To be one of those old women on Today Tonight with 40 cats
in her house or to live in a VW kombi in the rainforest.

Future Aspirations:

Not to get hit by any more cars, become the Wheel of
Fortune girl (or if that doesn't eventuate) become a nurse

Dislikes:

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

To go to Milan and be an artist
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Chevonne Perera

Leah Perkins

Hannah Perlman

Nicknames:
Chev

Nicknames:
Han, Hannie, Hannie Paps

Likes:
Shoes, clothes, Year 10 Study Vac and music
Dislikes:
Year 9 English, insects and sport

Likes: Mint slices, marble chocolate, anything edible except
carrots, Sex & the City, talking a lot, Roman the French
model guy, 'Push If by Salt & Pepper, Baywatch Hawaii (it's
actually a good show)

I will be remembered far:
Excessive participation in sport

Dislikes: The name 'Hannie Papsmear', velvet or plush,
hobbit feet, fat fingers (chode fingers)

Best School Memory:
Intercoms (Year 10), CCGS wafer fight, the alley, House
activities (soccer and barn dancing) and heaps of Boarding
House memories

I will be remembered for:
Annoying Mrs Lewis, going to the toilet a lot during class,
having a lot of personal jokes with Alex, squashing Jen at the
lockers every day and talking a lot

Future Aspirations:
Own my own fashion label

Best School Memory:
There are so many! School gym, S club diving, all camps, the
Bill walk, the Ismini play (Year 9 English), funny stuff all the
time!
Future Aspirations:
To go to Mauritius and be in the society pages of Vogue

Leanna Perret

Kate Peters

Julia Rhodes

Nicknames:
Leah, Leanna Banana, 'Lee-Ahh'

Nicknames:
KP, Katen, Katems

Nicknames:
Juli-A, Julz, Zluj, Chook

Likes:
Mr Darcy, MBFQ 'Scotland', bubbles, spontaneously bursting
info song, Le Petit Prince

Likes:
Sleeping in, weekends, sport and music (most types)

Likes:
Confetti, Radiohead, faithless, canteen chocolate cake and
Venetian blinds

Dislikes:
Out-of-tuneness, cockroaches, selfishness and being wrong

Dislikes:
Early mornings, weekdays and homework (most types)

I will be remembered for:
Being called the violin girl

I will be remembered for:
Playing trumpet and singing, parking in the teacher's car park,
'all I want to do is go home and roll around on the floor'

Best School Memory:
Messiah & Albany Tour, debating, barbershop and My Fair
Lady (orchestra)

Best School Memory:
2002 Chorale Tour, conducting Rome choir, Year 11 Econs
camp, going to the beach for PE

Dislikes:
WPs, meat, glittery nail polish
I will be remembered for:
My 'black aura', 'dark streak' and 'disturbed nature'
Best School Memory:
The blood nose that wasn't!
Future Aspirations:
To buy Amber a bus
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Emma Richards

Effie Ross

Carla Ryan-Wilkins

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Richo, Emi Spems, Ems, Em Rich

Eftpos, Ethel, Elfie, Effman, Fla

Twinkles

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Speedos, firemen, Rotto, the beach, Bali, sport and summer

Chocolate cake, Gone With The Wind, Gomez, The Clash, The
Smiths

Music, The Smashing Pumpkins, Moby, George, summer
holidays, The Secret Life of Us and coffee

Dislikes:

Winter

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

People that don't like coconut, 3 nugget happy meals with
orange juice

Ads on radio and TV and narrow mindedness

I will be remembered for:

The 'episode' at a City Beach party in year 11, talking
through Chem classes and driving Mrs Lewis gradually insane

Thumbs up, getting a detention in Year 8 for pushing Annie
down the stairs in a box (with Lucy, Gemma, Jane & Kallie)
Best School Memory:

Not doing any work 'we have a test now'?

I will be remembered for:

Boating for Year 12 Marine Studies

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

The Ball, Year 10 mine camp

Lunchtimes in Year 10 and Mrs Lewis' Chem class

To be happy and healthy

Anne Salter

Future Aspirations:

Future Aspirations:

To be a star of the stage, screen and radio (the next Ava
Gardner or Audrey Hepburn)

Medical research or psychiatry

Kaitlyn Scanned

Amber Shergis

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Annie, Salty

Kay, Kait, Peas, Girl

Ambs, Ambsie, Brambles, Bambie

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Steve's chocolate cake, weekends, 'The Muscle'

Golf, food and shopping

Dislikes:

Boys, film, rain, snow, the Foo Fighters, Goo Goo Dolls,
writing, weekends, parties and holidays

Green clothing and annoying noises

Dislikes:

Early mornings

I will be remembered for:

TV programs (most), mornings, school, olives, tomatoes, the
colour green (after being at MLC)

Being the cleanest, tidiest person on the Europe Tour 2000

'Do you have a cold'? 'So what's happening this weekend'?

Dislikes:
I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

Year 11 Economics Camp and Leaving

1 don't want to play anymore', speaking my mind, being a
princess because my cousin set up his own country in Australia
in protest of the succession (Prince Leonard).

50 Mile Walk - great achievement

Future Aspirations:

Live life to the fullest with no regrets

Best School Memory:

The Ball or graduating (I'm anticipating that it will be great)
Future Aspirations:

When I grow up I want to be a fairy princess.. ..as long as
I'm happy I don't care.

Future Aspirations:

To be bought a bus
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Katherine Smith

Carly Steinepreis

Jennifer Stevens

Nicknames:
Katti, Kissren, Willy's Woman, Smithy, Kafen

Nicknames:
Carlos, Carls, Cariosity Viscosity, Carly-Anne

Nicknames:
Jen, Jenno, Jenny-jen-jen-jen, Jennifwaah, Jennifart, Yennifer

Likes:
Talking

Likes:
Shoes, toe socks, photos, berri orange juice, peanut butter on
toast, ice cream, M&Ms and peppermint crisp

Likes:
Summer, dogs on the back of utes, little cartons of milk, true
friends, people, Roman the French model man, Rottnest,
dancing, retail therapy, Ben from the Big Arvo, Billy Elliot,
water skiing, picnics and bomby cars

Dislikes:
PE, sport, House activities, Inferhouse swimming, Interhouse
athletics, cross country and participating in sport in general
I will be remembered for:
Never shutting up, pathetic excuses for not attending sport eg
I'm allergic to the sun
Best School Memory:
Hasn't occurred yet... leaving
Future Aspirations:
To become a Sexologist in the Army Reserve

Dislikes:
Crooked highlighting, ugly titles, tomatoes, com, original
flavoured Lays, greasy hair, piggy noises when eating and
messy looking people
I will be remembered for:
'Let's be real cool', the best mug, river cruise afters and my
squeal
Best School Memory:
School gym, surfing camp, Year 9 camp, Lou sitting on a wet
chair in Chem, friendships, cooking pancakes in a Breville
maker with Janna on Geog camp

Dislikes: Men with hairy backs, hair in the drain, my hair,
insincerity, the 'Lady with Serpent's Tail' statute, Speedos and
new bom babies
I will be remembered for:
The big stacks in Year 9 English and at Year 9 Aths party, my
assembly handshake, getting squished at my locker each day
by Honnah
Best School Memory:
'The Bill' walk, all the school camps, 'Ismini' play 'kalamarri.. .arri.. .arri'

Future Aspirations:
To be perfect, to live on the beach in a modern mansion with
a sexy husband, 2 kids, a convertible Mercedes and a
permanent masseuse, and to be happy

Future Aspirations:
Live by the beach with Roman (see above), a couple of
kiddies and a nice dog or two

Dayna Thompson

Nicola Thompson

Serenna Tjahyadikarta

Nicknames:
Daynz, Dayn, Thommo

Nicknames:
Nicky, Noddle, Nick

Likes:
Shopping, listening to music, travelling

Likes:
Pigs, art, cork wedges

Dislikes:
Homework

Dislikes:
Vegemite and bitchiness

I will be remembered for:
Being the shortest Year 12

I will be remembered for:
My tragic relationships

Best School Memory:
The Ball!

Best School Memory:
The Ball and the Common Room

Future Aspirations:
Travel, to be happy in what ever job I choose plus get married
and have kids

Future Aspirations:
Work as an Art Curator in the Tate Museum in London
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Pip Tompson

Paris Townsend

Kelly Tuck

Nicknames:
Pip, Pippa, Philadelphia Cheese, Tommo, Pippo, Pippie

Nicknames:
Ted, Teddy, Paprika, Paz, Pazza, Pazman, Parisimo, Parie,
Bubushka, Princess Paris in Pink

Nicknames:
Kell (and all that rhymes)

Likes:
The beach, Queensland, sun and fun, summer, Moby, U2,
Crowded House, sheoaks, hotel lobbies, squishy cows,
pineapples, club sports, coconuts, Rupert Reid, Justin Norris,
Essendon (Dean Solomon - No 7)
Dislikes: Pepper, being told to study, winter, politicians,
anchovies and strawberry seeds
I will be remembered for:
Interpretive Dance, Jess J's and my haiku poems, having a
pigeon on my head, queen of ugg boots, my frog pencil case
and drama
Best School Memory:
Melbourne Tour 2001, the fire, first day of school and last
day of school

Likes:
Lace, daisies, white, butterflies, oriental lilies, twirly skirls and
Ben Harper.

Likes:
My friends, music, art, going out and driving
Dislikes:
Homework, studying and being bored

Dislikes:
cats and only cats

I will be remembered for:
Not doing much, weird hilarious convo's with Emily Jenkins

I will be remembered for:
My carefree nature, laughing lots and making everyone else
laugh

Best School Memory:
Having a useless memory

Best School Memory:
Drama Tour, Economics Comp, Europe Tour, National Fun Day
and Pink Day

Future Aspirations:
Be an educated bum!

Future Aspirations:
To marry Ben Harper!

Future Aspirations:
University of Queensland or Sydney, work in the Whitsundays,
travel and be happy

Kallie Turner

Sofia Varano della Vergiliana

Sita Vij

Nicknames:
Sof, Slofia, Sofadies

Nicknames:
Skeeta, Siddharta, Seeti

Likes:
Food, Matt and Annie

Likes:
Sports cars, the beach, ice cream, music and travelling

Dislikes:
Sport and attending compulsory functions

Dislikes:
Slow drivers and boredom

I will be remembered for:
Foolishness, energy, craziness, wacky comments, vulgar
humour and gas

I will be remembered for:
My afro wig

Best School Memory:
When the red car fried to kidnap Katherine and I
Future Aspirations:
To become male, live in a combi van and own a nursing home
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Best School Memory:
Will be the day I leave....forever
Future Aspirations:
Inspiration is the number one cause for success'
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Yee Yen Voon

Jessica Wallis

Sally Watkins

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Yen

Jess, Wally, Jessie, Jesska, 'Trish's client Cassandra'

Sal

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Nice people and chocolate. I can't live without it

Sleep, the beach, summer, avocado on toast, mango,
sarongs, flowers, mocha chip gelare ice-cream

Frees, strawberries, Rotto, Britney, Sydney, the beach, boys,
shopping and Java juice

Dislikes:

People taking things and not returning them and mean people

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Nature, ham, man children, spaghetti & meatballs

Complaining that my grades are not good enough

Winter, the thought of driving, walking distances at a fast
pace, olives, seafood

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

Getting free Lays chips after the Year 6/7 Social in the
Common Room

Being Trish's (hairdresser) one and only client, talking too
much

Always being late, never attending a full week of school,
always being with Jess, colour co-ordinating my entire
wardrobe

I will be remembered for:

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

Best School Memory:

Haven't thought that far

Europe Tour 2000, National Fun Day!

The Ball and afters, Year 11 Econs camp, Common Room,
surfing camp, winning head of the river

Future Aspirations:

To be happy!

Future Aspirations:

To move to Sydney and to be happy

__
Penelope West

Carly Williams

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Penny, Westy

Carls, Baris, Carly Baris, Carly Barly, Muffin

Em, Emsy, Mule, Chicken, BQ

Emma Williams

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Horses, sport, free periods and country life

Mee Goreng, Enjo

Australian music (Alex Lloyd) and film, Freo and Subi
Markets, the beach, 'B' magazine, friends and white
chocolate

Dislikes:

Dislikes:

City life

Spring cleaning

I will be remembered for:

I will be remembered for:

Dislikes:

my love of horses and my impersonation of a horse
Best School Memory:

Mee goreng binges, 'Dear Liza..and my expressional
forehead

WP's, wigga pop, done-like clothes, dishonest people, fake
people, Connell House, otherwise not much else!

Boarding in Years 8-10 with Nudgie (Burnside House rules)!

Best School Memory:

I will be remembered for:

Future Aspirations:

The Boarding House and all the people in it

Being the lithe fairy at the Ball

Own an Australian stock horse stud

Future Aspirations:

Best School Memory:

To study Occupational Therapy, go to France/Italy and the
Wild Blue Yonder

Year 10 horse riding camp
Future Aspirations:

To travel the world, experience every emotion possible (not
just happiness), and end up with a career in the
Media/Fashion Industry
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Marissa Winstanley

Miranda Williams

Tina Williams

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Nicknames:

Miri

Teener Weener, Teeny Weeny

Parchard, peanut, missa, parch

Likes:

Likes:

Likes:

Soy Beans, Rabbits, Tatting

Weekends, holidays, dancing, people that like me

Dislikes:

Chocolate, Mr Darcy, the river, travelling, spontaneity, food,
sleeping, my dog and doing nothing

Meat, competitive sport and being late

Dislikes:

I will be remembered for:

Materialist people and spicy food

I will be remembered for:

My smile, the possum incident, my hair at the Ball, being a
tree, caveman, gay herald

Not eating chocolate

I will be remembered for:

Best School Memory:

'What are you talking about'? 'Huh' and drinking water.

N/A

Best School Memory:

Future Aspirations:

Year 9 camp, parts of the Ball, Enviro Studies in Year 9 and
our Applic class

To be a doctor and discover a cure.

Future Aspirations:

To travel around Europe (for a few years) and hopefully live
there

Dislikes:

Pressures of Year 12, people that dislike me

Best School Memory:

The Ball, Year 9 camp, Year 10 signing, drama and mime
(won play and choir) I
Future Aspirations:

First, make the most of no school. Then be successful and
happy.

Forever Friends

SI
Jenny D Ethell

Susannah Holley

Nicknames:

No one was game enough to give me one!
Likes:

A nice, clean Great Court
Dislikes:

Having to pick rubbish up off the Great Court to make it look
nice and clean!
I will be remembered for:

Always having a smile, even when I am angry
Best school memory:

They are all the very special
Future aspirations:

To enjoy being a mother at MLC and attending the concerts
because I want too!

Elizabeth Savik

Year 12 wouldn’t be Year 12 if...

The common room was tidy. Ever.
More people attended PE and House
Ac than those who had notes.
We didn't keep Maggi Two Minute
Noodles and Fantastic Soups in
business.
The microwave in the Common Room
worked like a normal microwave (with
lights, turning, and noise).
A week went by without at least one
Year 12 loosing their Year 12
jumper/badge.
We didn't ensure that every Media
Studies class was disturbed by the vast
amounts of noise we produced in the
Common Room
Mrs Calder's discrete class didn't think
up new ways to surprise her every
lesson.
We read our Lit/English novels in time
to know what the teacher is talking
about in class
We reorganised our priorities: Of
course re-reading a half-destroyed
copy of last years Vogue for the
seventh time is more important than
studying for the TEE...
We didn't get excited when a teacher
hints that there are smiley-face stickers
for people who behave

We thought it was strange to be
discussing leg waxing and Brad Pitt
with our Head of Year
We didn't get our questionable picture
of Brad Pitt confiscated
We paid the money for the Year 1 2
present on time
We didn't greet Maria every morning
We hadn't read every magazine in the
common room by the end of the year,
including 1994 Dollys and the weird
British magazine
There wasn't approximately 136 Lit,
Drama and Chem. textbooks floating
around unused in the Common Room,
yet when asked why we didn't do our
homework, we answer, "I couldn't
find a text"
We were actually more mature than
the Year 8s, which we are apparently
meant to be
The drama students spent as much time
rehearsing their assessments as they
did finding costumes, organising props
and creating cleverly colour-coded
brainstorms of ideas
Dressing up and dancing didn't solve
almost every problem.
We played our music quietly, and
cooked our food without the smell
permeating throughout the College.

The Year 12 Ball
5 April at the Hyatt Grand Ballroom
t 8.20am
excitement
and
anticipation fills the air on the
morning of the Ball. Shrieks and
cheering as girls went to their classes
(determined to get through the half day
without doing any work).

A

At 12.40pm school finishes and girls rush
off to hair and make up appointments
amongst yells of 'see you tonight'.
The evening passed by in a magical
blur, with a classy pre-ball celebration
and the actual event commencing at
7pm. Teachers subtly checked out
everyone's attire (and partners) as the
girls made their way through the
receiving line.
Ambient music provided by band
'Mosaic', delicious 3 course meal and
beautifully decorated grand ballroom at

the Hyatt made the evening highly
successful after months of planning and
waiting.
Most girls were unrecognizable in their
amazing dresses (or suits) and it was
hard to believe that these sophisticated
figures were mere school girls.
The MLC Year 12 Ball was truly a
breathtaking affair, and it in fact may
have
surpassed
many
people's
expectations (hard to believe)!
The ball is sure to be a lasting memory
which will linger with most, if not all,
girls as one of the best from our school
days.
Thank you to all the staff and students
that put so much time and hard work
into the night - it really was a success.
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Fire Reflections
ur introduction to MLC in 1998
was memorable, to say the least.
Late in Term 1, Sumner House caught
on fire and was soon ablaze with
flames and smoke. This is a lasting
memory for all Year 12 girls present on
the day. As part of the Tutorial
program, we all wrote a reflection on
the fire and how we felt about the
event, some of which appear below.
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FIRE & RESCUE
n Friday at about 10:00am I was
sitting in Mrs Hardy's Society and
Environment class. She was talking
about water and evaporation and all
these weird things. Suddenly a herd of
elephants came charging down the
corridor. Well, actually it was a bunch
of terrified, nervous students, fleeing the
third and fourth floors of Sumner House,
where a spark from a welder had
ignited the insulation in Sumner 3.1, my
English room. Mrs Hardy went out to
scream at them but they screamed back
"the roof's on fire! Get out! Help! Run!"
I didn't really believe them, but about
ten Year 1 Is outside were shouting at
us. By then, we could see and smell the
smoke, so we got out. When there's an
emergency you realise that people
forget their friends, they just think about
themselves. Everyone pushed past me,
needless of anything but their safety.
Everyone was screaming, but Mrs
Hardy kept her head. We ran over to a
tree by the Music Department, but the
prefects told us to go to the oval. I
remember having looked back and
seeing Sumner 3.1 alight. A gust of
wind blew and suddenly, the whole
floor was in flames. We found Ms
Brown and were ticked off the roll. We
sat in the shade on the banks of the oval
and comforted people who were crying.
Elizabeth and I grabbed a pine cone as
a remembrance of the fire. We saw
helicopters flying overhead from
different channels, and were told not to
talk to reporters. The fire engines
arrived and began to battle the blaze.
We went over to Christ Church where
we were given food and drinks. If was
really boring, just waiting to go home.
Caroline rang our dad, who came to
pick us up. When I got home I watched
the television and listened to the radio
reports about the fire. At 3.00pm, I had
to go back to MLC to go on the Maths
camp. It was amazing. In 20 minutes
more money than I'd ever have, had
gone up in smoke. All the English
teachers were crying, looking at the
charred remains of their Department.
The Media gear was being removed,
and so were some books. It was an
experience
totally
new
and
overwhelming to me, and one I wish
never to see again.
Julia Rhodes
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t all happened when I was in Maths

I

and Mrs Efhell came over the loud

speaker. I didn't know what to think so I
wasn't concerned until I was walking
down the stairs and saw all the smoke.
As

soon

as

I

realised

what

had

happened my legs went to jelly and I
went all shaky.

I suddenly sweated

heaps because I was so shocked and at
the same time I was shivering with fear.
My immediate reaction made me worry
about my friend who was in Sumner
House, and all the other teachers and
students. I was also afraid that the fire
was going to spread to the Library and
I.T. Centre. While I was feeling scared I
was also feeling extremely angry at the
media.

There was a

photographer

taking photos of every crying, distressed
girl and helicopters trying to get every
second of the fire on camera. When we
were at Christ Church, the school was
fantastic. They fed us, gave us drinks
and gave up their campus for us. Today
I am still in shock - I still can't believe
that this could happen.
Emily House

was in Sumner 2.1, Society and
Environment. It was half way through the
class when everybody looked out of the
window watching the 'shadows' on the
walls. Suddenly people ran out and started
yelling "there's a fire on the roof". We
didn't really take it seriously until our relief
teacher told us to calm down and evacuate
the building. We ran down to the first floor
thinking we would get out quicker through
the Year 12 common room, as the other
exit was blocked with everyone else trying
to get away. The doors were locked.
Screaming, we ran back up the stairs. By
now, the exit was cleared. We held our
breath and plunged into the smoke, just as
Lauren left our room, the ceiling collapsed.
As we walked down past Sumner to the
Great Court, the window above our class
room exploded, fire came whoshing out.
Screaming was all you could hear. The
whole school was chaotic. I bumped into
some friends and we ran down to the oval,
crying. Since we had not yet had a fire
drill, NO-ONE knew what to do. The sad
thing is that the siren didn't go off until five
minutes after the fire had started. Our class
started to evacuate before the siren.
Pirrie Moffat
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Ode to Mrs Topley
ords do not begin to describe the
impact Mrs Topley has had on
our schooling and personal lives this
year. Her compassion, love, warmth,
sense of humour and down-to-earth
nature have filled us all with joy and
smiles, and in retrospect, we can't
imagine Year 12 without her.

W

She was always there to share our
triumphs, whether it be in drama, sports,
music, academia, or an out-of-school
activity. Similarly, she was there to
comfort us when we cried, hold our
hands when we were scared, or
reassure us when we were nervous.
Her bright clothes, perfectly manicured
nails, charming accent and bubbly
laugh always made us smile, and came
to symbolize the person we now know
and love simply as "Toppers".
Not only did Mrs Topley lead Year 12,
she also held a challenging position as
a member of the teaching staff, and her
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classroom students would no doubt
agree with our love for her.
Mrs Topley said at the beginning of the
year that we should all try to make this
year the best year we possibly could.
The decision is unanimous: we
succeeded.
We can't believe how unbelievably
lucky we have been: how many other

students can say that they can take
away as many memories as we can
from Year 1 2? How many other students
can say that by the end of first term,
their Head of Year was no longer just a
Head of Year, but a friend? How many
other students can say that one minute
their Head of Year is addressing huge
audiences and organizing huge events,
and then the next is sitting in your
common room with you, sharing
naughty jokes and discussing the merits
of leg waxing?
Early in the year, Mrs Topley was
thrown into the position with little notice,
and as one student stated, "It was like
the blind leading the blind".
But Mrs Topley soon found her sight,
and helped us find ours.

With all our lore,
Uhe dladd ofi 2002.

Dedication to Tutors
HEADS OF YEAR

M Hudson

M Caporn

S Miller

S Topley

1998

1999

2000 & 2001

2002

ATHENS TUTORS
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W
B Kurtz
1998 - 2001

S Shaw

M Colder

2002

1998 - 2002

CORINTH TUTORS

J Gibson

F Allen

K Padman

L Hughes

1998 & 1999

2000 & 2001

2002

1998 - 2002

Over the past fiue years at 1/YjrJdCd, many staff memlerS Lave shaped who

we are,

particularly our dfutorS and^Jdeads of 'Ofears. 'WJe would lihe to tahe th,
opportunity to thanh them for ail they haue dc
tone.

OLYMPIA TUTORS
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i______________

M Glenister

L Joll

M Caporn

1998-2001

2002

1998

N Ridsdill-Smith
1999 & 2000

J Greaves

L Brookes-Kenworthy

2001

2002

ROME TUTORS

B Parry

M Benier

C Harris

1998-2002

1998 & 1999

2000 - 2002

SPARTA TUTORS

Hollingworth

TROY TUTORS

J Brown

S Stein

R Blackburn

1998-2000

2001 &2002

1998-2002

B Gallo

1998-2001

2002
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l^oJuet of the ‘80s

Year 12 most likely to...
Invent a new Mathematical Theorem
Hannah Li

Live off Diet Coke
Effie Ross, Mrs Ethell

Still be friends when they're 85
Anna Fogarty and Anna McRostie

Write a thesis on Post-Brechtian techniques
in contemporary theatre
Alison Nadebaum

Be playing trumpet in a
smoky jazz bar by age 25
Mimi Leith
Be a comedian
Alex Lekias
Become the next Leonardo Da Vinci
Kelly Tuck, Rachael Pearse
Become the next Versace
Jess Judd
Star in a Colgate Ad
Marissa Winstanley
Get an endorsement contract for
Pantene and/or blow dryers
Pip Tompson
Become a music guru
Alex Bagios
Become a professional socialite
Julia Jenkins
Create an award-winning documentary
Janna Di Lallo

Publish a book documenting all their
strange, crazy and/or scary stories
Kate Green, Jade Devonish
Never grow up and always be fun
Amaya Courtis and Paris Townsend
Always be plagued by typecasting
Bonnie Parker
Win a humanitarian award
Piper Grant
Become a Media extraordinaire
Laura Hurst, Emma Williams
Become a professional Oasis follower
Emma Johnsen
Beat Ian Thorpe's records
Emma Jones
Invent a revolutionary permanent cure for
hiccups
Michelle Parkin
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We would like to take this opportunity to thank
every single student and staff member who contributed an article or
image to the 2002 Collegian. All submissions were of an incredibly high
standard, and we feel that they presented a wonderful reflection on
life at MLC. Congratulations and thank you!
Mrs Riley, Ms Brock and Ms Freeman have been incredible in
helping the Collegian come together. Their knowledge, guidance and skills
were invaluable to us, and we know that they are as proud of the
finished product as we both are.
'

Laura

Nothing will change,

no matter how fascinated you are

by a new idea, unless you create some kind of

learning process. A learning process is a process

that occurs over time whereby people's beliefs,

ways of seeing the world, and ultimately their

skills and capabilities change.

Peter Senge

METHODIST LADIES’COLLEGE
356 Stirling Highway, Claremont WA 6010
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